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Vote NO on College Bond Issue
- , (Sec editorial on this Page)
Vote YES f°r Sundoy Closing
(See editorial on Page 8)
Prof. Raggi Dies at 84;
Honored by Three Popes
ORANGE Honored by three Popes and a number
of European countries, Prof. Gonippo Raggi, one of the
foremost ecclesiastical artists in the world, died Oct 22
after an illness of four weeks. He was 84 years old.
A Requiem Mass for the repose of his soul was offered
Oct. 25 in St. Catharine’* Church,
Spring Lake, with a sermon by
Rev. Peter V. Manning, 0.P.; of
St. Vincent Ferrer, New York.
According to his son Louis,
Professor Raggi had done the art
work in approximately 200
churches in Europe, North and
America. In this area, however,
he was best known as the artist
for the Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart.
THE NEWARK Cathedral itself
Is a lasting memorial to the ded-
ication and artistry of Professor
Raggi. It was a work of several
years, during which he made
numerous trips to Europe to over-
see the most minute details of
the works of art which have
marked Sacred Heart as one of
the finest and most beautiful ca-
thedrals in the United States.
Professor Raggi also super-
vised personally, along with his
sons Louis and G. Ernest, the in-
stallation of all the art work in
the vast building. This included
all the marble work, carved wood
and the stained glass windows,
which are one of the cathedral's
most outstanding features.
There are 108 stained glass
windows, three of which contain
more than 1,000 square feet of
glass. In all, there are approxi-
mately .500 marble statues in the
cathedral, 138 of them jn niches
lined with golden Venetian mo-
saic in the main altar.
Professor Raggi also procured
and supervised the installation of
the 24 altars in the cathedral, as
well as the Stations of the Cross,
executed in mosaic.
CHURCHES IN this mi Which
hid the benefit of Profeuor Rag-
gi’i eccleiiifticil irt ire almost
too numerous to mention. Accord-
ing to his son Louis, however,
some of the outstanding ones are
the chapel at Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary; St. Patrick’! Pro-
Cathedral, St. Joseph’s, SL Pe-
ter's, and Our Lady of Good
Counsel, all ia Newark; Our Lady
of the Vallay. Orange; Immacu-
late Conception, Montclair; and
Bt. Leo's, Irvington.
Professor Raggi also supervised
tbs art decoration of two basili-
cas, Our Lady of Victory, Lacka-
wanna, N.Y., and the Basilica of
Bt. Josaphat, Milwaukee. In each
of these he personally executed
SO mural paintings with life-size
figures.
IN THE COURSE of his long
career in ecclesiastical art, Pro-
fessor Raggi received numerous
official honors. Pope Pius XI
named him a Private Chamber-
lain of the Cape and Sword, and
he was confirmed in this honor
also by Pope Pius XII and Pope
John XXIII.
This last hooor was awarded
him last Janeary when be was
received in audience by the
present Pontiff.
According to Louis Raggi, who
was also present, Pope John at
that time commissioned Profes-
sor Raggi to paint his official
portrait to hang‘in the throne
room. Varying from his usual
custom, Louis Raggi said, the
Pope declared be would pose per-
sonally for the work rather than
have the artist work from photo-
graphs.
Professor Raggi had his can-
vases ready and was prepared to
leave for Rome four weeks ago
when be suffered the illness
which,resulted in his death.
PROFEBBOR RAGGI was also
a Knight Commkqder of the Or-
bar of 8t GregosV. 1935; Com-
mander of Our Lady of Mercy,
Spain, 1930; Knight of the Royal
Crown of Italy, 1932; Knight
Commander of St. George, Bel-
gium, 1934; and Knight Com-
mander of St. Charles, France,
1934.
The artist was born In Rome
on May 6, 1875, son of Ernest and
Filomena Bianchi Raggi. He was
a prize graduate of St. Luke’s
Royal Academy in Rome and
his outstanding artistic talent
brought him membership in the
Pontifical Academy of Virtuosi al
Pantheon. He also taught at St.
Michael’s Institute of Art, Rome.
In 1904 he came to America,
brought here by Martin Majoney
of Philadelphia, a Papal Mar-
quis. Mr. Maloney commissioned
Professor Raggi to decorate the
new St. Catharine’s Church in
Spring Lake. He financed the
erecUon of the church as a me-
morial to his daughter.
The next years were spent In
Spring Lake. He financed the
work and travel in America, Eu-
rope and notably in South Amer-
ica, where he went for a visit to
Peru and stayed for three years.
During this period he painted the
portraits of a number of distin-
guished personages, including
President Pardo of Peru.
PROFESSOR RAGGI took up
permanent residence in the Unit-
ed States in 1921 and then began
a life-long friendship with the late
Archbishop Walsh who, while
Bishop of Trenton, had been ex-
tremely impressed with the art-
ist’s work at St. Catharine’s.
This led to his association with
the Archdiocese of Newark and,
in 1928, Professor Raggi settled
in the Oranges.
Professor Raggi remained ac-
tive up until the very time of his
fatal illness. At the time of his
death he was finishing up the
decoration of St. Aloysius Church,
Jersey City, and also supervising
new marble work in Our Lady of
Grace Church, Hoboken.
St. Bartholomew's Church,
Scotch Plains, has a prized paint-
ing executed by the artist. Titled
“Suffer the Little Children to
Come Unto Me,’’ it depicts Our
Lord with a group of young ones.
Flanking the painting are the
coats of arms of Pope John XII
and Archbishop Boland.
SURVIVING besides his sons,
Louis and Ernest, are his wife,
Mrs. Angeina Palmerio Raggi,
two daughters, Mrs. Alcea Soxzi
of Rome, and Zea Raggi; and
two grandchildren.
The Mass was said in the first
church Professor Raggi decorat-
ed ia the United States, and he is
buried la Spring Lake with his
mother, who died in 1822. Louis
Raggi said the artist had ex-
pressed this wish to him many
years ago.
PROFESSOR Raggi in the
uniform of a Private
Chamberlain of the Cape
and Sword.
Cardinal Ottaviani
Named Administrator
Of Holy Office
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope John XXIII has appointed
Cardinal Ottaviani as Secretary of the Supreme Sacred
Congregatiqn of the Holy Office, the first of the Holy See’s
12 major governing bodies.
Cardinal Ottavianiwill be administrator of the congre-
gation, which safeguards the
Church as a body in the sphere
of faith and morals. Now 69, he
was named Pro-Secretary of the
congregation In 1953, when Pope
Pius XII made him a Cardinal,
lie had been Assessor of the con-
gregation for 20 years before that.
He succeeds Cardinal Pizxardo,
82, who had been Secretary since
1951. The Pope la Prefect of the
congregation.
At the same time the Pope
named Archbishop Pietro Parente
of Perugia, Italy, assessor of the
congregation.
IN ANNOUNCING the change,
L'Oaservatore Romano, Vatican
City daily,*laid Pop« John had
granted Cardinal Pixzardo’i re-
quest to be "freed from the grave
burden of Secretary of the Su-
preme Congregation of the Holy
Office."
At the aama time, the Pontiff
aent Cardinal Pixxardo an auto-
graphed letter lauding hla dedi-
cation to the poit for ao many
years. j
Cardinal Pinardo retain* hi*
position a* Prefect of the Sacred
Congregation of Seminaries and
Universities.
■ Because the Pope automatically
bolda the office of Prefect of the
Congregation of the Holy Oiffce—-
as be does of two other congre-
gations—the fjHimi administra-
tor takes the title of secretary.
Cardinal Ottavianl was given
the title of Pro-Secretary by Pope
Pius XII, whe elevated him to
the Sacred College of Cardinals
in 1953, because Vatican protocol
does not assign cardinality dig-
nity to the office of assessor,
which handles the daily organi-
zational details of the congrega-
tion.
Cardinal Ottaviani, who ear-
lier this year made visits to the
United States and Canada, la
the only Cardinal-deacon —a
Cardinal who Is a priest hat not
a Bishop—.who la administrator
of one of the 12 curia! congre-
gations.
ARCHBISHOP PARENTS, 88,
succeeds to the put left vacant
by Cardinal Ottavianl in 1953
wben he was named to,the Sa-
cred College.
Born in Casalnuovo Montero-
taro, Italy, in 1891, be was or-
dained to 1916. After ordination
he was appointed vice rector of
the archdiocesan seminary vof
Benevento and later named rec-
tor.
In 1928 he was called to
Rome to teach dogmatic theology
at the Lateran University and
from 1934 to 1938 served as rec-
tor of the Urban College of the
Propagation of the Faith.
In 1984 he was made a canon
of St. Peter's Basilica and dur-
ing the sama year worked as a
consul tor In a number of Vatican
congregations, including the Holy
Office.
He was consecrated Archbish-
op of Perugia to INS.
Cabrini Statue
Fullfills Promise
SANT’ ANGELO LODIGIANO,
Italy (NC) Anew statue of
St. Frances Cabrini, first Ameri-
can citizen to bo canonized, has
been unveiled here in her native
town in thanksgiving for Its being
saved from destruction in World
War 11.
The statue is the fulfillment of
a promise made by Magr. Nicola
de Martino in April, 1945, when
ho walked through the town with
German guns at his back. The
Wehrmacht was then retreating
through northern Italy, and a
German detachment had taken
hostages in Sant' Angelo Lodigl-
ano and threatened to destroy it
Father de Martino, then a
member of the underground Ital-
ian liberation committee, met the
soldiers alone and offered his life
in exchange for safety of the vil-
lage and the hostages. The Ger-
man commanding officer agreed
on condition that the priest walk
In front of the German column
as it passed through the town.
New Sunday Slogan
WAPPINGER FALLS, N. Y.
(RNS) The Third Order Secu-
lar of St. Francis adopted anew
Sunday observance, slogan here.
“Work with God six days Rest
with God Sundays” replaces the
old alogan “Stop! Don’t shop on
Sundays."
Kerela Bishops
Ask Prayers
For Red Defeat
ERNAKULAM, India (NC)
The Catholic Bishops of Kerala
have issued a Joint pastoral let-
ter ordering prayers for defeat
of communism in the coming
state election.
The prayers are to be recited
in all Catholic churches until the
general elections have been held.
No definite date haa been set for
the elections. •
The message by Kerala's 18
Bishops was the first joint state-
ment by the hierarchy since the
Kerala communist government
was ordered out of office by
President Prasad of India in
July. The ouster came after six
weeks of bloodshed and violence
in which a score of persons were
killed—ls of them Catholics slain
by communist police.
The Bishops reiterated the
Holy See’s ban on Catholics who
vote for communist candidates
and for candidates aligned with
the communists. They said that
success of the communists in the
last election, in the Spring of
1957, was due to lack of unity and
to indifference, selfishness and
obstinacy on the part of some
opponents of communism.
Recalling that in the previous
election the successful Commu-
nist Party polled only 35% of the
votes, the Bishops emphasized
the need to avoid splitting of
votes. As far as Kerala is con-
cerned, the forthcoming election
is going to be decisive, they said.
Russians‘ Invade'
Vatican City
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
For the second time in five
months, Vsticsn City was “in-
vaded" by Russians.
Divided into groups of SO or
60, each with a guide, 400 Sov-
iet citizens were shown the
Vatican museums, where some
of the world’s greatest art
treasures are preserved.
They also saw the Sistine
Chapel, the principal chapel of
the Vatican Palace, where the
chief Papal observances, ex-
cept those of a more public
nature, take place and where
Pope John XXIII was elected
by the College of £ardinals in
October last year. '
Last May, a similar number
of Russian tourists spent some
time inspecting the Vatican
museums and watching pil-
grims in St. Peter’s Basilica.
Late in 1957, a special Rus-
sian-language guide was print-
ed by Vatican authorities to
help Soviet visitors here under-
stand what they see. The book-
let, it was explained, had been
prepared in view of the in-
creasing numbers of Russians
visiting Italy and the Holy See.
Mass for Deceased
Archbishop and
Dishops of Newark
NEWARK - The fatthlel of
the Archdiocese of Newark are
invited to attend the annnal
Maaa for the deceased Arch-
bishop and Bishops ef Newark.
Archbishop Boland will cele-
brate the Solemn Pontifical
Requiem Mass at 19:39 a.m.,
Nov. ( la Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral.
Brother Kelly Dies,
One of 1st Christian
Brothers in U. S.
ORADELL Brother John Ambrose Kelly, 77, the
last of the four Christian Brothers of Ireland who came to
theU. S. in 1906 to found the American province, died here
of a heart attack Oct. 27.
Brother Kelly had been a mem-
ber of the original founding com-
munity at Essex Catholic High
School, Newark, in 1935. He came
here as registrar at Bergen Cath-
olic High School last year.
He had been provincial of the
Christian Brothers in the U. S.
and Canada from 1943 to 1947.
During his teaching career, he
had held various posts at St
BonaVenture's College, at St
John’s, Newfoundland; All Hal-
lows, New York City; lona Prep
School, Now Rochelle; Sacred
Heart School, New York; Leo
High School, Chicago; and Rice
High School, New York.
Prom INI to IM7 he wm su-
perintendent at Briecoe Memorial
High School, Kent, Wuh., and
from Mil to IMS, superior of St
Joseph’s Novitiate, West Park,
N. Y. From M47 to IMB be was
vocations director of the province,
and from IMP to 1930, master of
novices.
BEOTHEE KELLY was born
in Ireland on Nov. 13, 1382; join-
ed the Brothers on Nov. 13, 1903;
and made his final profession In
1911 at St. Booaventure's Col-
lege, St. John’s, Newfoundland.
A Solemn High Requiem Maas
will be celebrated for Brother
Kelly at 10 a.m. Saturday at st.
Joseph's Church here. Interment
will follow la the Christina Broth-
ers Cemetery, West Park. He left
no survivors.
Vote ‘NO’ on College Bond Issue
The Editorial Board of The Advocate
urges its readers to vote “NO” on the College
Bond referendum in Tuesday's election.
We do this after careful consideration of the strong
reasons against this legislation, reasons which the ex-
tended campaign of the supporters of the bond issue have
tried to keep hidden.
We urge a vote of “NO’* because this bill is NOT
NECESSARY; because it is TOO EXPENSIVE; and be-
cause it wiU be HARMFUL to the PRIVATE COLLEGES
OF THE STATE.
Vote “NO” on the College Bond issue be-
cause it is not necessary.
The campaign to push through this referendum
stresses only the need for future college facilities; and it
would like you to conclude that you must take this bill
to provide for that need. This is not so.
Even if private colleges will not be able to meet
the future needs —and this has been sharply contested
it is not necessary to spend millions in tax dollars to
obtain the buildings needed. In the bond legislation pro-
vision already is made for the repayment of part of the
loan, namely that for dormitories. Why not expect repay-
ment of the entire amount?
College students, who are serious about college edu-
cation, can pay their own way either with family assist-
ance or by a system of loans for education. They pay for
th?ir car in pay-as-you-go installments; why can they not
pay for the education that is more important to them,
especially since that education increases their earning
capacity.
Students in private colleges pay their own way, and
they are not any richer than others in the State. Why
should tax money be spent for some and not for all? Be-
cause other and better legislation will solve any future
demand for college building*, both in public and in private
colleges, this particular college bond bill should be voted
against.
Vote “NO” on the College Bond issue be-
cause it is too expensive.
While |66.8 millions is the amount set down, the
and real cost will run to a staggering total beyond this.
Consider that the Interest payment over the 15 years will
run to >18,659,157.80 if the interest rate is 5-1/4%. Con-
sider also the fact that the new buildingswill require new
personnel to staff them at a staggering increase in op-
erating costs. Consider as well that new buildings mean
more teachers and even at the far from maximum salary
of teachers the additional cost will be huge.
To the principal add the interest and the operating
expenses and you will realize the full and real cost of this
proposed bond issue. A major part of this cost could be
spared the State, and just as good results could be obtained
by different and less expensive legislation.
Vote “NO” on the College Rond issue be-
cause it willbe harmful to the private college* of
the State.
By private colleges we mean not only Catholic colleges
like Seton Hall or St. Elizabeth’s, but others like Fairleigh
Dickinson and Upsala in our area. Rider in Trenton and
others. Private colleges and universities have a long and
valuable history in the eastern United States and in New
Jersey. For decades and even centuries they have been
providing opportunity for good education without cost to
the State. They have set their rates realistically to carry
the burden of the costs.
They should not be forced to face the unfair competi-
tion of colleges supported by the tax dollars all citizens
pay. Against such competition even strongly endowed
private universities will be unable to contend. Most student*
will go where the rates are lowest. Should we favor this
harmful effect, especially when it is not necessary and
when it will be so expensive?
Friends of private colleges and universities will vote
against the bond issue because it will weaken the strength
of private universities in our area. Even others who at
first may have favored this bond issue, when they realize
that private colleges in our State are important and ought
to be protected, will vote against the college bond refer-
endum and demand that the legislators produce a better
bill to solve our problem without the danger to private
colleges.
We urge your “NO" vote on the College Bond
issue. Send back to the legislators this unnecessary bill,
this very expensive bill, this harmful bill and demand that
better, less expensive and more equitable legislation be
prepared for your consideration.
We are confident that the voters of the State will
reject this bond issue. We ask you to join with them
VOTE “NO” ON THE COLLEGE BOND ISSUE.
Says College Bond Issue Demand
Based on Out-of-Date Survey
IRVINGTON The New Jersey Citizens for Tax
Relief have asserted that proponents of the $66.8 million
college bond referendum are estimating the need for ex-
panding tax-supported colleges on the basis of an out-of-date
survey.
Halsey T. Burke of Irvington,
chairman of the organization,
questioned both the need for a
“crash expansion program'’ for
the state institutions of higher
education, and ability of taxpay-
ers to absorb the increased levy
which he said "is inevitable if
the proposition is passed next
week.”
“Advocates of the college
bond referendum point to a
survey made over three years
ago In predicting the capacity
of the private colleges in the
state to accept students In the
future," he said, “and have not
brought these forecasts up to
date."
“Those who direct privately
supported educational institutions
are generally very conservative
in their appraisal of future stu-
dent capacity,” he continued,
“and they know the danger of
ovei-expansion and the bad econ-
omy of building new facilities
long before they are needed."
“ON THE OTHER band,” be
went on, “these private colleges
have shown dynamic ability to
expand to meet needs as they
arise, a fact clearly demonstrated
in the post-war period.”
Rurke pointed to a study pub-
lished by the New Jersey State
Board of Education in 1936 which
indicated that private colleges in
New Jersey expected to accom-
modate 21,000 undergraduates by
1963.
"A similar study published in
1937,” he said, “indicated that
this estimate had been raised to
28,800.”
“In ether words,” be said, “la
that one year private colleges
made plans to increase their
capacity by «V
“Advocates of the college hood
referendum have completely dis-
counted many developments in
the field of private college expan-
sion during the past two yrars.
In 1937 Falrieigh Dickinson Uni-
versity purchased s large estate
in Flortum Park, converted ex-
isting buildings to college use,
and Is now serving the educa-
tional needs of more than 1,009
students at that location with a
program geared to expansion as
necessity dictates. During the
past four years Falrieigh Dickin-
son has 'completed a $4,500,000
construction program on iU Ruth-
erford campus alone.”
"THIS PAST September," he
continued, “Caldwell College an-
nounced the approval of plans
for three new buildings on its
campus and Georgian Court Col-
lege has completed blueprints
for anew dormitory.”
“Recently newspapers ear-
ried pictures' and plans for a.
new 12-acre campus to be built
in Newark by Setou Hall Uni-
versity, capable ef serving Is,-
day and evening students.
It is most significant that not
one ef these projects was even
contemplated when the study,
on which the proponents ef
the college bond referendum
base their extravagant esti-
mates was made," he said.
“Practically every private col-
lege in the state has recently
completed new buildings, has
such new buildings under con-
struction, or has plans to begin
new construction soon," he de-
clared.
“Rider College is in the proc-
ess of building an entire new
complete campus Including dor-,
mite ries, laboratories, class-
rooms and all ether necessary
facilities ea a site near Tree-
ton.
“Other private colleges, besides
those mentioned, that have re-
cently completed new buildings
or have plans under way, include
Bloomfield College, Upsala, Un-
ion Junior College. Drew Uni-
versity, Stevens Institute, College
of SL Elizabeth, and St. Peter’s
College.’’
“THUS THE EVIDENCE ac-
cumulates,” be warned, “that es-
timates nude several years ago
do not furnish a reliable basis for
an appraisal of present needs.
“In Its studies of 19M the
Stole Beard of Education de-
clared that ’by INI the short-
age of facilities win he ser-
ious,* and yet this proved to
he false.”
Burke said that “in Novem-
ber of 193d a survey conducted
by Dr. Martin D. Whitaker, presi-
dent of Lehigh University, point-
ed out that not more than 100 of
the country’s 1,800 private col-
lege* had capacity enrollments
and that current reports of over-
crowded colleges were greatly ex-
aggerated."
“Certainly there was no short-
age of college facilities in New
Jersey," Burke said, "and It is
easy to sec that the prediction of
the State Board of Education with
respect to 1938 was shown to bo
over-pessimistic.
“Therefore, there is every
good reason to believe that the
Board is also unduly pessi-
mistic in its estimates made
several years ago of the ability
of the non-tax-supported in-
state and out-of-stale colleges
and universities to accommo-
date students in the years
ahead.”
TO DEMONSTRATE that there
is really no shortage of facilities
for qualified high achool gradu-
ates in New Jersey, Burke cited
a survey released last week by
Fairleigh Dickinson University.
“According to their survey,” he
said, “39 high schools in the
northern part of New Jersey sent
in returns covering 13,389 gradu-
ates of their June, 1939, class,
their most recent graduates. Of
the 6,784 students in ths upper
half of their class, only three
could not get into the college of
their choice. In addition, the num-
ber of students in the thiitf quar-
ter of their high school class who
could not gain admission to col-
lege numbered only 21,” he said.
“These statistics hardly dem-
oiuUU Um frightful lack of fa-
cilities bt inc voiced by the ad-
vocates of tbs college bond ref-
erendum, bat Ibey do demon-,
strata that any student who has.
the academic qualifications to
(o to college Is beiaf takes cars
of.’*
"THE COLLEGE bond refer*
dendum will commit New Jersey
to spend $66 8 million for facili-
ties for higher education, la ad-
dition to many more dollars in
bond retirement costs and main-
tenance of the new facilities,"
Burke said, "and its passage win
certainly entail the new introduc-
tion of new taxes In this state."
“There is no certainty that the
vastly Increased capacity it will
supply in the state university and
the state colleges will be neces-
sary to meet student demands
in the near future.”
If such student needs de-
velop this can be met by an-
nual appropriation for such new
construction as time proves to
he necessary. This is the meth-
od of meeting the situation
originally advocated by Gover-
nor Meyner.
“As be decides for himself bow
to vote on the college bond issue
and the amount of additional tax
es on the horizon, each individual
taxpayer should give careful com
aideration to all the facts,” Burks
concluded.
AT CENTENARY: Archbishop Martin J. O’Connor,
rector of the North American Collge in Rome, escorts
Pope John XXIII on his visit to the college to partici-
pate in its centennial observance. Pope John spoke,
first in Latin and then in English to some 2,000 per-
sons assembled in the college's modernistic chapel.
People in the Week’s News
Msgr. John Bernard, president
of the International Catholic
Film Office, has been named a
consul tor of the Pontifical Com-
mission for Motion Pictures, Ra-
dio and Television.
Greater cooperation with the
United Nations Children’a Fund
(UNICEF) by Catholic organiza-
tions was urged by Hilaire Wiliot,
Belgian representative on the
fund’s executive board.
A first anniversary Requiem
Mass for Cardinal Mooney of De-
troit has been offered at Santa
Susanna in Rome, his titular
Church.
Cardinal Doepfaer of Berlin
has accused East Germany of de
liberately withholding permission
for reconstruction of war-dam-
aged St. Hedwig Cathedral in
East Berlin.
Msgr. Gerald V, McDevttt, see-
rctary at the Apostolic Delega-
tion in Washington since 1952, has
boen made a domestic prelate.
Very Rev. Henri Monde,
S.M.A., Superior General of the
Society of African Missions, is
visiting the U.S. foundations of
his community.
Rev. Columba J. Devlin,
T.OJL, of Gloucester, N.J., has
been named president of St Fran-
cis College, Laretto, Pa.
®bts| Richard O. Gerow of
Natchez-Jackson. Miss., will ob-
serve his 50th anniversary as a
priest and his SSth as a Bishop
on Nov. t.
Msgr. Irving A. Deßlanc, di-
rector, NCWC Family Life Bu-
reau, has been elected to the ad-
ministrative council of the 40-
nation International Union of
Family Organizations.
A Mass marking the first anni-
versary of the coronation of
Pope John Xllii will be offered
Nov. 4 by Archbishop Egidio Vag-
nozzi, Apostolic Delegate to the
U.S., in the chapel of Trinity Col-
lege, Washington.
Archbishop Thomas Roberts,
8.J., of England has asked .the
Holy See that consideration of
moral issues involved in nuclear
warfare be included in the ecu-
menical council’s agenda.
Don Vincent Colin, a Belgian
Benedictine, will be the first West
European priest to participate
in an Antarctic expedition.
Rev. Frederick A. McGuire
C.M., executive secretary of the
Mission Secretariat, is among
nine American clergymen invited
to make a four-week tour of Ger-
many as guests of the German
government.
Rev. Gorden N. Fritz, M.M.,
of Minnesota, has been naiped
acting Apostolic Administrator of
the Vicariate Apostolic of Pando.
Bolivia.
Bishops . . .
Bishop Jaa Wawnynlec Kullk
has been named the third Aux-
ilary Bishop of Lodz, Poland.
Died
...
Msgr. M. J. MacKinnon, 54,
director of St. Francis Xavier
University extension department,
Antigonish, N. S.
Rev. Justin Flgas, O.F.M. Conv.
73, Buffalo, national director of
the Polish Rosary Hour.
Places in the News
The Sacred Roman Rota and the
Vatican City court have formally
marked the opening of the judi-
cial year in Vatican City
Cardinal Garibi River* of Gua-
dalajara ha* blessed the chapel
of the Mexican Foreign Mission
Seminary in Mexico City.
An institute on ecumenical re-
lations for Catholics and Protes-
tants will be held in St. Paul’s
Lutheran Church in Toledo.
The Department of the Interior
is reserving 224 acres of land in
the Black Hills National Forest,
South Dakota, as a potential site
for a statue of "Christ on the
Mountain."
Campion Crusader, a Catholic
monthly magazine for children,
has been inaugurated in England.
One-third of the Chinese on
Madagascar are now Catholics.
Buckden Palace in Huntingdon-
shire, England, ancient home of
the pre-Reformation Bishops of
Lincoln, has been restored as a
seminary for Claretlan mission-
aries.
France has raised from 16 to
U the age at which youths may
attend films rated morally un-
safe for young people.
Polish communist authorities
have revoked permission for pub-
lishing Wspolczesna Ambona,
Catholic quarterly of the Klelce
diocese.
This year 66 Holy Ghost Fa-
thers from the VS. have been as-
signed to the African misaions.
The Italian Episcopal Confer-
ence has set up five commissions
to deal with problems facing the
Church in Italy.
The Cal ted Nations Genoral
Assembly’s Third Committee
adopted, 704), an international
code on rights of children, pav-
ing the way for speedy adoption
by the Assembly itself.
Eskimo and American Indian
villages have been reconstructed
at Bergamo, Italy , for an exhibit
commemorating the 100th anni-
versary of the arrival of Rev.
Henry Grollier, 0.M.1., in the
Canadian Arctic.
A citizens' committee has rec-
ommendcd that the program by
which Mexican farm laborers arc
brought to the U.S. be temporari-
ly continued, but only if changed
to give more protection to U. S.
worker*.
Pennsylvania has adopted leg-
islation to define obscenity and
set penalties for persons dealing
in obscene literature.
Catholic members of both
houses, for the first time in his-
tory, attended a Red Mass in
London on the opening of Parlia-
ment
A bureau of social research
has been established at Catholic
University of America, Washing-
ton.
The Evangelist, Albany dio-
cesan newspaper, has started a
program to promote study of
Catholic newspapers during
classroom periods in Catholic
schools.
A pastoral institute to give
newly ordained priests an under-
standing of social problems has
been set up in the Bologna Arch-
ciocese in Italy.
A delegation of British Cath-
olics have arrived in Israel for
a 12-day visit as guests of the
Israeli Society for Biblical Re-
search.
The 700th anniversary of the
famous Cistercian Abbey of Ho-
henfurth in communist Czechoslo-
vakia will be celebrated next
year at the monks' monastery-
in-exile in Styria, Austria.
A prominent Methodist leader
proposed that the Jesuits take
the lead in a Joint Chris-
tian campaign for religious edu-
cation in England.
The Baltimore unit, Ancient Or-
der of Hibernians, has withdrawn
from an All-Nations day festival
at a park there because of the
park’s alleged segregation policy.
A priest in Yugoslavia has been
sentenced to two years’ imprison-
ment for “hostile activity"
distributing newspapers published
by Yugoslav exiles.
Members of Italian Catholic Ac-
tion have been urged to take a
pledge on movie attendance,
similar to the U. S. Legion of
Decency pledge.
Papacy Constituted
‘Crown of Thorns’
To Pope Pius XII
VATICAN CITY (NC) Cardinal Tardini, a close
collaborator of Pope Pius XII for nearly 20 years, revealed
that the Papacy was for Pope Pius a “crown of thorns.’’
The Vatican Secretary of State presented an intimate
picture of the late Pontiff in a discourse given during a
convocation commemorating the
first anniversary of the death of
Pius XII. Toward the end of the
talk, the Cardinal spoke of the
vision of Christ Pope Pius had
in 1954. He was thus the first
collaborator of Pius to speak pub-
licly of the vision.
The memorial convocation was
held In the Hall of BenedlcUons
in St. Peter's Oct. 20 in the pres-
ence of Pope John XXIII. Among
those participating were members
of the Sacred College of Cardi-
nals In Rome and of the diplo-
matic corps accredited to the
Holy See.
CARDINAL TAR DIM began by
recalling Mar. 12, 1956, when be
as Pro-Secretary of State greeted
Pope Plus on the 17th anniver-
sary of hla coronation. He quoted
the Pope aa aaying: "My dear
Mooaignor, It haa been a crown
of thorns."
Cardinal Tardinl said the pon-
tificate of Pius Xll was filled
with elementa that gave violent
contradiction to his nature. "The
peace-loving man had to govern
the Church in the storm and tor-
ment of war," he said. “The
man inclined toward study and
ascetism lived, as few other
Popes have, in a crowd. The
meek, almost timid man became
strong- and combative In defense
of the rights of the Church."
The Cardinal outlined many of
the facets of the complex person-
ality of the late Pontiff, setting
in relief his gigantic station as
a Pope against the background of
Ms physical frailty.
Answering the criticism that
Pope Pius was. a "political"
Pope, Cardinal said:
“If by poliUcs we understand
the knowledge and art of procur-
ing the common welfare of the
naUonal and lnternaUonal public
life, we must proclaim without
hesitation that the pontificate of
Pius XII was truly a political
pontificate, one of great and
sound poliUcs.’*
CARDINAL TARDINI also
spoke of the familiar sweeping
gesture of open arms with which
Pope Pius imparted his blessing.
It was a gesture, he said, at the
same time of imploring, bene-
diction, and aelf-immolatlon for
the welfare of mankind. He
added:
"Thus once more In the
luminous heaven of the Charch,
the cross was for a holy and a
great Pontiff a throne of majes-
ty, a cathedral a( truth and a
vessel of glory and trlamph.”
Nearing the end of his dis-
course, Cardinal Tardini made his
first public reference to Pope
Pius* vision of Christ in 1954.
Referring to some written
notes, the Cadlnal said that Pius
confided to him that he had a
vision at Christ.
Cardinal Tardini quoted the
late Pope as saying: *T saw
Km Lari for a moment. It was
• anneal, hat I aaw well.*'
News of the Pope’s vision,
which took place during a
serious Illness, first came before
the public la November, 1955. al-
most a year after it occurred. It
was confirmed by L'Osssrvatoce
Romano, Vatican City dally. In
December, IMS. But until the me-
morial convocation, none of Pope
Plus's collaborators had spoken
of the vision publicly.
‘Extraordinary Efforts’
Needed to Aid Refugees
MILWAUKEE-rThere are now
18 million refugees in the world,
compared with 40 million at the
close of World War 11, the Catho-
lic Charities conference was told
here. Msgr. Edward E. Swan-
strom, executive director of Cath-
olic Relief Services-NCWC, said
there is hope that the remaining
refugee groups in Europe will be
resettled during the current
World Refugee Year.
The lot of the refugees in Eu-
rope is better than that of refu-
gees in Asia, he said, because
the former “at least have a roof
over their heads. Untold numbers
of refugees in Asia have no more
shelter than a tent, a tarpaper
shack, a hole in the ground, or a
space on a city sidewalk.”
“We arc called upon, I feel, to
make extraordinary efforts so
that the hopes of these disinherit-
ed people will not De shattered
beyond recovery,’* he declared.
Msgr. Swanstrom said he re-
gretted that no emergency immi-
gration legislation was passed at
the last session of Congress,
"because we had hoped to re-
settle some refugees in the C.S.
this year.” He said that pending
such legislation. Catholic Relief
Services is resettling some refu-
gees in Canada and Australia.
Msgr. George H. Guilfoyle, ex-
ecutive director of Catholic Char-
ities of the New York archdio-
cese, was elected president of the
Conference to succeed Msgr. Wil-
liam L. Wozniak of Buffalo.
Msgr. Elmer Kolka of Denver,
was elected first vice president.
Named to the board of direc-
tors were Msgr. Wozniak; Msgr.
Leo J. Cody of Washington, D.C.;
Sister Catherine of Normandy,
Mo.; Richard M. Kelly of Cleve-
land; Margaret Driscoll of Wi-
nona, Minn.; and Margaret Sulli-
van of Denver.
It was announced that the 1960
convention will be held in New
York City.
ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS: Members of Associated Catholic Charities staff of the
Newark Archdiocese, attending the 45th annual meeting of the National Conference
of Catholic Charities in Milwaukee, are greeted by Archbishop William E. Cousins
of Milwaukee. From left: Catherine McCann, supervisor, children’s Division; Rev.
Patrick J. Trainor, assistant executive director, Marcie Meehan and Mary C. O’Neill
supervisors of the Family Division.
Bomb Argentine
Archbishop's Home
LA PLATA, Argentina (NC) -
The home of Archbishop Antonio
Plaza of La Plata has been
damaged by a bomb. The explo-
sion only 100 feet from La
Plata cathedral knocked the
front off the Archbishop's home.
The Archbishop has been the
center of a heated national de-
bate concerning legalization of
the outlawed Peronlst party. He
attributed his actions to a desire
to bring back Argentina's work-
ers to the practice of the Catholic
Faith and to convince them that
communism Is not the answer to
their problems by giving them
an understanding of the social
teachings of the Church. He
charged the press with printing
misleading stories concerning
these effort*.
Former President Peron was
excommunicated for expelling
two prelates from Argentina. Op-
position forces, led by Catholics,
overthrew his government in
1955. He is now in exile in the
Dominican Republic.
Catholic Schools
Attend State Meet
NEWARK Principals of 14
high schools of the Newark Arch-
diocese with Rev. Jose oh P.
Tuite, superintendent of schools,
attended an administrative clinic
sponsored by the N.J. Secondary
School Principals Association
Oct. 22 in Asbury Park. The as-
sociation is comprised of princi-
pals of all public high schools in
the state, and member private
schools.
Newark Catholic schools repre-
sented were: Marylawn, Arch-
bishop Walsh High, East Orange
Catholic, Good Counsel. Our
Lady Queen of Peace, Mt. St.
Dominic Academy, St. Mary’s
(Rutherford), Holy Angels Acad
emy, St. Cecilia's (Englewood),
Lacordaire, Holy Trinity (West-
field), Academy of St. Aloysius,
St. Mary's (Elizabeth), and St.
Michael’s Union City.
State and local accreditation.
Middle States accreditation, and
the National Defense Education
Act were among the topics.
Catholic Film Prise to
'Diary of Anne Frank'
COLOGNE (NC) The Inter-
national Catholic Film Office has
awarded its lnternaUonal grand
priie to the U.S. motion picture
"The Diary of Anne Frank.’*
To Study Life and
Virtues of Newman
BIRMINGHAM, England The possible beatifica-
tion of Cardinal John Henry Newman was moved forward
with setting up of an historical commission to investigate
documents relating to his life and virtues.
The commission was established by Archbishop Fran-
cis J. Grimshaus of Birmingham.
It was understood that it will be
beaded by Archbishop David
Mathew, scholar and author.
Other members include Father
Stephen Dessain, superior of the
Biiminghara Oratory; Dr. Jona-
than Robinson, former lecturer in
philosophy at Edinburgh Univer-
sity who • is a convert to th
Church and is now studying for
the priesthood at the Beda Col-
lege in Rome; and Miss Merlol
Trevor, who is at present en-
gaged in writing a life of Car-
dinal Newman.
Other historians they need
not be Catholics are being ap-
pioached to serve on the com-
mission.
Appointment of the historical
commission stems from the fact
that great difficulty has been
found in locating eye-witnesses to
testify to Cardinal Newman’s
life. It has been hard to find
even secondary witnesses, called
ear-witnesses, who might testify
what they had heard from eye-
witnesses.
The work of the historical com-
mission is expected to be greatly
facilitated by the rich and abun-
dant amount of documentary evi-
dence available. Such commis-
sions in beatification or canonisa-
tion causes are a relatively re-
cent innovation.
"Many people think," explained
Mfgr. Henry F. Davis, Vice Post-
ulator, "that the cause of Car-
dinal Newman will be a test case
of the new type of inquiry. This
is due both to the importance of
Caidinal Newman as a personal-
ity and a writer and to the for-
tunate chance which has pre-
served such a wealth of documen-
tary evidence about him."
Msgr. David stated that the
causes of SS. Thomas More and
John Fisher provided "the most
notable examples of insuf-
ficiency of eye-witness testimony"
leading the Holy See to permit
historical commissions in such
esses.
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VOTE YES
FOR SUNDAY CLOSING
NOVEMBER 3rd ELECTION
(referendum No. 4 Sunday Closing Law)
Shall tho Sunday Closing
law (P. L 193*, c )
applywithin this county?
ESSEX COUNTY COMMITTEE
FOR SUNDAY CLOSING
ri
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You’ll lovo a
CHECKING ACCOUNT
Pay bills, send money, shop by nail, keep
a better budget by using a Special Check-
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count checkbook-FREE.
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To Give Far Eastern
Talks at Seton Hall
.
The first in a
lecture aeries sponsored by Seton
Halt University Institute of Far
Eastern Studies will be given by
Dr. Bardiner Tewksbury, well
known American linguist. The
lectures will be open to the pub-
Dr. Tewksbury will speak at 6
P.m., Oct. 30 at Seton Hall Uni-
versity College, 31 Clinton St..!
discussing China, the Chinese
and Chinese language.
He was born in China and re-
ceived his bachelor's degree
from the University of Nanking.
Later he did graduate studies in
linguistics at Yale University and
taught at its Institute of Far
Eastern Languages.
The next lecture will be given
Nov. 6 by Mrs. Nun Yeh, a Chi-
nese phonologist who has made
an independent study of the Chi-
nese language for more than 30
years.
Holy Name Urges:
Vote ‘No’ on College Bonds;
Vote ‘Yes’ for Sunday Closing
NEWARK Vote “No” on the college bond referen-
dum and “Yes” on the Sunday shopping issue were recom-
mendations made Oct. 23 by representatives of Catholic
men’s organizations meeting at Blessed Sacrament rectory
here.
The meeting was sponsored by
the Essex-West Hudson Federa-
tion of Holy Name Societies. Tak-
ing part, in addition to presidents
of parish Holy Name societies,
were county Holy Name presi-
dents from Bergen, Hudson and
Union Counties. Also represented
was the Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Men, headed by Msgr.
Cornelius J. Boyle, spiritual di-
rector. Msgr. Boyle is also spirit-
ual director of Ihe Hudson-West
Essex FederaUon.
The organizations particularly
attacked the college bond issue in
a formal resolution urging the
“No” vote. In both cases, how-
ever, attending representatives
were asked to inform their mem-
bers of the facts concerning the
issues and why they should vote
“No” on the college bond referen-
dum and “Yes” on the Sunday
shopping referendum.
IN ITS FORMAL resolution
concerning the college bond ref-
erendum. the representative* de-
clared that the state has the duty
to “make available higher educa-
tion. not to the dilettante but to
the serious student” and charged
that proponents of the college
bond issue “have failed to ex-
plore sound approaches to the
problem, namely a pay-as-you go
program.’* These, the resolution
said, could take the form of loans
to individual students and to the
state colleges.
The resolution also charged that
“unlike the G. I. Bill, the college
bood issue is discriminatory in
falling to provide for all students,
those in private as well as public-
supported institutions.”
The resolution was signed by
Walter L. Joyce, president, Es-
sex-West Hudson Holy Name Fed-
eration, who is also president of
the archdioccsan Holy Name
Federation; Msgr. Boyle, and
William J. Griffin, president of
the Newark ACCM.
Representing other county Holy
Name organizations were John
J. Mahady,Bergen; Fred Frescz-
ko, Hudson; and James Tracey,
Union. '
THE RESOLUTION adopted
also made the following points;
“The secular press has Joined
hands with one of the most
powerful lobbies in this country
to foist upon the unwary, over-
burdened taxpayer the college
bond issue, with emotion-
charged exaggerations, in both
news items and editorials, con
ceived in fear and born of the
Imagination, this despite the
fact that education in these
United States is languishing more
from philosophical than eco-
nomic shortcomings.
“The College Bond issue is dis-
criminatory, in that, unlike the
G.l. Bill, it fails to provide for
all students, those in private as
well as public-supported institu-
tions. Parents of students in pri-
vate schools also help to pay the
cost of students in state-supported
schools. Such an unnatural growth
bears bitter fmit that is intrin-
sically unjust and economically
grotesque because it is based
upon an untenable use of public
money and tax power.”
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, NOV. 1
1:» p.ai , Opening of drive,
SC Bernard'* Church, Plainfield.
4 p.m.. Confirmation for re-
tarded children. Sacred Heart
Cathedral, Newark.
4 p.m.. Confirmation, SC
Michael'* Monastery Church,
Union City.
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 4
7 p.m., Annual dinner for
medical stalf and board of
trustees, SC Vincent Hospital,
Montclair.
THURSDAY, NOV. 5
I*:M a.m.. Solemn Pontifical
Requiem Mats for Deceased
Arch hi shop and Bishops of New-
ark, Sacred Heart Cathedral.
SATURDAY, NOV. 7
1* a.m.. Low Pontifical
Mass. MC Carmel Gnild, Sa-
cred Heart Cathedral, speak at
luncheon at Robert Treat Hotel,
following Mast.
4 p.m.. Confirmation, SC
Ana's. Newark.
4 p.m.. Confirmation, SC
Brigid’s. North Bergen.
* p.m.. Blessing of campaign
workers of SC Teresa’s Church,
Summit.
SUNDAY. NOV. S
*
12 noon, preside. Solemn
Mass of Thanksgiving Coram
Pontifice, commemorating gold-
en Jubilee of SC Joseph's par-
ish. Hackensack.
4 p.m.. CoaHrmatloa. SC
Joaeph’a. East Rutherford.
Pledges to Show
Only ‘A’ Films
NEWARK A West Orange
metion picture theater manager
is the first to respond to a re-
quest from the Newark Arch-
diocesan Office of Communica-
tions and Entertainment to show
only morally good films as a
matter of policy.
In a letter to the office, A. F
Strsi, new owner and manager
of the Playhouse, 252 Main St.,
West Orange, has declared the
following policy for diis theater:
"As new owner and manager
of the Playhouse, I hereby pledge
to show only wholesome and
ftmily-type pictures'— only films
rated A-l, A-2, or A-3 by the Na-
tional Legion of Decency."
On a spiritual level, the Of-
fice of Communications and En-
tertainment la now organizing an
apostolate of shut-ins to pray that
the great moral evil of indecent
filma and literature “might be
overcome and that our youth
might be preserved from con-
tamination and moral ruin.”
Those Interested in this aposto-
lata may contact Florence Me-
Elligott, 119* Center Terrace,
Newark.
.
PatersonMenOpposeBond
Issue, Favor Sunday Law
PATERSON Opposition to the College Bond issue
in the Nov. 3 referendum was voiced on both moral and
economic grounds at the biennial convention of the Pater-
son Diocesan Council of Catholic Men.
Following a vigorous attack by Michael J. Doody of
Morris Plains, council presi-
dent, the delegates, representing
30,000 men of affiliated Catholic
organizations, voted unanimously
to support the New Jersey Coun-
cil, Knights of Columbus, in its
campaign for a “No” vote. The
resolution was introduced by Ed-
ward Corrigan of Boonton.
The convention was held Oct.
25 at the Alexander Hamilton Ho-
tel.
FOLLOWING APPROVAL of
the resolution, Msgr. Joseph M.
O’Sullivan referred to the College
Bond issue as “a moral one.”
"I don’t like the bond issue,"
he said, "and I’m glad you don’t
like it. The need for such an ex-
pensive proposition certainly has
not been proved. Surely our peo-
ple will be taxed unnecessarily if
this Issue goes through.
"It's difficult to understand
why all the taxpayers should be
assessed for the benefit of the
few. Most of our people have
enough to do now to meet the
tax burden. In justice we have
an obligation to join the opposi-
tion, particularly in view of the
failure of proponents to give us
clear-cut figures and reasons that
the need for such a project exists
at this time.”
President Doody concentrated
his attack mainly on the eco-
nomic aspects of the College
Bond Issue.
lie declared that funds to pay
for the issue are not provided.
Inheritance tax funds, which have
been stated to be the source of
paying both principal and inter-
est, he said, have already been
committed for other purposes.
The full burden of the debt,
Mr. Doody warned, would fall
upon the municipal taxpayer aa
he pointed out that both parties
are opposed to state salea and
Income taxes.
"The money," he said, "will
come from real and personal
property taxpayers. We feel that
this is an injustice, the many be-
ing called upon to pay for the
few; hence we feel this is a bad
bill. It Is economically unsound
and we should fight it on this
premise.”
THE COUNCIL is also working
for a "Yes” vote on the Sunday
shopping issue. Pamphlets were
distributed to the delegates, giv-
ing questions and answers to this
referendum whicß will also be on
Nov. 3 ballot.
The address to the delegates
was given by Msgr. Thomas J.
Gillhooly, dean of Scton Hall-Pat-
erson. He decried the tendency of
many Americans, particularly in
high places, to accept the wooing
of the communists toward
"peaceful coexistence.”
"We are told by the atheistic
communist,” Magr. Gilihooly
said, "either coexist or die. Yet,
it is better to die than exchange
liberty for slavery. There can be
no coexistence because this is a
fight between good and evil. II
we succumb, first we will be be-
smirched and then totally de-
stroyed.”
Officers of the organisation
were all reelected for another
term.
They arc Mr. Doody, president;
John C. Wegner of Paterson, sec-
retary, and Robert Shelton of
Sussex, treasurer.
STILL THE LEADER: Michael J. Doody of Morris Plainsis congratulatedby
Msgr. JosephM.O'Sllivan, spirtual drector, Paterson Diocesan Council of Catholic
Men, onhis reelection as President. Looking on are, from left, front, Msgr. ThomasG. Cllhooly and Msgr. Christian D. Haag. Second row, John Wagner, secretary,
George Barton, John Nolan and Harry Phalon.
Mission Honors to
Paterson Schools
PATERSON Twenty schools received honors for
mission activities at four regional youth mission rallies held
in the Diocese of Paterson last wetk.
The rallies weVe held Oct. 19-22 at Eastside High
School, Paterson; St. Mary's
School, Passaic; St. Mary's
School. Dover, and St. Elisa-
beth's College, Convent.
Talks on the missions were giv-
en by pupils and students attend-
ing schools which received ban-
ner certificates and honorable
mention in various mission activ-
ities during the past scholastic
year.
SCHOOLS honored and the stu-
dents who delivered the talks
are:
St. John's, Paterson. Joseph
Karaty; St. Joseph's, Paterson,
Vincent Basile; St. Joseph's.
Echo Lake. Verna Teets; St.
Mary's. Pompton Lakes. Vanes-
sa Vonder Porten;
SS. Cyril and Methodius. Clif-
ton. Jeanette Timek; St. Paul's,
Clifton, Anthony Den Uyl; St.
Mary's. Passaic, Kenneth Koval-
cik; St. Nicholas, Passaic, An-
thony Gem ski;
SS. Cyril and Methodius Cate-
chetical School, Boonton. Elaine
Terirote; St. Thomas Catecheti-
cal School. Ogdensburg, John
Moyae; St. Theresa Catechetical
School. Succasunna. Patricia Po-
lar; St. Mooica’a Catechetical
School, Sussex. Richard Diemar;
St. Mary’s, Denville, Matthew
Olenowski; St. Mary'*, Dover,
Joanne Slossar; Morris Catholic
High School, Denville, Mary Co-
vert;
St. Vincent's. Madison. Michael
Walsh; Assumption, Morristown,
Richard Sweeney; St. Margar
et's, Morristown, Joseph Mal-
colm; Academy of St. Elisabeth,
Convent. Judith Mary Burke, and
College of St. Elizabeth, Kathy
McVeigh.
Holy See Gave to
Eight UN Agencies
UNITED NATIONS. N Y (NC)
—The Holy See contributed or
pledged fund* to eight United
Nations agenciei or affiliate! last
year, and waa an official memb-
er of six bodies, according to
the newly published United Na-
tion* Yearbook for 1»58.
The Holy See contributed to
U.N. agencies ranging from the
United Nations Children'* Fund
(UNICEP), which works to aid
needy children throughout the
world end promote better living.
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Keep Sunday the day of rest
Vote YES For
Sunday Closing Law
on Nov. 3rd
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PERFECTION
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word
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so PRICE!
At last
a two manual
organ with
PERCUSSION
PRESETS
15 VOICES
for less than k
$1000! A
CMVMiMEBoaawTwM
More futures per dollar then from
»ny oth»r organ on the market!
Wide variety of voices in different
rengM lives you "full organ"
sound Exclusive Repetitive Percus-
sion gives you xylophone, guitir,
pieno, banjo, vibraphone ... hun-
dreds of other percussion effects.
Presets offer you three keyboard
flexibility. America's Greatest
Value in a Home OrganI
With all its flexibility, the Thomas
Musicale is easy for beginners. And
Thomas Organ playing is relaxing,
helps you banish tension, forget
worries.
HAS AU THIS* IMPORTANT
ORGAN FIATURfS...
• Two Standard Organ Keyboard*
• Exclusive Repetitive Percussloa
• Variable Percussion Repeat
• 13 Note, Three Voice, Heel and
Toe Pedals
• Exclusive Dial-A-Tone Presets
• 15 Voices Mixed Tonal Ranges
• ContinuouslyVariable Vibrato
• Variable Vibrato Rate
• Manual Balance Control
• Convenient Headset Outlet for
"Private Practice”
• Beautiful Hardwood Cabinets
• Self-Contained 35 Watt Peak
Power Amplifier, Dual Speaker*
• No Installation Necessary—
Plugs into Any AC Outlet
EASY TO PLAYI EASY TO OWNI
SEE IT TODAY AT
LORD PIANO CO.
650 EAGLE ROCK AVE., WEST ORANGE, N. J.
Opwn Frl. 9-9 Doily 9-5:30
Rout* U, South to Pal's Cabin Turn Right Next Light
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Advocate Crusade Provides
Apostolatefor Sisters,Pupils
NEWARK Over 200 Sisters and priests attending
a meeting to inaugurateThe Advocate’s 1959 Subscription
Crusade Friday heard their work described as “Catholic
Action” and as a means of providing God with channels of
grace for the salvation of souls.
Msgr. John J. Kiley, executive
director of The Advocate, recall-
id that last week Pope John
XXIII had called the Catholic
“owe of the moit power-
ful means by which one is able
to serve the word of God,” and
reminded the religious that "your
apostolate is getting the school
children to get their archdioce-
san newspaper into homes.”
By selling subscriptions to The
Advocate, Msgr. Kiley said, the
youngster* “arc dropping seeds
... known only to God.”
To the Sisters, who direct the
annual Subscription Crusade in
their schools, he said: “Your
work with the children provides
God with more channels through
which to, save souls.”
HE EXPLAINED that through
the editorial, news and feature
columns of The Advocate read-
ers find matter to Increase their
knowledge of the Church, assist
them to a greater love of God,
and perhaps in certain Instances,
prevent them from doing wrong.
“If the archdiocesan newspa-.
per is not in a home, one possi-
ble channel of grace is closed
to God,” he said.
"The Subscription Crusade is a
work of Catholic Action, pure and
simple,” he said, explaining that
the Crusade is a requirement laid
down by Archbishop Boland.
"This newspaper,” he contin-
ued, “does not belong to the
priests and lay people who work
on it; it is yours. Its success re-
dounds to you, redounds to the
Catholic Church in North Jer-
sey.”
Msgr. Kiley observed that The
Advocate’s circulation stands at
120,000,but its potential Is 300,000,
the number of Catholic families
in the area. Ha said much of the
circulation success of The Advo-
cate is due to the students and
teachers ’who conduct the Cru-
sade.
Technical aspect* of the Cru-
sade were outlined for the Sis-
ters by Msgr. Kiley and a dis-
cussion period followed. An exhi-
bit of Young Advocate contest en-
tries was featured. The meeting
was held in St. Patrick’s school
hall.
A DRIVE IS LAUNCHED: The Advocate Subscription Crusade got
a rousing sendoff at last Friday’s meeting attended by over 200, most
them principals and other Sisters from schools whose students are
now in the midst of a subscription-selling campaign. At extreme
left Sisters pick up subscription blanks and report sheets; in second
photo, Sisters discuss Crusade poster with Msgr. John J. Kiley; in
third photo, Sisters study list of prizes available to top student-sales-
men; at extreme right Sisters discuss procedure for making Crusads
returns with Allen C. Bradley, circulation manager. The drive began
Oct. 26, continues through Nov. 9.
Teaching Aid
Exhibit Set
NEWARK An institute on
teaching aids will be presented
Oct. 31 at Esse* Catholic High
School by the Archdiocesan
School Office and the Audio-Vis-
ual Library. Elementary and sec-
ondary school teachers of the
Newark Archdiocese will attend.
The program will at 10
a.m. Florence A. Brady, reading
consultant of the Union r County
schools system, will conduct a
reading clinic for primary grade
teachers.
Rev. Joseph P. Tuite superin-
tendent of schools, will give a
demonstration of audio-visual aid
techniques in the teaching of lan-
guages.
Rev. Michael F. Mullen, chair-
man of the Catholic Audio-Visual
Educators (CAVE), will speak.
Warns ofMore Stores Opening
If Sunday Closing Law Fails
PATERSON “The public will pay a terrific price
if the majority of voters fail to vote ‘yes’ on the Sunday
closing question next Tuesday,” Austin E. Ganly, chairman
of the Sunday Closing League of Bergen and Passaic
counties declared this week.
He pointed out that if the Sun-
day Closing law is defeated,
thousands of stores now closed
on Sunday will be forced to open
to meet compcTltion, even though
more than 65,000 stores arc
closed Sundays and prefer to op-
erate six days a week.
A thousand stores forced to
open Sundays could mean SO,-
000 more people forced to work
Sundays, with further disrup-
tion of family life and Individ-
uals subjected to what the late
Chief Justice Vanderbilt of the
New Jersey Supreme Court
called “the moral and physical
debasement which comes from
uninterrupted labor,” Ganly
noted.
The public will suffer directly
from increased traffic hazards
and congestion as more stores
are forced to open Sunday, Ganly
said, and called attention to the
statement last Sunday by New
Jersey Attorney General David
Furman that traffic congestion
and accidents were an important
point to be considered in connec-
tion with Sunday closing.
Ganly labeled as “misleading”
claims-that lower prices were a
result of Sunday operations, no-
ting that overhead from Sunday
operations would be higher than
normal, that low prices were not
the sole property of Sunday op-
erators, and that merchandising,
not hours, was the key to pri-
cing.
A COURT test of the validity
of the Sunday closing law has
been deferred till after the elec-
tion. A chain discount store, Two
Guya From Harrison, filed suit
in Superior Court,questioning the
validity of the law in an effort
to keep the referendum off the
ballot. It has agreed to a state
request for a postponement of
the case pending the results of
the election.
Seek State-Wide
Contributions
For Scholarship
CAMDEN—PIans for a state-
wide contribution to the Tele-
phone Employes Scholarship at
Seton Hall College of Medicine
and Dentistry were made at the
quarterly meeting of the board
of governors of State Catholic
Communications Guild Oct. 24
here.
Msgr. James A. Bulfin, rector
of Immaculate Conception Cathe-
dral, presided. The meeting was
preceded by Mass celebrated by
Rev. William N. Field, state mod-
erator. The meeting was con-
ducted by Theresa Lavqry, pres-
ident.
Elected to office were Patrick
Kearney, vice president; Mary
Smith, treasurer; and Jean Wil-
mot, secretary.
Gain Indulgences
During November
A plenary indulgence (or the souli in Purgatory may be
gained for every visit to a church or public oratory between
noon on Nov. 1 and midnight, Nov. 2, All Souls Day.
The conditions are the usual ones: confession and Holy
Communion, and recitation of six Our Fathers, six Hail Marys
and six Glorias for the Pope’s intentions. '
This indulgence, called the “toties quoties" plenary in-
dulgence, may also be gained from noon the following Satur-
day to midnight the following Sunday, but only by those who
did not gain it on Nov. 1 and 2.
A plenary indulgence for the souls in Purgatory may
also be gained under the usual conditions once a day
during the octave of All Souls Day for visiting a cemetery
and devoutly saying either an oral or mental prayer for the
dead.
The faithful who assist the souls In Purgatory during
the month of November dedicated to them may gain in-
dulgences for themselves at the same time. A person who
prays or performs other pious exercises for the souls in
Purgatory every day during the month can gain an indulgence
of three years each day. A person who assists at public
devotions for the souls in Purgatory during November can
gain an indulgence of . seven years, and If he assists at such
devotions on at least 15 days of the month he can gain
a plenary indulgence, under the usual conditions.
Communion
Breakfasts
Internal Revenue
Nov. 1 at Hotel Suburban. East
Orange, following 8 am. Mass
at Sacred Heart Cathedral
Speakers: Rev. Paul J. Hayes,
assistant director, Newark
Decency office; Dr. Joan Thel
lusson Nourse, art and theater
critic. Co-chairmen, Marion Kin-
neran and John B. Lebcrs; toast-
master, Mrs. Thomas Brady.
Police Anchor Club
Oct. 31, at Knights of Columbus
Club, Lincoln Park, after seventh
annual memorial Mass for de-
ceased members at 9 am., St.
Antoninus Church, Speakers:
Chief Magistrate Nicholas Castel-
lano and John Walter, president.
Chairman, Rev. Thomas Ertle,
O. P., club chaplain.
Retarded Youth
To Be Confirmed
NEWARK— About 90 mentally
retarded children will receive the
Sacrament of Confirmation from
Archbishop Boland in Sacred
Heart Cathedral Nov. 1 at 4 p.m.
The children have been pre-
pared at religious instruction cen-
ters in 14 parishes in the four
counties of the Archdiocese
Assisting the Archbishop at the
ceremony will be Rev. Francis
R Loßicnco, archdiocesan direc-
tor of the Apostolate for the Men-
tally Retarded, and Rev. Matthew
Pesanlello, assistant.
4 the advocate October 2», 1»S»
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THE NEW HAMMOND
Btooete.. .*B9s*
The name tells all you need to know about the
kind or music you'll get out of it.
And isn't it lovely to look at? And wouldn't
it grace your living room?
You can put it there for just $25. That is your
down paymentfor the new Hammond Extravoice.
But you must hear it. The rich, brilliant tone.
The exciting “extra voice’’ that it alone has.
Come in and see it, hear it, play it. If you can’t
get to us, we'll bring it to you! Pick up the phone
right now.
JUST *25 DOWN!
*F.O~B. factory. Bench extra.
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"The Music Center of New Jersey"
GRIFFITH PIANO CO.
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VOTE "YES"
ON ELECTION DAY
FOR SUNDAY CLOSING
LET'S MAKE SUNDAYS PLEASANT AGAIN
THIS IS NOT A BLUE LAW
Approyal of thi» law will not prevent you fromi
puttering In your garden on Sunday
going on picnic* on Sunday
takingthe family for a Sunday afternoon drive
buying newipapert, food, drug*, ga*oline
It I* not the old type 'blue law' f hat permitted only
work* of charity and nece**ity.
IT IS A LAW
To check the
(
»pread of commercialitm on Sunday; *
To restore partially the American cuttom and tradition
that Sunday I* a family day of worthip, re»t and relaxation
To prevent tome involuntaryforced labor on Sunday
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BO YS- GIRLS
PAROCHIAL
SCHOOL JACKETS
All wool melton, warmly quilt-lined . . . knitted wristlets
and snap front
NAVY and GOLD
GREEN and GOLD
MAROON and GOLD
NAVY and WHITE
SIZES
6-12 998
SIZES 14-18 11.98
HATS TO MATCH All JACKETS
* Bergen Mall, Paramus
• 160 Main St., Hackensack
* Elmwood Shopping Center, i. Paterson
* Bergenline Ave., at 59th St.
' West New York yCcrStfo
YOUTH CENTERr B Park IH., Morristown
Bishop Griffith at CAIP:
Too Many American Catholics Are
‘Ostriches in International Affairs’
WASHINGTON - Too many
American Catholics are "ostrich
•s in international affairs," Bish-
op James H. Griffiths of New
York, chairman of the Bishops’
Ccmmittce on the Pope's Peace
Plan, told the Catholic Associa
tion for International Peace here.
"They bury their heads in the
sand and think that because they
don't see the issues that confront
the world, the world can't see
t-iem,” he commented.
The Bishop spoke at the lunch-
eon at which the association pre-
sented its annual Peace Award
to Msgr. Edward E. Swanstrom,
executive director of Catholic Re
lief Services—NCWC.
Archbishop Patrick A. O'Boyle
o' Washington, Msgr. Swan-
Strom's predecessor as head of
the world-wide relief organisa-
tion, presented the award which
hailed him for "outstanding
achievements which have helped
further the principles of justice
and charity in international life.”
AMERICAN Catholic* are di
vided in their attitude toward the
UN, Bishop Griffith* said, some
favoring it, some outspokenly
antagonistic, and many neutral,
caring little about the issues in-
volved.
“I find no single monolithic
biock of Catholic opinion in the
United States, as some of our
critic* outside the Church seem
to find," said the Bishop, adding
with a smile, "It seem* to be
difficult to get American Catho-
lic* to agree on anything more
definite than the Apostles’
Creed.”
Rut, he said, hostility toward
the UN and Indifference to It
among the Catholic laity dis-
turb him.
Bishop Griffith* pointed out
that all *ix Tope* of this cen-
tury have repeatedly called, in
ever plainer language, for an in-
ternational body capable of en-
foicing international law with
Justice.
The UN ha* shown it* ability
to prevent war most effectively
in the ancient Palestinian diocese
ot which he is titular Bishop,
the speaker said. He is Auxiliary
Bishop of New York—and titular
Bishop of Gaia.
"In that tiny strip of land of
which I am titular shepherd are
ciowded thousands of refugees
for whom the UN is caring,” he
said.
"I am not saying conditions
are goad there, or that the sit-
uation is Justified, but I am
saylag that the forces wearing
the insignia of the UN have
kept It from becoming the Sar-
ajevo that would have touched
off anew war that might have
left our planet a silent waste
of ruins such as Nevll Shute
et visioned la his prophetic
novel ‘On the Beach'.”
"American Catholics, as mem
bers of a supra national Church,
are in an ideal position to es-
pouse the cause of international-
ism among their fellow Ameri-
cans,” he added.
TIME HAS deepened the "ur-
gent necessity” of implementing
the idea for a world federation
movement advocated by Pope
Pius XII, Rev. Robert F. Drinan,
S.J., had said in the keynote ad-
dress.
"It is indeed a tragedy that
the Church in U.S., blessed
with remarkable fidelity to the
terchings of the Holy See, has
failed in a notable way even to
know, much less to radiate, the
principles of international broth-
erhood so brilliantly expounded
to the world by Pius XII.
Speaking on the convention
theme, "Juridieial World Order
—legacy of Pius XII," Father
Drinan said that "the opinion
of the Catholic community in
America has by instinct and
tiadition never been fully In
total sympathy” with the world
federalism idea of Pius XII,
v.hom he described as "the
most International-minded of
all modern Popes."
Reappraisal of the late Pon-
tiff’s views has a special urgency
at this time,” the dean of Boston
Colleges School of Law said, “in
view of the fact that American
Catholics seem to manifest a
massive reluctance to endorse
any form of internationalism
which requires the smallest sur-
render of American sovereign-
t>
"
Pope Pius worked for peace
on three levels, he said: “The
untiring reaffirmation of the
necessity of a supranational
juridical world order based on
the natural law; the accept-
ance of the United Nations but
with ceaseless efforts to
stiengthen it; and the fullest
cooperation and collaboration
with every agency that pro-
motes International friend-
ship.”
"Do not Catholics therefore,"
the! college educator asked,
“have a special mandate to con-
tii.ue on all three fronts the
work of Pius XII? . . . Who can
deny the duty of Catholics to
work for the reorganization of
the United Nations in order to
make it more consistent with
that world institution which Pius
Xl’ stated should have ‘supreme
power’?”
CATHOLIC THINKERS must
develop a "coherent theory of
force" applicable to modem war-
fare, declared Dr. William V.
O'Brien. Needed today are
"imaginative legal pioneers, pos-
sessed of a good working knowl-
edge of military science and in-
ternational relations, who can
chart some promising courses
which nations with a conscience
might follow in their intertiation-
al and defense policies.”
Dr. O'Brien, chairman of the
Institute of World Polity at
Georgetown University, stated
that working for the internation-
al reign of law "does not stop
with mere enthusiasm and sup-
port for international organiza-
tions.”
"It entails the realization that
there is a duty to Join, if neces-
sary, in coercive measures on be-
half of the Juridically organized
community,” he said. "The inter-
national juridical order is not ad-
vanced by acquiescence in brutal
injustices.”
Dr. Miriam T. Rooney, dean
of the law school of Seton Hall
University, declared that Cath-
olics, especially Catholic law-
yers, must be more aware of
the developments of interna-
tional law coming about
through the UN and other in-
ternational bodies.
Many questions on the position
of the individual in regard to in-
ternational law are "still in the
piocess of being worked out, ’
she declared, adding that Catho-
lics must be "articulate" in pre-
senting their views on such mat-
ters.
MIGRATION MAY not be the
sole solution to the world prob-
lems of over population and refu-
gees, but for the vast numbers
of people affected it is the only
answer, the president of the In-
ternational Catholic Migration
Commission said at the Confer
ence.
"What other solution is there
foi the peoples of the Nether
lards. Italy and Greece," asked
James J. Norris, "whose econo-
mies cannot possibly expand to
the point where they will support
their annual population increase
a* well as the refugees on their
soil?”
“What other possible solution
can there be for the refugees
from Yugoslavia who are daily
fleeing into Italy and Australia.”
he continued. “What of the refu-
gees who have been waiting for
years in the camps of Germany
and Austria?"
THE BASIC issue between
communism and the free world
is not the amount of consumer
goods each can produce, but the
rights of man. according to the
executive council of the CAIP.
The U.S. “must not act as if
the competition is economic
only,” the council declared in a
statement.
“The important fact is that the
communist system does not pro-
vide those things that are most
precious—the rights of free men,
such as the freedoms of religion,
speech, press and assembly.”
OFFICERS ELECTED were:
Di. Charles M. Herzfcld, Wash-
ington. president; Rev. Frank B.
Costello, S.J., Seattle University:
Mrs. Robert Giroux, Greenwich,
Corn.: and Robert G. Hoyt, Kan
sar City, vice presidents; Wil-
liam J. Nagle. Washington,
treasurer. Msgr. George G. Hig-
gins, director of the NCWC So
cial Action Department and
columnist of The Advocate, con
tinues as executive secretary.
To Present Story
Of Blessed Martin
At Union City
UNION CITY - Five perform
ances of “City of Kings," the
story of Blessed Martin dc Por
res, a Negro now on the thresh-
hold of sainthood, have been an-
nounced by the Veronica’s Veil
Guild.
The play will be presented in
the Veronica's Veil Theater with
the following schedule:
Oct. 31, 2 p.m , for children;
Nov. 1, at 2 p.m , for adults;
Nov. 7 at 2 p.m., for children;
Nov. 7, at 8 p.m., for adults and
Nov. 8, at 2 p.m , for adults.
The play, written by Rev. Ur-
ban Nagle, O P., is a chronicle
of the life of Blessed Martin from
his early boyhood until his death
in the Monastery of the Most
Holy Rosary.
Gerald Drascheff represents
Martin as a child and John Sta-
pleton, as an adult. The support-
ing cast is comprised of Veroni-
ca's Veil Guild Players who pre-
sent an annual passion play.
The show is produced by Rev
Hubert Arliss, CP. Director is
Victor Bellacosa.
St. Benedict Alumni
To Meet on Nov. 10
NEWARK—The annual alumni
reunion of St. Benedict'*
Preparatory School will be held
at 6 p m. Nov. 10 In the cafeteria
of the new building.
Rev. Owen J. Hudson, O S B
alumni moderator, will deliver a
brief informal talk and the alum-
ni will be »hown the facilities
of the (chool'a new $750,000 build
ing. There will be a buffet
aupper.
FOR CONFESSIONAL: Louis R. Kominek, third from left, grand commander of Ebro
Caravan, Order of the Alhambra, presents a check for $1,000 to Rev. Hubert Arliss,
C.P., pastor of St. Joseph’s, Union City. The check represented the group's gift of
a confessional in the church renovation. Others are, left to right, seated Stanley
Matulewicz, Henry Frick and Anthony Ballato. Standing. Walter R. Falleni, James
Cirillo, John T. Hubsch, Dante J. Camia, James P. Cassese and Lawrence F. Mondi,
all officers.
K. C. Establishes
New Deputy Award
MOORESTOWN Anew award, “The' District
Deputy of the Year,” will be made at the 1960 annual con-
vention of the State Council, Knights of Columbus.
Joseph J. Carlin of Moorestown, state deputy, declared,
“We are determined in 1959-1960 to pass the 50,000 mark
in membership. It is going to be
necessary for each district depu-
ty to give councils in his district
constant supervision; help ar-
range for open meetings; and
make sure the council has an
active conservation committee.”
The award will be made on the
basis of the district showing the
largest net increase in member-
ship, percentage-wise, up to and
including Apr. 20, 1960. Qhotas
have been established for each of
the 40 district deputies.
St. Francis Council, Wanaque—
The annual Father and Son Com-
munion breakfast will be held
Nov. 8 in St. Francis auditorium.
J. McKnight is general chairman
and J. Mihalik, toastmaster.
Paulus Ilook Council, Jersey
City The annual Barn Dance
will be held Oct. 31 at Our Lady
of Victories auditorium. John Ri-
baudo is chairman. The council
is celebrating the 60th year of its
founding.
Eliiabeth Council John A.
O’lx'ary has been appointed gen-
eral chairman of the annual ball
Nov. 28 in Immaculate Concep-
tion auditorium. Daniel J. O'Hara
is co-chairman: Louis Caprario,
treasurer; and Edward A. Maher,
secretary.
Jersey City Council Fifty
members of the council were hon-
ored for completion of more than
25 years membership, and 15 for
more than 50 years. They were
presented with pins and certifi-
cates in ceremonies at which
Frank Hopf was chairman of the
ceremonies.
Spanish Children
To Be Tutored
In English
PATFRSON Recognizing the
difficulty the children of Spanish
speaking parents are having in
the Paterson schools both pa-
rochial and public, Rev. Stanis-
laus B. Chang of Our Lady of
Providence Mission has organized
a tutoring system for those chil-
dren to help them learn the Eng
lish language.
The tutoring sessions will take
place in the Church Hall of Our
Lady of Providence. Bridge St.,
Paterson Monday through Friday,
1 to 5 p m.
James J. Lamb, James Mont-
gomery, Louis Azzana and Roger
Segall, members of the Associa-
tion for International Develop-
ment, whose headquarters are at
874 Grand St , will be in charge
of instruction.
1 Any Spanish-speaking child
j having difficulty with the Eng
lish language in school, is invited
to come to these classes. Father
! Chang said.
Holy Name to Honor
Archbishop, Bishops
JERSEY CITY Archbishop Boland and Auxiliary
Bishops Stanton and Curtis will be honored guests on
Nov. 12, when the Hudson County Holy Name Federation
holds its second annual spiritual directors’ dinner at the
CYO Center here.
Fred Feciko of Bayonne, presi-
dent of the Hudson County Holy
Name Federation, has named
Patrick O'Connor of Bayonne and
Alfred E. Bundies of Jersey City
as co-chairmen.
Highlight of the spiritual direc-
tors' dinner, according to Fectko,
will be the appearance of Wil-
liam F. Buckley Jr., author and
editor.
Essex-West Hudson Federation
—Delegates from this group un-
der direction of Msgr. Cornelius
J. Boyle, spiritual director, were
active in passage of several reso-
ilutions at the national Holy Name
jConvention in New Orleans. Fif-
;trcr members attended, headed
Iby Walter 1.. Joyce, president,
;aichdiocesan federation; William
(J. Griffin, archdiocesan president,
| Council of Catholic Men, and
.Hugh X. Connell, president, F.s-
I sex County Council of Catholic
,Men.
Among resolutions sparked by
tne local group were those regret-
ting the U.S. Supreme Court de-
cision in the "Lady Chatterley’s
Lover" case; praising Postmas
ter General Summerfield in his
fight on obscene matter; congrat-
uli.ting J. Edgar Hoover, FBI di-
rector on his 35th anniversary;
and congratulating the Sisters of
Charity of St. Elizabeth on their
1100th anniversary.
Oar I.ady of Grace, Hoboken—
A reWplion will be held Nov. I
at 4 p.m , in the newly decorated
i auditorium to raise funds to meet
I the society 's pledge toward the
I school building fund campaign
|Co-chairmen are Jamea Farrell,
and Bernard Smith,
j St. Patrick's, Chatham This
igioup was joined hy Parcell’s
Council, Knights of Columbus, at
the annual Communion breakfast.
Speakers were Rev. I,eo F. Fey,
S.J., assistant director of retreats
at Loyola Retreat House, Morris-
town. and Frank Byrne, tax com-
missioner of Orange.
Corpus Christl, Hasbrourk
Heights A cabaret dance will
be held Nov. 2R Frank Brady
and Fred llertier are co-chair-
men.
Delegation Official
Transferred to Rome
WASHINGTON (NC) - Msgr.
Achille I.upi, auditor at the Apo*
tolic Delegation since September,
1953, has been transferred to
Rome, to help in preparation* for
the forthcoming ecumenical coun
oil.
M»gr I.upi, a native of Cre
mona, Italy, served an secretary
of the Apostolic Nunciatures in
Haiti and the Dominican Repub-
lic before he was assigned to the
,U. S. Apostolic Delegation.
October 2», 1959 THE ADVOCATE 5
MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK FOR YOU
Invest It wisely through our
LOT INCOMI MISSION CONTRACT*
•«id you will receive
- !*ju
IVA
wml
M Img m fM Mm.
Im tha prayata and Maaaaa of our
te Japan and tha Philippine*.
NO worn NO CAM
Af
State-
Rt V fATHtk HA IP ,
J 1 *"> N MICHIGAN
• < IS t\<-y| 1 | l
BOTHJTORES OPEN PAIL YlO A. M. to 10 P.M.
KNOWN STORE
f W P_P UT after many years;
"
/
2847 HUDSON BOULEVARD
At Journal Square
313 JACKSON AVENUE
Bot. Grant and Claremont Ave*.
FREE PARKING
at Square Ramp Parking
THOUSANDS OF BRAND-NEW
FALL & WINTER MEN’S
SUITS
AND
COATS
*22
*33
I
Top Quality Clothing
from Americo’* Finer!
Makeril Luxurioui Im-
ported and Domestic
Fabrics! 2-ond 3-But-
ton Modelsl Even the
Newest Continental
Stylesl Every Wanted
Colorl
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS AT JOURNAL SQUARE
STORE ONLY. . . SALE AT BOTH STORES IN JERSEY CITY
MUST DISPOSE OF ENTIRE INVENTORY IMMEDIATELY!
Men's Clothing, Haberdashery, Hats...
up to 65% OFF and MORE!
A genuine GOING-OUT-OF-BUSINESS SALE that’« making history!
Crowds are rushing in for the most amazing bargains of a lifetime!
EVKYTHING MUST BE SOLD nothing reserved, nothing held
back! Riki of California’s entire stock has been slashed to the bono!
Prices are absolutely RIDICULOUS! Just a few of themlisted here-
hundreds of others! Hurry in fast!
SIZES
TO
FIT
ANY
MAN !
MEN S SPORT COATS... vai. to 545 ... 14.88
MENS DRESS SLACKS... vai.to 10.95... 6.1
MEN S DRESS SLACKS Aii wooivai. to 16.95 10.88
MEN’S RAINCOATS Imported Poplin, Reg. 22.95 9.88
Men s Suburban Costs An-w00i.vai.t029.95 14.J
Men s Suburban CoatsAn w00ivai.t034.95 19.88
MEN’S ZIPPER JACKETS
... Val. to 12.95 .. 6.1_
Men’sWhite Dress Shirts Famous Brands, »2.88
Men’s Sport Shirts ■**, Sond, vi,95tO l.BB
MEN’S PAJAMAS.
.
Famous Brands Val. to 5.95 2.88
MEN’S SWEATERS Wool & Orion, Val. to 12J5 4.1
MEN’S T1E5.....
. .
All-Silk Val. to 32 .. 88'
MEN’S rots per . dor. 12 For 88®
MEN’S STRETCH HOSEFamous Brand Reg. 75c pr. 38c
MEN’S BELTS Leather and Stretch &5O 88c |
—.
HM,sAtMltiCSta"rts,?sNris,BiWj,V«l.toßBBC
MEN’S RAINCOATS ww. c«. 1,88
RIKI'S
Famous Brands
• PAIM BEACH
• HOMEMADE
• CADILLAC
• CASHMERE
• TAVEILY
• HY. GRADE
• VAN HEUSEN
• EXCELLO
• JAYSON
• RUCKNELI
• RURMA
■ RICH GUILD
• SWANK
• PORSTMANN
• COOPERS
. . . Many Otk.nl
SALE AT 2 STORES IN
JERSEY CITY
2847 HUDSON RLVD.
*1 Jmiml S.w.r.
SIS JACKSON AVI
k«t. Qrmmt A CUr.rn.nl Ay*.
FREE RARKINO
at Square Ramp Parking
O.tnf Ovt ml Ivlin*!. *t
Charity Sisters Write Book
Of Daily Prayer for All
CONVENT—“Jesus and I have been talkingall night,”
*ay« Sister Miriam Teresa in the first of a series of medita-
tions which she wrote with the intention of completing
them as a book. There was to be a meditation for each day
of the Church year.
But Sister Miriam Teresa, a
Sister of Charity of St. Elizabeth,
was able to complete only 14 of
her meditations before she died at
the age of 26 on May 8,192T. Now
she is advancing along the road
to canonized sainthood.
HEB SISTERS in religion, how-
ever, recently took up her medi-
tationa where she had left off,
and on Nov. 1 Volume I of the
proposed four-volume “Daily
Missal Meditations" will appear,
“by the Sisters of Charity of St.
Elizabeth. Convent, N. J.” Pub-
lisher is Benziger Brothers.
The Sisters have hewn to the
pattern set by their venerable col-
league, but time has made one
important change the audience
for which the book is intended
now includes lay people, instead
of only religious as Sister Miriam
Teresa had intended.
The Sisters had definite rea-
sons for broadening their scope.
“The Catholics of the world to-
day are becoming more spiri-
tual,’* says Sister M. ZUa, edi-
tor of the hook. “The world Is
Indeed getthig better. More peo-
ple are striving for perfection.
A great mahy, including mar-
ried people, are taking up the
practices ef dally meditation
and spiritual reading. More lay
people are trying to live a life
of more fa tense onion with
God.”
Bishop Mcftulty has contributed
to the four volumes a preface
which is a little gem of fatherly
counsel from an episcopal shep-
herd. The Bishop begins by ob-
serving:
“ALL CHRISTIANS are coun-
seled to meditate. Priests are
commanded to meditate. Medita-
tion is indispensable for growth
in holiness. It enables us to' prop-
lerly assimilate divine truth and
to be sensible of the power of the
grace of God in our souls . . .
Meditation is most useful for the
devoted laity ... Meditation ~.
(is) not Just something nice to do,
but something necessary to do if
we are to have adequate partici-
pation in the life of Our Lord.”
The Bishop then offers the help
of a kindly-spiritual director, ex-
plaining briefly and simply how
one goes about meditating—how
to read and prepare the subject,
how to keep it in mind just be-
fore falling asleep, how to renew
it while dressing in the morning,
how to offer your “prayers of
adoration” before the Blessed
Sacrament.
Explaining the format of the
book—a meditation for every
day of the year based upon the
Mass of the day and chosen
according to the Ordo or Mass
calendar Sister Zita quotes
Pope Plus XII who wrote in the
1*47 encyclical on the liturgy.
“Mediator Del”; “The most
pressing duty of the Christian Is
to live the liturgical life and In-
crease and cherish its superna-
tural spirit."
Sister Zita adds: “Since medi-
tation ranks second to Mass and
Holy Communion as the greatest
source of strength we can readily
understand the advantages of hav-
ing It based upon the liturgy."
SISTER ZITA was a novice with
Sister Miriam Teresa and other
Sisters on the committee to com-
plete the daily Mass meditations
knew her. But she emphasizes
that her interest in the books,
and in Sister Miriam Teresa's
cause for beatification of which
she is a promoter, is not due to
their friendship.
“I believe God has a message
He waata to give the world
through Sister Miriam Ter-
esa,”' she explained. “That
message is a modern call to a
life of closer anion with God.
I see the will of God fa this
book.”
Sister Zita, who bolds the rare
master's degree in religion with
a major in Scriptures from the
School of Theology for Women at
St. Mary's College, Notre Dame,
Ind., also believes that God is us-
ing Sister Miriam Teresa to point
the way in another modern sit-
uation.
She sees significance in the fact
that the Bayonne-born candidate
for sainthood was a member of
the Greek Rite, and that interest
in her beatification cause comes
at a time when the Pope is pre-
paring an ecumenical council to
stress union and understanding
among Christian peoples.
THE SISTERS about 10 of
them—who volunteered to write
the meditations, made no effort
to imitate Sister Miriam Teresa's
style. They followed the format
she had used and contributed
their individual thoughts. Sister
Zita explained that both the late
Mother Benita, under whom plans
for completing the books began,
and Mother Ellen Marie, present
Superior General, considered a
variety of style in the medita-
tions a desirable feature.
Included are several essays on
"How to Meditate,” written by
Sister Miriam Teresa in her high-
ly-valued book, “Greater Perfec-
tion.” On the effects of regular
meditation the saintly Sister
writes:
• “Seeking peace steadfastly, the
soul, when it coroes to converse
with God at the fixed hours, finds
itself more and more free from
that spirit of agitation and con-
tinual distraction and weariness
which characterizes the unmorti-
fied."
Sister Zita puls it another
way: "la spite of the fact that
life seems U be lived faster
and faster, there Is less and
less time for things that.really
matter.” Yet, she investigates,
and finds time for every out to
study God and all of as. ‘The
minutes you have to stand on
the corner waiting for the bus
. . . waiting for people ... la
the doctor’s office
... at the
phone trying to put through
a long-distance call . . . wait-
ing for sleep to overpower you
after you get into bed.
. . .
"These,” she offers, “are all
precious moments for thinking
about God and eternal truths,
with their practical applicator
to 20th century living." <
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Current Plays in Brief
By Joan Theltusson Naurse, Ph.D.
New Plays
Heartbreak House Shaw'i
talky British upper crust mu
time with (utile banter on the
brink of World War L
Miracle Worker Tense,
moving drama as mettlesome
Anne Sullivan tames a small
but ferocious Helen Keller to
teach her the wonders of words.
Take Me Along _ Melodic
O'Neill musical, settling the
smalltown love problems of con-
vivial Uncle Sid (Jackie Glea-
son) and his bookish teenaged
nephew. One dubious dance but
generally O. K.
Warm Peninsula Shy Mil-
waukee spinster loses some
romantic illusions in fast-living
Miami. Subplot casual about il-
licit love.
Al Ik* On* to • Mto _ Chucklmom*
nan aad patter by * witty —mo
■wi-wnuni duo.
Til* Bate Sam Um* Quit* * tow
•ff-ntor Item* do nothing lor othor-
rate* tot paeaebl# *oag and akatck
•bow from ID* Waat Coast.
Cktol Good acting aquandcrcd *n
■toanttd. m»M»c* to »«i aguig harlot and
■ petulant jmUk Highly *agg**Uya hand-
Dee try HtSee Again Some dandy
atngla' and atcppln' at wlckad Old Wrat
took *f Bottleneck (toe Iteelf morally
nr rubbed by a Jaonty no-gun lawman, rua
lor adult*.
Palrdra al baa Sarrpwa Eloquent ver-
aion al Syngr’a poetic lovo claoalr ol pro-
Chrtatiaa Irvtand.
?5» Bftotot Maori ac‘a provocaUv*
plctur* to * mneb family mada miner-
abl* by aaU aaaklng mambara (Stock-
Mara).
Itowac Drum Sang Gay. noOcatly
flatotud new Rodgcra and Hemmrreteln
musical, wt In San Franclaco'a China-
town. Values gram-ally good. dcspUs s*s
brief anggestlra tomlc sc*n*.
Tha Oang'i All Mara Saarlng study
al Harding-era political scandals. Cyni-
cal to outlook, but sentimentalizes aul-
cMe.
Th* Oraat e*d Brawn—O’Neill using
Greek type masks, exp a sea the creative
artist's toner turmoil to n conrentloo-
bound society. Hie religious noOoaa an
add tomkli al CatbeHciam and paganism.
The c alien Fleecing Merry farce
a boot asm clever Navy men out to beat
Riviera gambling adds by using their
tola's electronic brain.
•y*g* Tha sorry spectacle aI first-
rata stags talent wanted on th* neglig-
ible maanatn ala burlesqu* gueen
•eat* highly suggmtiv* numbers
La Plums da Ms Tanta Fast-moving
Franch rerun with a high proportion to
risque, sugy-stlvs eombrrs
Lund a* Bar Buoyant rerue revival,
featuring famed "GladiuU Girl" spoil a*
Jus Ago musicals.
A Malar! ly al Owe Heart-warm-
ing family rumady. full al EastWaat
goad will, with Gertrud* Berg as ■
Brooklyn widow stoned by ■ Tokyo tycoon.
Th* hteeriogo Ba B—d Crudely sug-
gesttve scenes play kav*c with what might
has* h*eu a ctvUtosd domaatic comedy.
The Music Mm exbUaraUng
ssrS!3^~~:
adaptetto* *1 Shew* nmtr about to.ftthe .—not glil tramtirmil by too
f—« peolinar «Tiptock. as— tew, broodhnnir to soma* toatertog bar rafflto
One* UpM a Maftrsaa Marry m*to-
frotic b*Ut aiuto tha fai^* 7 tala of
iha prtocoaa pan. Mors tlapstirk
.
T*». ol Ml* Cwn*«*T Ist
I*l. cirtitood c«m«<y to which a-srorld-
™al«m«is« dfitorcto pet me up fu*'ij
Th* P*w*r to (ell _ Stroag Tolstoi
drama proving that terrible aim beget
torrthto ramars*. Goto ralum. but *oam
aeon** handled coarsely.
A B slain to tot Sam Caustic, rital
faublim drama al an aspiring Negrofamily to prauunt-day Chicago.
Baton! Snappy musical blend to
romance and mayhem to a quaint wax
■■■mm to OM London, lama profanity
but otherwise mjoyable.
Santo Bird to Youth Tennessee
Williams' latast expose at Deep douto
virleaeaaaa. ablaze with etckmlngly can-
did studies to degeneracy.
VlnctoH Moving account al too
anxiety-ridden career el artist Van Gogh.
Trusts sympathetically hie Illicit affairs.
Wsrtd to Suzia Wan* Painfully arntl-
mental hokum glamorizing a Hong Kong
harlot. Incidental humor mootly looriab.
Television
(UNOAY. NOV. 1. — -
Mi u <0-*X*r> nj> A boot
God
"
Vocation*. Maryknotl Skaters.
11 a-aa. (Ill — ChrUtophara.
10* p.m Ml — Cilhollo Km
SATURDAY. NOVTl Z.
T p.m. (Ill — Bishop SIMM.
Radio
SUNDAY, MOV. 1
o.l* am. WNXW - Sacred Heart.
T:1B a m. WBCA—Hour at St. frxndj
TJO aot WHOM—Sacrod Heart Hoar
TJO ml worn Marina Theater
Ml am WWT*—Hour at M. rraacie
10JO am. WABC—Chrlattaa la Aetlea.
11 30 a.BL WO* Marten rheater
SJO a .at. WBCA Catholic Hour.
■Aatrke Catholic Tradition"
MONDAY. NOV. 1
a a.an WuH r'Ui sarrod Heart
TUItOAY, NOV. I
a a-BL WSOV trail - Sxerod Heart
WaDMHtOAY, NOV. 4
a am WSOU (fill Sacred Heart
Pradram
_
IJO am WBNX at. Stanhana
Church Norena
THU«*OAY. NOV. I
a am WSOU mo Sacred Heart
PMpm WSOU trio Aha Marta
PRIOAYr NOV. *
a am WSOU (TIU Sacred Heart
Prnnram
a 13 am WSOU trio Hour el SC
r
r aorta
IJO am WBNX PeraetuaJ Hela
•JO am WSOU <TM) Hour of the
Crucified
SATURDAY, NOV. 1
TOS aat WOR family Theater.
MOVIES riftiTfi ■ rtm■ nI intir
national PadsTat lanVtf Catholic
*
Alumnae.
for further Information colli MA *»700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Battle rUma
Hrrnarrllne
Mb Ctomm
Big Flaherman
Cast a Long
Shadow
Camia Man
Darby O’GIII and
UtUe Pm la
DUry mi Anna
Frank
Embattled Haav-
Face af Fire
FBI Bterjr
Fire Penniea
Far the ltt Tima
Gideon of Scot-
land Yard
Groan Mansion*
Pause Ags si
Comedy
Pood Day far a
Hanging
Have Rocket. Will
Travel
Hercules
May Boy. Hay
dirt
Horae Beldler*
Houdlnl
Inn of the ttb
Happiness
Isle of Leal
Woman
It Happened to
John Paul Jonae
King af WUd
Bullions
T.lttle Savaf#
Hysteria ns
Oregon Trail
Outlaw Stallion
Prlvata’e Affair
Pork Chop Hill
Baba
Sad Horse
Shaggy Dog
Silent Enemy
Bleeping. Bniutp
Son of Robin Hood
Tempest
II Command-
manta
M Dire M
Tulare
Tank*
Watud
WMt bound
Y.llowiton. Kelly
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Araon far Hire
S'a in Baler*ty After
Midnight
Cry Frtn the
c&nt u.d..«
DaneatrUta i
niadUtore
K»ir» Dtectyta*U Strike.
■I Ntfht
Enrhantad leUnd
Clret Mu lata
torn
Flood! rf Faar
Shoot of DruibtF
Holla*
dual Bahamalk
Glgantua
Gun Fever
Ounflgfcl at
Dodge City
EErAS?
Mound of Baakai
vlllea
Jay Bide
Last Blilxkrelg
Last Train From
Gun Hill
LsgUM Tam
bsjuw
Twice
Mummy
Naked A Deed
Nun’s Story
Porty and Baae
Babbit Trap
Bastlaaa Years
Return mi Fly
Bod an
Boef
Samson A Delilah
Bay Ono far Me
Scapegoat
££ke Handa With
the Devil
Sheriff af
Fractured Jaw
Spider
Surrender Hall
RSK o n .. M
Adventure
Teeneier from
Outer fine re
Id Second* to HoU
Thunder la dun
Tn>
True Story of
Lynn Stuart
ITlyiooe
Vtrtuoue SUamlat
Warlock
Wild end Iho
Innocent
Women Cater
Women Okeoeeod
World, Flaeh end
the Dart!
Morally Unobjectionable for Adult*
Aik 4ar Girt
mg Omwlii
Blue IHnlm
Count Your
c *£?&r
Day at Outlaw
sr.'jr.tXh
o^n't.n*.
nu*
■a Who Mutt DU
Maraa*! Mouth
Imitation at Lila
Look lUck in
LnSirHaarU
ftTClnaa.lT
s*r£jdc*ouM
Choat Doalh
Man Who Under-
stood Woman
Ms Una Gama
Murdar by Con-
NaJad* Maja
No Namo on tho
Buiiot
North by North-
west
Notorious Mr.
key.
Of Ufo~tnd Loro
Pillow Talk
Hafnrwt ■ W 1
diST
Ramarkahla Mr.
Pennvpack.r
Rio Bratra
Raoarata TlMao
7 Ouna U Maaa
Bound 4 fury
Taachor W
That Kind ot
Woman
Thgao Thauaand
ThU Earth U
Wild U Wind
Wild BtraobarrUa
Young Phil a
dalatilaaa
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
4Uak* Pssooao
Attack of Mint
.and“»a.U
Boat Oonaratlaa
Rig Haat
Mua Auel
Sara Rorklaao
Cry Tough
Daddy-o
ruDutM mat
Ounia Olrla oa4
ftyi—
Bar^TafutU
uadTSThatu
Uiand ta Ihoßua
u hurtod With a■s
Uft Hilo
Loot Paradise
Middle of tho
Miaaila'ta tha
Moon
Night at lha
Quaitar Moon
No Maa'a Wonaa
Ot Lava * Luat
Nrtad Furlough
RaUy Hound UM
»to I*m JuvValia
Frtaaa
Road Raeara
Room al Uia Toa
Room U
T Yaar Itch
Sign ot Oladlator
Romo Camo Run-
ning
Baaaa LUta It Hal
Run Alaa Rlaoa
Wu°CU.So, ‘"
Young CagUaaa
Separate Classification
gĵhgjghkjhjkhjkh
Condemned
Haraaa * fcua UUr aummrt La»a uMy TIM ha
Films on TV
Following Is a list of fllmf on TV
Octobor 31 Nov. C. Tho Legion of Do*
coney rated thooo film* when first re*
leoood. There may be chances In some
due te cuta for TV uae. Generally,
however* the Legion of Decency ratines
may be accepted aa correct.
FOR THE FAMILY
■in a Co*
Blackmailer
Bom bar 's Mom
Cantcrvlll* Cheat
Cop Ula Furv
Cariboo Troll
Charlie Chan ol
Trtoour* Island
Chootoj Daapar
Courage of Loooio
Deputy Marshall
Dixie Dugan
Ghoat Comas
Homo
Ginger
Harmon of
Mlchim
Kathleen
Loot of Mohlcana
Lovo la Nowo
Lovo Laughs at
Andy Hardy
Man From
Planet X
Mikado
Mojave Firebrand
Mrs. Miniver
National Velvet
Patrick the Great
Poor Little Rich
Girt
Pride of Bowery
Salat In Palm
S^Krx.
Texas Badmaa
To Shores of
Tripoli
Trail to Vengeance
Wo Go Fast
Whispering Ghosts
Yank on Bu rma
Road
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Adam * Evalym
IfcTK
Blarkie
And Then Then
Ware None
Antal an My
ShoaMer
Black f rid ay
Career 4
Cleopatra
Clnny Brown
pro. a.
Day at Raree
Doable Expaeure
Enemy of Women
Falcon la San
rraadace
flame at Youth
Flaxy Martin
Gfntirmu it
OsdMHa
*
tin Comae Mr.
Jordan
g#r
hsTfisu** •"
Madonna of 7
Mamie
Man I Married
Sarkad Womanr. BlAadlnxa
Rullda Dream
Mr. Deede Ooaa to
Town
Mjtdery of White
New Orta ana
No Time lor
newen
Objective Burma
Once Thief
Prtvate'e Program
Rhythm laa
Saint In New York
State ra
Straace Holiday
Tan aad Span
Third Man
Thin Land M Mina
wo
Yellow na
Yon Wen Novae
Leveller
Youth Tehee a
OBJECTIONABLE
Boy* Prom
oSssr
la Trim*.
Nlrnt Bolen
Ctverce
W River SC
Out of Blue
Red Shorn
Salat'a Girl Friday
55^1
Torrid** Zone
Without Hoorn
Separate Classification
Martin Lather (Caaialao thaelorlcal
and
Religion Lectures
In No. Arlington
NORTH ARLINGTON -An
adult course in religion is given
on Monday evenings at Our Lady
Queen of Peace pariah. Instruc-
tor is Rev. Joseph A. Furfey on
“Life in Christ."
Classes begin at 8 p.m. aod In-
clude a question period. The
course will continue through
Apr. 4.
Subjects to be covered Include
the Mystical Body, the Mass, the
Sacraments, the Bible and the
Commandments.
Decent People Cannot
Discuss Some Movies
By William H. Mooring
When a movie include* seem**
and dialogue you can neither de-
scribe in ordinary polite com-
pany, nor write about in detail
in decent newspapers, something
must be seriously wrong with it.
And this is how
it is getting to
be.
Some friends
and casual ac-
quaintances, all
relatively intel- !
ligent worldly-1
wise adults,
dropped by to
see us. They
asked about I
some of the latest films. “The
Best of Everything,'* “Anatomy
of a Murder” and “Girlstown”
were among them. I had to pick
my words, could not describe
some situations in detail, nor re-
peat much of the dialogue with-
out embarrassing myself as well
as my company.
HOW THEN DOES It become
socially agreeable to join a thea-
ter audience, including youth*
and children, to see and listen
to such stuff as “entertain-
ment”? Is anyone morally en-
titled to snatch their dollars for
a show Imposing upon them con-
versations and actions between
adult characters which, if thrust
before them (or us) on the open
street, would constitute a crime?
Of course you would rot send
your children to a rape trial,
much less to a house of ill-fame
or even a low night club or tav-
ern. If you did. they'd get thrown
out. Laws, you know! You would
not perhaps seek such places
yourself. If you did, 10 to one
you'd go by the oack alleys,
ashamed to he seen. How come
practically anything goes in the
movies?
No one In hi* right senses
would suggest that all film*
ought to be held down to the I Q.
or emotional equipment of the
average 10-year-old.
lIOWEVER, A little common
sense by film producer* and
theater owners would go a long
way. Some reasonably decent
“adult” movies should net L«e
shown to children, particularly
not at childrens' matinees as too
commonly happens. The people
themselves certainly have a right
to decide which pictures they will
see, as well as a duty to choose
those they may consider fit for
their children to ace.
If all the film ads were to
“faithfully represent” what is in
the different movies and no
“misleading statements" or
“distorted quotations" were
slipped In to bait morons, public
confidence might be restored.
The Film Industry Advertising
Code clearly lays down these
rules, but they are not observed
these duys.
Like the rule* In the Code
which say* what msy or may
®ot go Into the films them-
aelves, the industry's self-
adopted rules about honest and
decent advertising are stretch-
ed all shapes. Ia short the
Hollywood movie businesi is
asking for trouble and will
surely get it.
The Oreport Trail
Fair (Family)
In 1816 President Polk warned
the British that the Oregon situa-
tion must be resolved. You should
be warned that in this film the
producer uses stock library shots
and studio backgrounds in telling
thia fragment of history through
the experiences of a reporter
(Fred Mar Murray). There are
some exciting action shots of In-
dian • frown flying but the person-
at story (Mac Murray spark* an
Indian girl) ia rather tired.
The Wonderful
Country'
Good (Adults)
A many-sided, over-fompllcat-
ed plot militates against distinc-
tive merits of performance and
superbly photographed Mexican
backgrounds. The main story lino
concerns gun running hv a man
(Robert Mitchum) wanted for
murder. He trucks contraband for
a Mexican governor but gcla
stalled by a broken leg which
gives him time for romantic in-
trigue with the wife of a U. S.
Army officer In parts brutal and
brooding.
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This Christmas give
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HOLY
WEEK in the
HOLY
LAND
R«tr»e« tha (tap* of Our Lord... vitit
Mch major Shri na... at titt at Mat* on
Eaatar Sundayat tha Tomb of Our lofd
In Church of tha Holy Sapukhra In a
apacial ptlgnmaga. Alto vlttt romc
. LOURDES Dapart April 10 via TWA.
Rt. Rav. Mtgr. A. M. Karlac of Naw Or-
laan*. Spiritual Diractor. Extanaiona
to Spain. Portugal. England. Iraland
availabla.
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SEE
“CITY OF KINGS'*
'Presented by Veronica's Veil Player*"
A spirited, gripping drama. sprinkled with wit on‘d humor, of the
extraordinary life of Blessed Martin de Borres.
Saturday, October 31st - 2 P.M For Children
Sunday, November Ist - 2 P.M For Adults
Saturday, November 7th - 2 P.M For Children
Saturday November 7th - 8 P.M For Adults
Sunday, November Bth . 2 P.M For Adults
ORDER TICKETS NOW
All seats reserved write or phone to
VERONICA'S VEIL THEATRE
Central Avenue and 14th Street
Union City, New Jersey
UNion 5-2325
Children’s Tickets $l.OO
Adult Tickets $2.50 - $2.00 - $1.50
Adults pay $1.50 at Children's Performances
Children pay Adult Prices at Adult Performance*
REDUCED RATES to Kroups of 25 or more
•t ALL PERFORMANCES
'»OM TM« AUTHOR OF
"•OHO OF ■■HNADrrrr-
FRANZ WE REEL*
"
Embezzled IH COLOR
Now Playing
THE PLAYHOUSE 0 X
3SI Main M -OR Hgf—Tgf PTfclni
MUSIC MAN!
MORE PLATTER, LESS CHATTER
PAUL BRENNER
EVERY AFTERNOON FROM 1 TO 3 AND 5 TO 7
Secure a
LIFE INCOME FOR YOURSELF
while you support our missionary work
The Salvatorlan Investmenf-Granf
program provides
you with on annual Intom* for lif*, ranging from
4% to 13%, depending on your ag*. (S*« labl* at
right)
A r*tir*m*nt program may b* worked out on o single
or joint batit through our unlqu* Age-Credit feature
to permit an *v*n higher annual Incom*.
Several plans are availabl*. One can be tailored to
fit your particular needs. Our program is highly flex-
ible to provide the best possible tax advantage for
you.
Im4 ter Mm tree t«h k**ll*«
mmd let m (In yaa Hi*
•tery- b •• MifmHmm.
SOCIETY OF THE
DIVINE SAVIOR
SAIVATORIAN CSNTIR
ST. NAZIANZ, WISCONSIN
Society of the Divine Savior i«
Investment-Grant Dept.
St. Natiani, Wisconsin
Heese MnH mm #!• fecn bockld wllti fwS datmta am yam, line.
m»nt-OfoM p.«e>nm. I nndwitanH lam mmda, ne eWifeHcn.
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JBXS,
-up
of Our FABULOUS
35th Anniversary
SALE
fin*
TODAY, THURSDAY
SBKT FROM A TREMENDOUS WSFUT OF DECORATOR FURNITURE FOR
EYBY ROOM M THE HOUSE . . . BEDROOM, UVINO ROOM, DHUNO
ROOM, KITCHEN, DEN, OUST ROOM, PORCH. COMPUTE SUITES,
SSEAU CROUPS AND MDIVIOUAI OCCASIONAL PUCES M MODERN,
FRWCH PROVINCIAL, ITALIAN PROVMCIAL, TRADITIONAL AND CON-
TEMPORARY STYLES. WHATEVER YOUR REQUREMENTS YOU AU SURE
TO FIND WHAT YOU WANT ON OUR FLOORS ... ON SALE!
MM.
PARTIAL LIST OF BEDROOM VALUES
DISCOUNTS! DISCOUNTS! DISCOUNTS! COME M AND BROWSE AIOBNi,
LOOK AT THE FABULOUS DISPUY, LOOK AT THE AMAZON, ALMOST
MCRBIBLY PRICED RDUCED TABS WHICH APPEAR ON EACH PUO OF
FURNITURE. IT'S NOT A QUESTION OF "Will YOU SAVE" . . . BUT
“NOW MUCH WRI YOU SAVE!" BECAUSE THERE ARE SAVINOS BALORI
ON EVERYTHINB IN THE HOUSE DURING THIS REMARKABU EVENT.
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Vote 'Yes ' for
Sunday Closing
w# urge our mdm to vote yes on the state
referendum to bar the sale on Sunday of
borne and office furniture, appliances and
material*. In Hudson, Essex, Union, Bergen, Pas-
saic and Morris counties the voters win have the
opportunity of expressing by ballot their dis-
approval of Sunday shopping in the above cate-
gories. Many attempt* have been made to pass
legislation to restrict shopping which has grown
as a monster on Sundays throughout our state.
All legislation failed in achieving this objective.
Finally our legislature has passed on to the peo-
ple in some of the counties in the State of New
Jersey the opportunity to express their disap-
proval of this new fad of disregarding Sunday as
a day of rest and making it a day of business
at full blast.
It has always been recognised in the Chris-
tian tradition that Sunday was a day of rest and
considered also to be the Lord’s Day. Within re-
cent years highways have become jammed by
reason of the suburban shopping centers cater-
ing to a Sunday public. In order to have the
stores open it is necessary that many employes
be available for Sunday work. This of itself be-
comes a disruption of family life in our state.
When we consider how much organized labor
has suffered to attain the objectives of decent
living for the laboring man, it is hard for us to
reconcile the enormous growth of Sunday .hop-
ping which by its very nature involves both the
seller and the buyer. |t has brought about a
complete change in our social living.
Even our own Supreme Court of Now Jersey
closed used car Wts which bad been having Sun-
day sales. This decision was based upon the fact
that such sales cluttered and jammed tbs high-
ways and thereby disrupted the family ride on a
Sunday afternoon. 1
In the Christian tradition Sunday is tha Lord's
Day. To every Catholic there are obligations at-
tendant upon that day. Mass on Sunday, a day
of prayer, and tha recognition of God at least
once a week these have been the way of life for
a great majority of the people of tbs State of
New Jersey.
No one will deny that by the increase of busi-
ness on Sundays throughout our state, particu-
larly in tha categories which do not have either
“charity or necessity’’ involved, our way of life
is being challenged for those of us who wish the
peaceful, restful, prayerful, refeshing, Sunday
in our lives. Voting yes fbr the referendum on
Sunday shopping will help in the return of this
way of life. Given to all of us is this opportunity
of expressing our decision. Ws urge, we strongly
urge, our Catholic readers to consider this refer-
endum in the light of a way of life, since the
state has given us the opportunity of expressing
our opinion and we urge that we do so by voting
YES on the shopping referendum.
All Saints - Our Saints
At thii wimo when the day* an becoming
■horter and cooler and Nature la being denuded
of her laat adornments, holy Mother Church
directs our thoughts beyond this failing world
to that which lasts forever. She bids us look
up to heaven and even now rejoice in the hope
of entering that land of light and love and
joy.
Heaven is the home of our Eternal Father
and our Brother Jesus Christ. It is to hie our
home, too. When God conferred supernatural
life upon us in Baptism, did He not make us
His children and beira of heaven?
While we hope tor heaven, there are count-
leu souls enjoying its happiness. There are so
many that the Church cannot name all of them.
With reverence she simply calls them All Saints
and invites us to honor them on Nov. 1.
Thor# are saints in heaven who practiced
virtue to such a heroic degree on earth that
they were canonised by the Church. God has
set them as shining lamps to light our way to
heaven. The greater number of the saints, how-
ever, have not been canonised. They kept the
Commandments; Among them, we trust, are our
parents, our spouses, our brothers and sisters,
our children and our friends. Their triumphant
joy overflows upon us. Their happiness tempers
the sorrow of our separation from them. This
is the feast of all of them. We hope it will
some day be ours.
It will be ours if we imitate the saints. What
example did they give us hut the patterning of
their lives on the life of Our Lord? He nobly
exemplified the Beatitudes. Poverty was the first
mark of God at Bethlehem. Who was as meek
aa He? Who mourned and grieved as He did
for the sins of men? He is the incomparable
ideal of those who hunger after justice, and of
the merciful, the clean of heart and the per-
secuted.
We need not be important or successful in
the world to be saints. On the contrary. Our
Lord explicitly stated that the Kingdom of Heav-
en is for the poor in spirit and those who suffer
persecution for justice’s sake. As in the natural
order men are strong in proportion to the strug-
gles they have overcome, so in the supernatural
order souls are strengthened not by running
away from crosaes but by embracing them.
In the goodness of God the time of toil and
trial is not long. Compared to eternity it is
momentary. For a brief life of labor hen, wo
receive an everlasting life of joy. This is why
St. Paul wrote, “The sufferings of this timb are
not worthy to be compared with the glory that
is to come, which will be revealed in us.”
As we rejoice in the glory of those who have
gone before us, we should live in such a way
that we might merit to join them and become
part of the apocalyptic vision of St. John who
saw standing before the throne of God a count-
less multitude from all nations.
The Descent of Conscience
The human family watches with anxiety the
fearsome forhodings made possible by the fission
of the atom. Some recent news Items should
cause It to regard with equal anxiety the dangers
concomitant to the dlaintegratioo of conscience.
It is a truth as old as the prophets that the
destinies of men and of nations are bound up
with morality as well as arms. The Christian
conscience is our moat precious heritage and it
should not be tampered with lightly. It is a cause
for grave concern when such tampering mani-
fests itself in our leadership, especially in our
spiritual leadership.
The influential Stanford Research Institute
recently recommended to the Senate Foreign Re-
lations Committee greater use of contraceptive
birth control, abortion, and sterilization to com-
bat increasing world population. The Institute
study urged that the United States give financial
support to large-scale testing of birth control de-
vices, such as the current programs in India
and Japan.
India and Japan are faced with overwhelm-
ing economic problems accentuated by exploding
populations. We are not Insensitive to these
problems when we oppose immoral practices as
a solution. It is regrettable that such a suggestion
should be advanced in this nation founded on
principles of Christian morality and so abundant-
ly blessed by God. It is pitiable to aee' the old
religious cultures of India and Japan invaded by
these immoral practices. It is a monstrous distor-
tion of values when the sacred cow and the
monkey are Inviolable in India but the right of
the unborn child is not. It was a monstrous andis tor-
tlon of values when hi IK2 the Diet of Japan
approved abortion for “health and economic rea-
sons.” Legalized abortions may now be procured
in Japan for a fee of 9S.
Equally disturbing is the report Issued by a
study group of the World Council of Churches.
In discussing birth control the group asserted
that “there appears to be no moral distinction
between the means now known and practiced, the
use whether of estimated periods of infertility
(that is, rhythm), or the artificial barriers (that
is, contraceptives) to the meeting of sperm and
ovum or indeed of drugs which would, if made
effective and safe, inhibit or control ovulation in
a calculable way.”
This statement is a departure from traditional
Christian morality elaborated by great minds
through the centuries and a repudiation of trad-
itional Protestant morality. It is an encouraging
note that the Orthodox member of the group
dissented with the report May we hope that the
central committee of the World Council will dis-
sent with it when it meets next August!
In a commentary on the report Father Ford,
the distinguished Jesuit moralist, affirmed that
there is “an essential moral difference between
abstaining from an act and performing it while
at the same time mutilating it.” This mutilation
of the act is considered to be contrary to God’s
Intention and consequently immoral. Such abuse
will alienate men from God and ultimately dehu-
manize his spirit, for man is distinguished from
the animal not by hia sex but by his reason
These are some of the reasons why we speak
of the descent of conscience.
Journey’s End
Thera la no smoke now over the Junction of
Ryder’s Lane and U. S. Highway No' 1. The
sensation seekers have gone about seeking some
new excitement. The acrid odor of burning flesh
is no longer apparent. Thera are some scorched
stones along the perimeter of the highway.
These are the only visible record of the holo-
caust that took 12 lives in the twinkling of an
eye. Giant trucks still thunder down the long
incline to beat the tight that is visible a half
mile away, while passenger cars and buses com-
pete with them fbr leadership in the race along
the highway. It is as though nothing had ever
happened to make that tragic spot unforgettable.
The sickening horror that swept through Ness Jer-
sey and that might have produced restrictive
legislation dissolved Into vague platitudes and
shadowy resolutions.
It Is time that something was done. One has
but to observe the raceways through New Jerv
sey. note the frightening speed of behemoth
trucks and-the irresponsible vagaries of the
drivers, to know that something must be done.
It would seam, first of all, that some sort of
closer collaboration could be worked out among
the throe states that carry so much mutual truck
traffic (although this may prove as Impossible
as mutual action on teenage drinking and liquor
sales). If there had been closer cooperation, a
driver with 10 offenses in two different states
would have been barred from driving in either.
For the demands of modern trucking only
the finest, moat alert and capable drivers ought
be used. These could bo secured through special
examinations, tests and licensing. In. the days
when Governor Driscoll was staying at home to
protect the welfare of the citizens of New Jersey,
be was responsible for the introduction of Just
such a bill, although it was defeated by a power-
ful lobby.
There could be a demand for a much lower
rate of speed for trucks aloof those highways
that bear heavy civilian as well as commercial
traffic.
Finally, In the area of legislation, there could
be a severity of penalty, not alooe against tha
driver who must drive the truck ■aatgnit to him
but against the employer as walL . . a severity
that would result in careful training of the driver
and scrupulous checkout of all vehicles.
There is one other area In which improve-
ment could be fostered. A campaign could be
initiated and sustained to make every driver
acutely aware of his responsibility to his follow
drivers. These has been a good deal of emphasis
oo driver education. It is true. To date it has
not been noticeably effective. Only when each
and every driver becomes aware of the value of
the lives of his companions, rather than competi-
tors, oo the highways, will there be a marked
lessening of the vehicular slaughter in New Jer-
sey. In the meantime, as the month at tho Holy
Bools Is about to begin, remember in your daily
prayers the soots of those who paaaod into eterni-
ty in an instant, victims at highway tragedy.
Their number is greater than you imagine.
Blot on Our Flag
CommunistsGains Appear
As Appeasement ’sHarvest
By Louis Francis Budenz
Appeasement (which is con-
donation of evil and aggression)
never bring* on peace, but pro-
duce* war or alavery or both.
With the saccharine attitude to-
ward Khrushchev in too much of
our general press, few people
have grasped that we are build-
ing up sedition with our own na-
poo. "The Worker” of Oct. 11
presents the
record on that
subject when it
says: “'lhere
can be little
doubt that the
great success-
es in the So-
viet Union and
In other lands
of socialism,
the rerent visitthe recent viiit
of Khrushchev and its impact on
the American people, have great-
ly increased interest not only in
the lands of socialism, but social-
ist Ideas generally and what so-
cialism would mean for our coun-
try."
IT IS ON this account that the
Reds "know that thousands upon
thousands of Americans will be
interested in the coming conven-
tion of the American commu-
nists," which opens on Dec. 10
in New York.
We must also appreciate, and
understand it better than we have
ever understood it before, that
"peaceful coexistence" in Krem-
lin language is the vary reverse
of what we consider it. Khru-
shchev himself gave us a blunt
definition of "peaceful coexis-
tence" on Apr. 8, 1958, when he
said:
"We advise the capitalists not
to put their noses, or as we
Russians say, their pig snouts—-
into the socialist garden. That
Is how we interpret peaceful co-
existence."
It is with good reason that the
September "Christian Democratic
Review" comments on this
declaration: “Transdsted into
practice, then, coexistence, ac-
cording to Khrushchev, means al-
lowing them peacefully to pene-
trate our world, while their world
remains inviolate."
IN OUR FOLLY In asking Dic-
tator Khrushchev to come to the
U.S., and in considering being led
by the band to the “summit," wo
are yielding to a peculiar type of
mind that is determined at all
coats to destroy us.
That the invitation to Khru.
ahehev waa very foolish is regis-
tered in the universal shouts of
triumph in the communist press
in all the 83 countries which have
communist parties. This is not-
able in the "New Times" from
Moscow, which in successive
September issues lets us know
how much we were taken in by
permitting the Soviet dictator to
come among us.
It is significant of what the
Kremlin Is beginning to gain out
of the Khrushchev trip that the
“New Times" gives added em-
phasis to Khrushchev's appear-
ance among the San Francisco
longshoremen, led by Harry
Bridges.
It is emphsudsed that “the hall
rocked with applause when Khru-
shchev addressed the San Fran-
cikco longshoremen as ‘tovariah-
chi’, as Soviet workers address
one another."
"Tovariahch” la the comma-
■lst salutation, similar to the
Red "comrade "
When we toad the communist
directive organs we can well ask I
ourselves: “Have we actually ful-
filled the dictates of our con-
science in looking for comfort
through acelaim of Khrushchev!
land thereby agreeing to the con-
tinued ena'avement of the Poles,
the Hungarians, the Chinese,
whom we betrayed into Soviet
1hands in the first place?”
THE QUESTION BOX
‘I Absolve Thee..'
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
Sometimes people try to leave
the confessional right after they
have recited their Act of Contri-
tion. That is a great mistake. The
Sacrament of Penance is not com-
pleted, and ooe’s sins an not
forgiven by the Sacrament, un-
less and until the priest has pro-
nounced the words of absolution
which actually accomplish the re-
mission of one's sins.
Normally the priest has not yet
said these all-important words
by the time the penitent has fin-
ished reciting the Act of Contri-
tion. For, there are certain pray-
yrs the priest must say before
giving absolution, which, more-
over. is followed by a further
prayer. All this Is said in Latin,
which may be translated into
English as follows.
First ef all, when the penitent
is ready to be absolved, after
having assigned a suitable pen-
ance the priest says: “May Al-
mighty God have mercy upon
thee, and forgive tbee thy sins,
and bring thee unto life everlast-
ing. Amen.”
Then, with his right hand raised
toward the penitent, the priest
continues: "May the Almighty
and merciful Lord grant thee
pardon, absolution, and forgive-
ness of thy sins. Amen.
“May our Lord Jesus Christ ab-
solve thee; and I. by His author-
ity, absolve thee from every bond
of excommunication and inter-
dict, inasmuch as in my power
Ueth, and thou standest in need."
Then the priest says the all-
important words which forgive
the penitent's sins, and while say-
ing them he makes the sign of
the Cross over the penitent: "Fi-
nally, I absolve thee from thy
sins, in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. Amen.”
These words are not a mere
declaration of forgiveness by God.
Much rather do they themselves
actually accomplish the sacra-
mental forgiveness of sins, thanks
to power Imparted by Christ to
the priest at his ordination.
Then the priest concludes with
the following prayer: “May the
Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ,
the merits of the Blessed Virgin
Mary and of ail the Saints, what-
soever thou shalt have done of
f°qd and borne of evil, be unto
thee for remission of sins, In-
crease of grace, and reward of
life everlasting. Amen.”
Thereupon the priest lndicstes
to the penitent that he may leave
- usually by the words, “Go in
peace.”
Aa soew after confession as be
conveniently can, the penitent
should perform his penance, and
renew his resolution of avoiding
•11 sin, and of taking all the
means for so doing, by avoiding
the occasions of sin. It is highly
appropriate, moreover, that he
make a thanksgiving after con-
fession.
Since it frequently happens that
after they have left the confes-
•ional people belatedly remember
some mortal sin or sins that they
overlooked in making their con-
fession, it is worth repeating
what we have already said on
this point. Such people should not
be disturbed. For If without our
fault we forget to confess a mor-
tal sin, we may receive Com-
munion afterwards because we
have made a good confession and
the forgotten ala or sins have
tjen forgiven along with the rest.
The only thing that still needs
to be done u to confess the for-
gotten sin or sins the next time
one goes to confession.
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THE QUESTION BOX
Mmti Bm. WoUor W. Corfu, 76 Brood St, BlnmtfU, NJ,
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fc Im4M> ale wbea (key re-
fv» to ml IMr Ann to any
family that ha. children?
A. It aeenia to ui that the'an-
swer must be affirmative. Catho-
lic landlords (or others as well)
who advertise “No Children” are
violating social justice unless
they have very good reason for
making the restriction.
Pope Pius XI in his encyclical
“On the Reconstruction of the
Social Order" reminds us that
ownership has a twofold aspect.
It la an individual right, and may
ba need for the Individual's own
welfare. But ownership is also
under obligation to the common
good so that one may not with-
out moral fault use his own prop-
erty in such seise as to harm the
common good. The Holy Father
is careful to point out that mis-
use of one’s property does not
take away the right to that prop-
erty but that there are virtues
which regulate the proper use of
private property for the welfare
of all.
With this principle in mind I
think we may easily see that
landlords have a definite duty to
consider the common good so as
not to harm it when they rent
their property. Will anyone deny
that the determination not to
rant available homes to families
with children is harming the com-
mon good by encouraging birth
control, by making children a
very heavy burden to willing par-
ents, by forcing children to live
in unsatisfactory housing because
these are the only homes open
to them, and thus by contributing
to the rise of juvenile delinquen-
cy?
Landlords, and of course es-
pecially Catholic landlords, are
engaged directly in a matter that
is social and not just private.
Housing for families closely and
directly affects the welfare of
families and the good of society.
Landlords therefore may not con-
aider their activity in renting ai
merely a private concern. They
have the right to gain a reason-
able profit from their premises;
and the right to protect that prop-
perty from abuse. But if they de-
cide to put their homes in the
field of housing they must accept
the obligations of social Justice
that go with this choice.
We know that there are some
individual eases where the de-
cision not to admit children might
be justified. If for example there
is an Invalid in the landlord's
family and if the invalid would
be notably bothered by the noise
of children, all would understand
the decision of the landlord not
to admit children.
How often, though, is there a
serious reason of this kind? Us-
ually the Justification offered by
"No Children" landlords is the
assertion of damage done to
homes rented to children.
This is greatly exaggerated.
Most families with children train
their children to a care for the
property of others. Wanton de-
struction is not the rule. And
where such destruction is present
the parents can be expected to
make good the damage.
Q. Is It true that In cases of
cUM birth if any danger ariaea
tb« doctor moat aee the safe-
•* fchfcy la preference to
that of the mother?
A. Your question baa been
answered by Pope Piua XII
bimaelf. In hia addreaa to the
National Congress of the "Fam-
ily Front" and Association of
Large Familiea on Not. M, 1931,
he aaid: “Never and ia no cate
hat the Church Uught that the
life of the child must be prefer-
red to that of the mother.”
Pope Piua XII gives a fuller
explanation tad wo should like
to quote hit words. But first let
bs just say that the doctor may
not kill the mother to save the
child; and that he may not kill
the child to aave the mother. He
must do hia best to save both.
And thanks be to God, the skill
of physicians today is such that
seldom will a case arise in which
the doctor finds himself in a
position in which helping one will
hurt the other.
In the course of his care for
the mother the doctor may fore-
see that the child will be hurt
as an incidental result of the
medication given the mother.
This he will not desire but will
not always be able to prevent.
Since it is not the direct result
of his action, for this directly
helps the mother, he may follow
the medication auggested. Reluc-
tantly he allows the hurt to the
child on purpose to saye the
mother.
In the same case If the mother
wishes to give her baby a better
chance of living and wishes that
the baby be helped even If she
In the same incidental way may
be hurt, the doctor may follow
her wishes. Here again she is
not being harmed as a means to
saving the baby; the harm to
her is tolerated as an incidental
answered by the Pope Pius XII
result that could not be prevent-
ed.
Pope Pius XII has this to say
regarding our question.
He notes first the general mor-
al rule that safeguards human
life (yours and mine, as well as
that of the unborn child) name-
ly; “Any direct on an
innocent human life as a means
to an end in this case to the
saving of another's life is un-
lawful."
Then the Holy Father explains:
"Innocent human life
...
is with-
drawn ... from any direct delib-
erate attack. This is a fundamen-
tal right of the human person
. .. hence as valid for the life
still hidden within the womb of
the mother as for the life al-
ready born and developing out-
side of her."
He makes it clear that "This
principle holds good both for the
life of the child as well as for
that of the mother. Never and in
no case has the Church taught
that the life of the child must be
preferred to that of the mother.
It Is erroneous to put the ques-
tion with this alternative: either
the life of the child or that of the
mother. No, neither the life of
the mother dbr that of the child
can be subjected to an act of di-
rect suppression. In the one case
as in the other, there can be but
one obligation: to make every ef-
fort to aave the lives of both, of
the mother and of the child."
Finally the Holy Father an-
swers the objection sometimes
made that the life of the mother
Is more valuable than that of the
child, by pointing out that "the
inviolability of the life of an in-
nocent human life does not de-
pend on Its greater or less val-
ue."
"Besides," be notes, “who can
judge with certainty which of the
two lives is in fact the more
precious? Who can know what
path that child will follow and to
what heights of achievements and
perfection he may reach? Two
greatnesses are being compared,
one of them being an unknown
quantity."
In YourPrayers
remember these, your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Neuxtrk
Rev. Thomas F. Moran, Oct
31, 1950
Rev. George D. O’Neill. Nor.
4. 1902
Rev. Thomas J. MeEnery, Nor.
4, 1934
Very Rev. Martin Gessner,
Nov. 5, 1912
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Bernard H. Ter
Woert, Nor. f. 1932
Diocese of Paterson
Rev. Paul P. Outeri, Nov. L
194®
Very Rev. Msgr. Lalor R. Mc-
Laughlin, Nor. J, 19U
AROUND THE PARISH
“He's working on his Advocate subscriptions - you’d
better go over to Susan’s if you want to telephone.”
Official Publication of Um Archdiocese of
Nowark and of tho Diocese of Paterson
Moat Rev. Thomaa A. Boland, B.TJ)., Arch-
blahoo of Newark. '
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Letters to the Editor
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Stale Deputy Answers
Charge onBond Issue
Joseph J. Carlin, State Deputy
Knights of Columbus, Moorestown.
Editor
Enclosed find copy of letter written in reply to an un-
true and abusive editorial in the Asbury Park Evening
"Tour editorial of Thursday.
Oet. 22, baa been called to my
attention, due to the many inac-
curacies contained therein. It has
always been my understanding
that responsible reporting, espe
cialy editorial comment, required
verification of the facts. In this
case, certainly this was not done.
“First, let it be understood that
the State Deputy of the Knights
of Columbus, and the State Depu
ty alone, is the only officer au-
thoriaed to speak for the order in
New Jersey.
"So that the record may be
clear, the State. Council of the
Knights of Columbus are unalter-
ably opposed to the approval of
the College Bond Referendum
that will appear on the ballot in
November.
"In view of the fact that pro-
ponents of the measure have
poured out thousands of dollars to
make this measure slightly pala-
table, no one need apologize for
opposing it.
"Our decision to oppose this
measure was made at a meeting
of our State Officers on Sept. 29
(five present —one absent) and
received enthusiastic approval at
meetings with the Grand Knights
of our 142 councils in the state Of
New Jersey, called expressly for
that purpose. The pamphlets urg-
ing a No Vpte were distributed
thorugh the agency of these 142
councils.
"We injected no religious is-
sues in our disapproval of this
referendum. We left that to
others.
"We do challenge the accuracy
of the survey that was made as
to the necessity of the all-out
program advocated.
“We do question the statement
that money necessary for coo-
itraction and maintenance will be
available from current funds, and
maintain that additional levies
will be added to the already stag-
gering tax load that the taxpay-
»rs of New Jersey now carry.
"That this question must have
been uppermost in the minds of
the originators of this program is
Km by the fact that the actprovided that if there is a
deficit at the end of the fiscal
pear, that that deficit shall be
•net by a levy on the real and
Personal properties o( the tax-
payers In New Jersey.
"Already the Newark College
ef Engineering has stated that
huge additional sums win be re-
quired next year (as reported by
the Philadelphia Inquirer) to man
additions recently completed.
Glassboro State College has made
a similar request, and there is
bo question in my mind that the
budgets of other state colleges
will have to be greatly increased
simply to meet rising costs of
services and materials.
“While we recognise the need
for teachers, we aee no reason
why we should provide college
education for children whose fath-
ers can well afford to underwrite
the coat
“From past experience, we
know that the great majority of
parents will not want their chil-
dren educated at state colleges,
but will want them to enjoy the
privileges 'of higher education at
colleges of their own selection,
both in New Jersey, and in col-
leges throughout the nation.
“Our country has grown great
because of advantages derived
from private enterprise. If our
colleges are to maintain their
present high standards, absolute
state control, with all the abuses
that political control is bound to
bring, must be prevented, and a
No Vote on this referendum is the
first step in the right direction.
“In conclusion, in view of the
inaccuracies contained in your
editorial, in all fairness you
should give your readers a true
picture of our position, regard-
less of what your opinion of that
position may be.”
Misconceptions
On Bond Issue
M.R.P.,
New Milford.
Editor:
Most of us believe The Advocate
should refrain from entering into
political campaigns and from
urging its readers to vote in a
particular fashion. However,
when the State of New Jersey
puts Itself in the position of at-
tempting to get a stranglehold on
higher education and threatening
the future expansion of our pri-j
vale colleges—then it is time The
Advocate speak up and inform its
readers of what is trying to be
put over on them in the name of
helping' higher education.
This cannot adequately be done
by simply reporting utterances
of well-known people on the sub-
ject. It must be editorialized plus
feature articles on the front page
as a matter of policy. Granted,
this has been done on a limited
scale. An all-out campaign, simi-
lar i to The Advocate's campaign
for Sunday closing, must be rec-
ognized as a necessity.
There seem to be some mis-
conceptions about this bond issue.
First, it Is not true you cannot
be a friend of education and still
vote NO on the College Bond is-
sue. The state, in spending >40,-
000 for publicity, Is striving to in-
still In people’s minds that a No
Vote means you are an enemy of
higher education. Nothing is fur-
ther from the truth!
Second, it is also not true the
only way the State can help New
Jersey students achieve a college
education is through expansion of
the state-supported colleges.
The state can help higher edu-
cation at a much lower cost than
the ftt million dollar hood issue.
Some report that only one-third
of this amount (if made available
to existing New Jersey colleges)
Is actually needed to make facili-
ties available for the anticipated
increased enrollment.
There are many ways the State
can help higher education without
constructing the buildings, equip-
ping and staffing the colleges.
Low interest loans to existing col-
leges for new buildings, low In-
terest loans to students and/or
outright scholarships to worthy
students are all aids that will
achieve the same end this College
Bond issue is designed to asset.
You cannot argue and say wu al-
ready have these aids. True, we
do, but they need to bn greatly
expanded!
We an approve of the lofty ends
the State is trying to attain. What
we question is the method they
u* employing for siding students
to get a college education in the
coming yean.
We do not need increased state
college facilities. What we need
is state aid for the individual stu-
dent to use at the college of his
choice (Le, Mew York State
scholarship program), and, if
feasible, direct loans to the pri-
vate colleges to enable them to
expand. This will certainly bo
less expensive to the taxpayex,
who wfll foot the bill, than the
9M million dollar College Bond
issue.
_
Writes on Sunday
Closing Issue
Cyrus G. Dunkle,
Morris Plains.
Editor:
Enclosed is a copy of a letter
which I am —to a daily
newspaper published in Morris-
town.
“The letter to you on today's
editorial page entitled ‘On Sun-
day Closing,’ for all Us protesta-
tion against mixing religion with
politics, mixes them in a big way.
It speaks for the groups, religious
and otherwise, who for different
reasons resent the Christian Sun-
day and applaud its desecration.
“In a manner typical of their
propaganda, the letter misrepre-
sents the issue by digging up the
old Puritan blue laws, which once
went so far as to forbid a man to
kiss his wife on Sunday. The Sun-
day closing measure has nothing
to do with blue laws and thera is
no intention of forbidding anyone
to play golf, see a movie, mow
his lawn or wash his car on Sun-
day. He can even keep his store
open if it is of’a type required for
public health, safety, or recrea-
tion.
“ 'Let everyone,’ they say,
'pick the one day out of seven
on which be wants to rest’ That
sounds great on til we remember
the many ways in which pres-
sures are applied in the business
world, often by the very ones who
talk loudest about, preserving
freedom. It is then clear that
‘business as usual* on Sunday
means inescapably, faf the end,
a seven-day work week tor every-
body.
“ ‘Modern working conditions
already render family life diffi-
cult enough.’ a group of Catholic
Bishops recently, noted. ‘A pro-
longed weekend, with Sunday as
a day for rest and veneration of
God, offers a welcome opportu-
nity for the family to unite on at
least those days. It appears to us
almost as a crime against the
family and the people to restrict
this opportunity without really
pressing reasons and Just for con-
siderations of ecooomic profit.'
“Even the profit Is illusory.
There is only so much business,
whether stores open five, six or
seven days. Stayingopen through
the weekend is just tryingto grab
the other man's share. That is
not preserving liberty, but is just
cutthroat competition. You will
find better buys in stores that
don’t practice it."
Urges Vole
On Nov. 3
Mary C. Kanane,
National Chairman, Legislation
Department, C.D.A.,
Union.
Editor:
The words of Pope Phis Xll'of
revered happy memory should
have particular u £i tc .
th» day approaches. It was he
who said: “The exercise of the
right to vote is a serious moral
responsibility."
One of the aim* of the Legis-
Ution Department of the Catho-
lic Daughter? of America is to
streu the importance of voting
so that good government may be
assured on a national, state,
county and local level As na-
tional chairman of this depart-
ment, I am writing to urge all
women to exercise their right of
franchise on Nov. 1, regardless
of party affiliation.
To Rites Congregation
VATICAN CITY (NC) - Cardi-
nal Cento has been named a
member of the Sacred Congrega-
tion of Rites, and Msgr. Dino
Staffs, secretary of the Sacred
Congregation of Seminaries and
Universities, has been named a
consuttor of the Sacred Cougre-
Ration of the Holy Office.
November Intentions
The Holy Father’s general
intention for November is:
That public and private life
In Madagascar may bo imbued
with a profound Christian
spirit.
The —t—lntention sug-
■■stod for the ApooUoahlp of
Prayer by the Pope is:
"Failure of world commun-
ism.”
STRANGE BUT TRUE JTLittle-Known FactS for Catholics
By M. J. MURRAY hjgkhjkhjkhgkghkh
God Love You
A Real
Sacrifice
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Is then enough faith and is
the spirit of sacrifice enough in
your parish to have adoration of
Our Lord in the Blessed Sacra-
ment night and day? Are there
too many ill, too many hardships
in daily life, to
ask a thousand
people to an*
swer the ques-
tion of Our
Lord in the
Garden: "Can
you not watch
one hour with
Me?” An
then many who
work hard, and
who need their
sleep so much, that it would be
asking too much of them to make
that sacrifice for the sins of the
world?
Well, then Is a leper colony in
Kona with fewer souls in it than
then an in your parish, and
then is Perpetual Adoration of
Our Eucharistic Lord night and
day. Every hour the lepers recite
the Rosary for those who aid in
the propagating of the Faith
throughout the mission world.
Their church was made from
abandoned war materials, and
is shaped likd an egg shell, but
in it the Lord of heaven and
earth makes His abode.
Gathered about Him are hun-
dreda el lepers with running
•ore*, arm* without hand* and
faces that never dare look in
n mirror—but souls that al-
ready glow with the radiance
el eternity.
.
SACRIFICE? We have not be-
gun to understand the meaning
of the cross. Maybe the example
of these lepers will, please God,
accomplish two things: 1. Inspire
priests to have perpetual adora-
tion in tbelr parishes: 2. Move
those who have many sins on
their souls to make sacrifices for
these lepers, that their pure souls
may pray for them.
The Holy Father knows there
are If million lepers In the
world; he knows all the colo-
nies which need aid. Allow him
to decide where your sacrifices
should ge.
GOD LOVE YOU to Miss
A.H.B. for $lO. "I have made a
novena of Masses for the inten-
tion that I will learn what my
vocation Is. That Is the prayer,
and here Is the sacrifice"
... To
O.D.K. for $lOO. “I am promising
$l,OOO to Our Holy Father for
the missions and this Is the first
Installment. I am making this
sacrifice for a special Intention
—that my brother wiU obtain the
grace to overcome the habit of
drinking and come home—for
which I and several members of
my family have been praying
for several yeara” ... to R.H.V.
for $19.30. "This was saved for
a pair of shoes or a dress; in-
stead, I am sending it to you for
the Propagation of the Faith with
the hope of obtaining a very spe-
cial favor."
Each decade af heads aa (he
Werldmlssioa Ratary comes la
a different color: green, red,
white, Uae, aad yellow. This Is
te remind yea to pray Cor (ho
mlasloas aa aach af the five
rtatiaiaU. Far your offering of
9t aad year request wo wlO
sead yoa this World mlssioa Ro-
sary Wetted by Blshoy Sheen.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to It and address It to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, National
Director, Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith, 3M Fifth
Are., New York I, or to your
diocesan director: Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, Si. Mulberry St.,
Newark I; Rt. Rev. Msgr. Wil-
liam F. Louis, 24 DeGrasse St.,
Paterson.
Teach 60,000
LISBON (NC) - More than
•iBO children in Lisbon an bo
lag taught tho Catholic religion
by catechists.
Saints of
The Week
Sunday, Nov. 1 All Saints.
In addition to thosa
s
the Church
honors by special designation, or
in the Calendar of Saints, many
names are not recorded. Pope
Gregory IV, in the ninth century,
decreed that this feast should be
kept by the Church in honor of
all Saints.
Monday, Nov. 2 All Souls’
Day which commemorates all the
faithful departed. All Souls’ Day
was introduced by St. Odilo in
the 11th century. Subsequently
the com memo Ation was extend-
ed throughout the Church.
Tuesday, Nov. 3— St. Quartus,
Confessor, lived in the first cen-
tury.
Wednesday, Nov. 4 ' St.
Charles Borromeo, Bishop-Con-
fessor. Created a Cardinal when
22 and made Archbishop of his
native Milan by his uncle, Pope
Pius IV. In an age of lax dis-
cipline, he was a model of aus-
tere virtue. He was largely re-
sponsible for the success of the
Council of Trent and for admin-
istration of the council’s decrees.
Throughout Milan’s great plague,
he remained in the city, constant-
ly attending the sick and dying.
Thursday, Nov. S— 88. Zach-
ary and Elisabeth, parents of St.
John the Baptist. The opening
passage of the Gospel of St. Luke
records how the Angel Gabriel
appeared to Zachary and told
him that his wife, though ad-
vanced in years, would bear a
child. Zachary was struck dumb
until the angel’s prophecy was
fulfilled. It was St. Eliiabeth, a
Kinswoman of the Blessed Vir-
gin, who at the Visitation said:
‘‘Blessed are thou amongst wom-
en and blessed is the fruit of thy
womb.”
Friday, Nov. g-St. Severius,
Bishop-Martyr. Bishop of Barce-
lona in Spain, was put to death
in 303 under Diocletian.
Saturday, Nov. 7 St. Pres-
docimus, Bishop-Confessor. Con-
secrated by St. Peter as first
Bishop of Padua, Italy, where he
converted a multitude of pagans
Died about 100.
Children Deserve Politeness,
Even Reasons, From Parents
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Atthiomt Protestor of Sociology, St. Loots limiter sity
My husband believes that parents have absolute
authority, with no obligation to give reasons for their
orders or to speak politely. 1 agree that children
should obey, hut I feel wo should give our reasons and
listen to their objections if they just aren’t nagging.
Abo, haven’t they the right to be treated politely?
You’re definitely on the right
track, Madge. Of course one can
always carry a sound principle
too far. There’s little gained
by wearying young children
with a constant recital of reasons
for your rules. Young children ex-
pect parents to
lay down limits
and rules, and
although they
will test them,
they will never
question your
right to make
them.
Also, there
are times when
the objections
of older children need not be
taken seriously. Often their pro-
tests are a game they have
nothing to lose, and they might
gain some concessions if you’re
in the right mood.
IF TOUR HUSBAND is really
serious, Madge, he is laboring
under two serious miscon-
ceptions. First, he misunder-
stands the nature of parental au-
thority. Parental authority is giv-
en to parents by God for the good
of the child. It is consequently
limited by the changing needs of
the child.
Perhaps parental authority
can best be fharacterixed as
pedagogical or teaching author-
ity. It Is. needed because the
child is still a minor, and Is to
be used to train him to be-
come a self-governing adult.
Its aim, like that of all teach-
ing, Is to stimulate, guide and
develop the subject’s growing
powers so that the teacher
eventually becomes unneces-
sary. This involves patience
and time.
It is proper to present your
•easons as soon as your children
are mature enough to understood
them so that they may not only
find obedience easier but grad-
ually learn to guide their actions
on reason rather than impulse.
IT 18 FITTING to listen to
their sincere objections not only
because parental authority should
not be arbitrary, but since they
are developing toward maturity,
they are quite capable of pre-
senting valid reasons for their
views.
How will they learn to think
tor themselves it their opinions
•re considered worthless? They
may he short-sighted or fail to
take into accent all the perti-
nent principles and facts, bat
this is precisely the occasion
for parents to teach them how
to reads sound Judgments.
Becoming mature is a process,
not an event. By patiently teach-
ing your youngsters to regulate
their actions in terms of perti-
nent Christian standards rather
than unquestioned orders of par-
ents or teachers, you help them
acquire the sense of personal re-
sponsibility and reasoning capa-
city needed for maturity.
TOUR HUSBAND appears to
be laboring under a further mis-
conception. He fears that being
polite and considerate toward the
children would be ‘‘to put them
on a par with ourselves and re-,
suit in disrespect.”
Although fairly common
among some groups, this is
really an odd bit of reasoning!
They argue that respect Is bas-
ed on fear rather than love,
as if H were unnatural for
children to respect their par-
ents. This is patently false and
suggests a serious insecurity aa
the father’s part.
What is he afraid of— open
rebellion or even eventual
threat to his self-centered dicta-
torship?
The child is a person and
therefore worthy of profound re-
spect. Parents hold children not
as possessions but in trust from
God. Parenthood is a service
to prepare children for life.
How esa they learn politeness
and coasMerateness toward
others if they never experience
it from their parents? Would
it he surprising if later ste
found them polite or consider-
ate only to persoma of whom
they were afraid?
Don’t give up, Madge, or you’ll
produce another generation like
your husband.
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Daily Masses
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lilt morning weekday Mu*.
Tho Ad vocal* would woleeuo soak
listing* from other pastors.
WEEKDAYS
KL Patrick’s Pro-Cathedral. Washing-
ton St. and Central Aro. Nswirt, lhtt
Pm.
St Alorsiua. M naming New-
ark. 11:43 am
St. Bridget’s. 40* Plane CU Newark.
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PARK PLACE, NEWARK
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU!
RESERVATION! FOR
• COMMUNION
BREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
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RECEPTIONS
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$897
for this giau 10 country
pilgrimage to the Catholic
Shrine* of Europe. Weekly
departure* May through Sep*
tember. Price includes fir*
dan hotels, most meals, sight-
seeing with guide trans-Atlan-
tic air economy class, tickets
to the Passion Plays, tip* Be
taxes, professional escort and
Priest as spiritual director as
detailed in brochure.
Travel Agent or
catmouc rnoaiMAoa osrt.
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Eucharistic
Congress
Ten Country Tour
Highlighted by the
Viait the 37th International
Eucharistic Congress which
will be held in Munich In
1960. Other religious high-
lights of this special tour in-
clude attendance at the Ob-
erammergsn Passion Play,
held only once every ten
years, and stops In Lourdes
and Rome. Included in the
42-day tour rate of $14)30.40
are hotel accommodations,
transportation, meals, sight-
seeing and the services of an
expert AAA tour conductor.
Consult your local club travel
counselor for full details.
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heedful of your withe* ... our detire it to
lighten your burden in every way.
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FUNERAL
HOME
CORNER 20th STREET A BOULEVARD • UNION CITY
Our service it mmUsbU U tan family
regirdUu of jlninriilcondition
Bishops of India Appeal
To Newark for Assistance
There an thouaudi of email
parishes la tba miuioaa. Then
an, alao, many, many vary
Inivo parishes in distant parts
•f tba vineyard, Just as then are
at home.
Generally speaking it is bard to
convert pagan peoples, and It is
harder still to keep them, when
converted, from lapsing again
into paganism with its diabolical
practices and superstitions.
In India, for instance, then are
districts where man conversions
have been made and others where
they are possible, where natives
arc clamoring for a priest to
teach them. It is true, however,
that ia the average missioo it is
a difficult task to Increase the
Catholic population by conver-
sions.
The natives of Indis may be
mughly divided by religion into
Hindus and Mohammedans. The
latter is not paganism and dis-
claims all connection with it. Pro-
fessing emphatically its belief In
the One True God, its errors,
however, are numerous and por-
tentous, foremost among them be-
ing rejection of Jesus Christ as
the Only Son of God.
Hinduism is not a unified re-
ligion. It does not scruple to tol-
erate the worship of gods, de-
mons, animals, trees and fetish-
•* in their most degraded form.
Missionaries are striving to dis-
perse the dark ways of paganism
and the miserable destiny to
wMch they lead. Three Indian
Bishops have appealed to Bishop
Stanton for their missionary con-
freres and their people. Your
sacrifices to the .Society for the
Propagation of the Faith wifi do
much toward alleviating their dif-
ficulties.
In Trivandrum Work
Grouting Steadily
From the See City of Trivan-
drain, the letter of Archbishop
Benedict Mar Gregorios reveals
that work la growing steadily,
with nearly M.OOO Christians to
date. Conversion work in three
slum areas flourishes and in a
station started last year he re-
cently administered First Com-
munion to 80 adults.
"We recently passed through
a great ordeal,*’ states the Arch-
bishop. “Strangely enough, the
Communist Party was put into
power through free elections. Ac-
tually it was the factions snd
quarrels smong non-communists
that were responsible for the com-
munist victory.
“But, through bitter experience
of over two yesrs, sll the non-
communists were united snd
through a popular upsurge forced
the Central Government to throw
the communists out. If all others
remain united and succeed to in-
flict a severe blow on the Reds,
perhaps that would mark a turn
of the tide in Asia.
“The Church stands most glor-
ious. Her prestige is at the high-
est with all the parties. I have
now over 100 priests and 80 semi-
narians. Please sccept my thanks
for past favors, and my pies for
continued help.”
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Bra. Martin W. Wanton. g.TJk, PhJ>„ «JJi
SI Mulberry St, Newark S, N. J. Phene: MArket f tttt
Hours: Daily, S urn. to g pan.; Saturday. S an. to IS,
Diocese of Paterson:
It lev. Magr. William F. Louis. LCJ>.
D#G !2"Bi ” AW- JL Phene: Affmory 44499.
Hours: Daily. • amt to S pmt; Saturday. • amt to IS.
InKurumbur Help
Needed for Church
Bishop Thomas Fernando ot Tu-
ticorin appeals to generous souls
to help finish the small church of
St. Lucia at Kurumbur. There
are 600 people in the parish
served by Rev. S. Gabriel. This
is a sub-station where Mass is
offered in a small shed-chapel.
Father Gabriel explaina that
the chapel '‘does not at all ac-
commodate the growing Catholic
population. Foundation was laid
for a decent church some 20 years
ago and the work progressed
steadily for some time. But, due
to unfavorable circumstances,
work had to be discontinued, and
consequently the eburch remains
incomplete to this day."
Obituary
It Is a holy and wholeoosao
thought to pray toe the dead
that they may bo tossed from
their sins. Wo recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the souls of the f ot-
towing who have recently de-
parted this life:
Prof. Oouippo Kaggl
Edward L. Larkin
In Bangalore Growth
Providing Problems
With many all-India industrial
concerns centering in Bangalore,
the area baa many problems and
difficulties with its rapidly grow-
ing population. Archbishop Thom-
as Pothacamury turns to Catho-
lics of Newark for help in sur-
mounting his many and increas-
ing tasks.
"Many Catholics from outside
our territory," the Archbishop
states, “are flocking to the dty
in search of labor. Many new
parishes bad to be opened and
schools started. Building work is
ccnstantly in progress in order
to provide for the spiritual needs
of the people.
"We now have 10 priests and
*lx more will be ordained in the
course of the next few months—-
two in December and four in
April. I shall be grateful for what-
ever help you can extend me and
•hall thank you with prayerful
good wishes."
Charily Is Theme
MADRID (NC) - "Charity,
Welfare and Social Aid" will be
the theme of Spain’s l»th Social
Week, Nov. 19 to 11.
St. Bernard’s Plans
$600,000 Campaign
PLAINFIELD A $600,000 proposed building pro-
gram and a campaign for funds to help support it were an-
nounced this week by Msgr. Charles E. Murphy, pastor of
St. Bernard’s Church here.
The proposed plans call for erection of a new convent
for the Sisters of St. John the
Baptist who staff the school; an
extensive addition to the present
school to provide a gymnasium
and cafeteria; additional class-
rooms and administrative facili-
ties, and expansion of parking
and playground facilities.
The 'development fund cam-
paign will be initiated with a
one-day visitation of tbe entire
parish by more than 300 volun-
teer workers on Nov. l
Prior to the caavaas, the men
will attend a special service in
the Church at which they wUI
be addressed by Archbishop Bo-
land and receive his personal
blessing.
THE IMMEDIATE aim of the
campaign is to secure a large
part of the overall $600,000 need-
ed. The sum of $300,000 has been
set as the minimum target.
Appointed co-chairmen of the
committee by Msgr. Murphy are
Charles E. Anderson and A. Mi-
chael Tramontano.
“The extent to which our pro-
posals will become a reality,"
said Msgr. Murphy, “will depend
entirely on the outcome of our
appeal Nov. 1. Each member of
the parish has been asked to re-
main at home so that the entire
project will be completed in one
afternoon. With the excellent re-
sponse thus far in the turnout of
our committee, we are extreme-
ly hopeful as to the results."
EXPANDING: Shown here are the proposed addition to St. Bernard's School,
Plainfield (upper), and the new convent to be erected in a general expansion pro-
gram. Msgr. Charles R. Murphy, pastor, has announced a one-day fund campaign
to be held Nov. 1.
FatherKilkenny
In Tanganyika
TANGANYIKA, East Africa
Rev. Francis Kilkenny, 0.5.8., of
St. Paol'a Abbey, Newton, arrives
at Ndanda mission in the South*
em Province of Tanganyika Oct.
SI. becoming the fourth Newton
Benedictine sent to the missions
this year.
Father Francis will be met on
his arrival by All the priests,
Brothers, Sisters, African teach-
ers, students, and all the Chris-
tians.
Abbot Victor Haleg, 0.5.8.,
has announced that Father
Francis wtll be assigned to Mnero
in the northwestern part of the
diocese. The Mnero district has
s population of 15,000, one-third
of them Catholics. Two outpost
missions and a 70-bed hospital
are attached to the mission sta-
tion.
The three Benedictines who
preceded Father Francis to Af-
rica this year are: Rev. John
Herlehy, 0.5.8., and Rev. An-
thony Ashcroft, 0.5.8., both as-
signed to Ndanda diocese, and
Rev. Myles Hyde, 0.5.8., in the
Eshowe diocese in Zululand.
To Hold Jesuit
Mission Dinner
NEW YORK - The 17th an-
nual Jeauit mission benefit din-
ner will be held at the Commo-
dore Hotel on Nov. 5. with Auxili
■ry Bishop Joseph M. Pernicone
■» Kuest speaker.
Highlighting the dinner will be
presentation of the Xavier Award
to the priest or Bishop who has
done the most during the past
year for the missions.
Rev. Robert I. Gannon, S.J.,
former president of Fordham
University and now superior of
Rene Goupil House, will be the
toastmaster for the 17th consecu-
tive year.
Proceeds of the dinner go to
•Id the work of the Jesuit mis-
sions in the Philippines and the
Caroline and Marshall Islands.
Communication Guild
Plans Recollection
NEWARK The ' Catholic
Communications Guild of the
Newark area will bold its sixth
annual Day of Recollection, Nov.
7, at Seton Hall University.
The retreat will start with
Maas at 11:10 a.m., followed by
a buffet luncheon. Conferences
during the afternoon will be giv-
en by Rev. Patrick M. McGrath,
Blwnd Sacrament, Newark
Doris Durkin of Nutley is chair-
man. Moderator is Rev. William
N. Field of Seton Hall.
New Vatican Sta
VATICAN CITY (RNS) Vatl-
ean City postal authorities are
releasing two new seta of
stamps on Oct. 27. One set will
show the antenna of the new Vat-
lean Radio station outside Rome.
Ttie other series will depict the
obelisks In Rome squares.
St. Peter’s College
To Honor Cardinal
JERSEY CITY Cardinal Spellman of New York In
his capacity as Military Vicar of the Armed Forties of the
U. S., will be honored by St. Peter’s College on Dec. 3.
The Cardinal will be presented with the honorary de-
gree of doctor of laws at a convocation to be held at 2 p.m.
in Dinneen Auditorium. At the
same time Very Rev. James J.
Shanahan, S.J., president ot St
Peter’s College, will confer an
honorary doctorate on Gen.
George H Decker, vice chief of
staff of the U.S. Army
The convocation speaker will
be Dr. Frank M. Bowies, presi-
dent of the College Entrance
Examination Board.
FOLLOWING THE convoca-
tion, Cardinal Spellman will bleu
Rankin Hall. St. Peter's ROTC
headquarters. The hall is named
in memory of the late Rev. R.
Rush Rankin, S.J., professor of
ethics at St. Peter’s College
from 1933 to IMS.
A World War I Army chaplain,
Father Rink In was decorated for
gallantry in action by France,
which awarded him the Croix do
Guerre, and by the United States
with the Silver Star. He also re-
ceived a personal citation from
General of the Armies John Per-
•Wn*.
FOR VOCATIONS: Bishop McNulty of Paterson ac-
cepte a check form Joseph A. Abbott, president of
the Paterson Serra Club, to be used for the diocesan
vocations program. At right is James P. Evers, vice
president. The presentation took place at the dinner
muting the first anniversary of the Serra Club’s
charter.
Unveil Marylawn
BenefactorList
SOUTH ORANGE Archbish-
op Boland was to unveil Mary-
lawn’i Committee of 100 plaque
Wednesday evening during a
meeting of the school's board of
advisors of which he Is president.
The plaque lists IS of the pro-
posed 100 names of benefactors
who contribute to the continuing
development of Marylawn. The
Archbishop's name and that* of
Sister Mary Cecilia, principal,
head the list. Chairmen of the
Committee of 100 are William
G. Henderson and Frank A. Vis-
ceglia.
Frank Fischer, chairman,
board of advisors, was to con-
duct the dinner meeting. The
board is composed of fathers of
Marylawn students and alumnae.
Commonweal
Marks 35th Year
NEW YORK (NC) - The
Commonweal, described by its
publishers as the only American
weekly Journal of opinion edited
by Catholic laymen, marks Its
35th anniversary with its Oct. 30
issue.
Edward S. Sldllln, editor, said
the anniversary issue contains a
selection of articles published by
the weekly review during the past
10 years "to exemplify the Com-
monweal approach and . . . focus
attention on significant questions
which have been of particular
concern fc the editors during the
past decade."
The special issue Is divided into
four sections: "The Christian in a
Secularised Society,” "The Na-
ture of the Catholic Response,"
“The Challenge of the Specific,"
and "Religion and Esthetic
Values."
HalloweenDance
NEWARK A Halloween
dance will be held Oct. 31 by the
Bleaaed Sacrament CYO with
member* of nearby parishea In-
vited to attend.
Caldwell
Fund Now
At$500,000
CALDWELL—Over $300,•
000 has been pledged to the
Dominican Sisters Develop*
ment Fund since Sept. 8, ap-
proximately two-thirds of
the minimum goal of $750,000
scoght for expansion and im-
provement of mother house fa-
cilities. including an infirmary
for sick and aged Sisters.
The Dominican Development
Fund campaign encompasses all
New Jersey parishes where the
Sisters teach
Sister Margaret Anne, 0.P.,
campaign moderator, stated that
during the first phaae of the
eight-week-old campaign the Sta-
te:* made personal calls raising
over $300,000. Two weeks ago
over 1,100 lay volunteers Joined
the Sisters in soliciting donors of
memorial gifts. Within two weeks
the third phase will begin, add
more workers are expected to
join the drive to solicit “fair*
share" gifts.
"For-many year* Ihe Sisters
have been gratefully aware of
the loyalty and devotion of our
friends and students." Sister
Margaret Anne said. "Neverthe*
less, we were overwhelmed by
the generosity and support given
to our campaign during tne last
few weeks.
“We are certain,” she added,
“that the drive will be extremely
successful.”
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Allstate policies si* printed
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Shrine for Mary, America’s Patroness
By Anne Mae Buckley
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
fascinating tapestry of monu-
ments and landmarks which is
the nation's capitol viewed
from a plane is dominated by
two huge domes and two tow-
ering spires. One dome and
one spire—the Capitol building
and the Washington Monument
belong to America; the other
dome and spire—marking the
National Shrine of the Immac-
ulate Conception '— belong to
Mary.
The shrine, which for 30
years existed only as a sub-
terranean crypt church, now
has its superstructure complete
except for details of the interior.
The superstructure, with its
237-foot high dome and its
campanile soaring 328 feet into
the Washington sky, will be'
dedicated Nov. 20. The dedica-
tion will crown the part of the
work which began in IMS.
The church stands at the cor-
ner of Fourth St. and Michigan
Ave. in the northeast section
of Washington,.on a rising plot
which boosts its campanile
within a few feet of the 533-
foot Washington Monument.
It Is an appropriate shrine to
Our Lady of the Immaculate
Conception, patroness of the
United States, and a magnifi-
cent addition to the skyline of
the, United states capitol. The
dome,, with its blue and yellow
and red mosaic tile designs,
and the campanile, also roofed
in blue tile, are visible from
many parts of Washington, and
from Maryland and Virginia.
As you watch the sun glancing
off the 'gold crosses atop the
dome and the campanile you
seem to see them beckoning
you to Our Lady’s shrine, as
they will beckon to pilgrims of
the future by the millions.
TO ENSHRINE Mary, Amer-
icans have built what is con-
sidered their largest church,
and the seventh largest In the
world. Into its construction
have gone over 10 million
bricks, 330 carloads of lime-
stone, 00,000 cubic feet of
granite. Its lighting system
burns a total of 145,800 watts.
When completed it will have
more than 200 stained glasa
windows and 137 pieces -of
sculpture, as well as numerous
mosaics, chief among them.the
breathtaking “Christ in Males-
ty" over the main altar.
So far, the shrine has cost
111 million. When completed,
with its 20 side altars, its walls
completely faced with marble,
its observation gallery erected
33 feet above the floor all
around the nave, and other fea-
tures still to come, the cost
will be at least $3O million. The
money has come from the peo-
ple of America—pennies from
children, dollars from others,
thousands from organisations.
But among the first contri-
butions was one from a dis-
tinguished non-American St.
Pius X. In July 1914, two years
after Bishop Thomas J.
Shahan, fourth rector of Cath-
olic University, proposed the
idea for the shrine, the saintly
Pius X wrote of his “esteem”
for the project, noted that
“nothing conld be more useful
to the Church or further more
helpfully the Welfare of the
Republic," and sent his gift of
1400.
THE GIFTS of many will be
proclaimed by the master-
pieces of the shrine. The grace-
ful campanile, called the
Knights Tower, Is the $1 mil-
lion gift of the Knights of Co-
lumbus. Five of the apsidal alt-
ars will be installed through
the $230,000 gift of the Catholic
Daughters of America. The
great organ, with 10,000 pieces
and pipes ranging from 11/2
inches to three stories in
height, will be the $230,000 gift
of the Catholic chaplains and
men of the armed forces.
The exterior sculpture of
Mary, Immaculate Queen of
the Universe by Ivan Mestrov-
Ic. was erected with the $30,-
000 gift of the Ladies Catholic
Benevolent Association. Two
rose windows sylll be Installed
with $20,000 given by the Inter-
national Federation of Catholle
Alumnae.
The mosaic, Christ In Maj-
esty, in the north apse, was
the $120,000 gift of an anony-
mous donor.
PARTICIPATION by so
many people of our nation in
the building of the shrine re-
calls the building of the ancient
cathedrals of Europe into
which went the manual labors
of the townspeople. This is not
the only resemblance this mon-
ument to the faith of the New
World bears to ‘ those monu-
ments of the Old. Its very
structure is another.
The National Shrine mod-
ern, in some senses a pioneer-
ing development in architec-
ture and engineering Joins
the medieval religious monu-
ments in that it is built entire-
ly of stone and masonry, with
no hidden steel skeleton to sup-
port it.
For this reason the shrine is
“scrupulously honest in design
and construction,'' according to
Eugene F. Kennedy Jr. of
Maglnals and Walsh and Ken-
nedy of Boston, architect Km
nedy explains that everything
in the construction is what it
seems to be, as. be holds,
•bould be true of every belld-
>ag dedicated to such a lofty
purpose.
AN ANCIENT TECHNIQUE
this, but not so the technique
used to erect the shrine’s walls
over the subterranean crypt
church. For this a scaffolding
system was used which won a
Building Congress award last
May. The Building Congress
dubbed the project "unique end
Inventive in character, without
precedence in our time in the
nation."
The prize-winning technique
was necessary to avoid any
pressure on the temporary roof
of the crypt church over which
the superstructure was to be
built. Briefly it consisted of a
network of scaffolding that be-
gan above end free of the roof
below, and a system of trusses
stretching from wall to wall.
This scaffolding network was
raised four feet at a time as
the work on the walls pro-
gressed. In a sense, the walls
raised themselves.
The Building Congress also
gave awards for the cantilever
scaffolding system used in the
erection of the dome. The en-
gineer and the byllder of the
shrine are William Tillinghast
and John McShaln, who were
engineer and builder of the
Pentagon, the world's largest
office building.
VISITORS to the shrine will
recognize it as a rfiaaterpiece
of conatruction. They will ap-
preciate it* technical wonders
—its 500 small floor speakers
which will keep the sound with-
in 12 feet of the floor and pre-
vent its escape up into the 150-
foot high regions of the domes,
the sound system which auto-
matically recorda the voice of
the speaker and aenda it in
perfect form to the liiteners at
the tame moment the unre-
corded voice would have
reached them distorted, its sys-
tem of vents which automati-
cally change the air in the huge
church.
But more than these, the
simple magnificence of the
National Shrine will impress
them, and endear it to them.
When I visited the shrine last
week it waa a gleaming white,
massive yet somehow delicate,
commanding yet inviting, awe*
tome yet friendly edifice. Sun-
drenched, it seemed at lta bait,
despite the fact that workman
still commandeared craaea at
lta foot, and bagged shruba
waited on the aa yet graaeleaa
grounds.
THf SHRINE is Roman-
eaqua and Bysantlna In design.
Its sculpture and mosaics are
contemporary. Its tone, some-
how, American.
The legends carved Into the
exterior atone of the shrine are
all in English.
Mosaics on tbs celling* of
the porchei depict American
Church hiatory-Mothar Salon.
Father Serra, Father Stephen
Badln who waa in ITH the first
Priest ordained In the U.S.,
Father Eusebio Kino, SJ„ de-
scribed as the “Padre oa
Horseback."
The sculpture, particularly
the two Marian representations
(«a tbs facade and the exterior
ef the epee) by the gnat Ms*-
trovie of Notre Danse Univer-
sity, ia sleek and pure of line.
INSIDE, size (the shrine is
459 feet long and 240 feet wide,
has five domes) proportion (lta
sanctuary uses about one-third
of the space) and simplicity
strike you immediately. True,
the brick interior creates a
great deal of that simplicity,
and evantually the walls will
be covered with marble, and
the domes with mosaics. But
even now one can see that ths
embellishments planned for the
interior will never destroy the
simplicity which is so 20th-cen-
tury American.
The altar is a solid block of
marble. In the future a 43-foot
marble baldichinum will be
erected over it, bearing at ita
summit a life-size statue of
Mary. The church will seat
2,000; ita sanctuary will accom-
modate several hundred prel-
ate*. .
As the eye travels along the
nave and upward It rests on
the huge mosaic of Chriat In
Majesty. Covering 3,610 square
feet, the mosaic depicts what
i* believed to be the largest
representation of Chriat in that
medium. The face ia eight feet
high and five feet wide. The
entire mosaic, designed by
John De Rosen, use* 4,000 dif-
ferent shadei of tile, the robe
of Chriat alone la done with
over 300 shades of red. and
100 tones of gold are featured.
BUT THESE details will be
appreciated only after the In-
itial Impact of tha work ia felt.
The effect ia almost hypnotic.
Here U a Christ, luxuriant of
hair but (parse of beard to
reveal a strong jaw, a muscu-
lar Christ with sensitive hands.
But the eyes at first they
seem angry, then omniscient
and just; and the mouth—at
first it is stern, then generous,
almost anxious, to smile—these
are the features which draw
one. It is difficult to imagine
a more striking mosaic repre-
sentation of Christ.
It Is, of course, appropriate
that a commanding figure of
Christ dominate the church.
Yet there is much that is deli-
cate—even feminine—about the
art of the shrine dedicated to
Our Lady. One of its treasures
is the mosaic copy of Murillo's
“Immaculate Conception,” giv-
en by Pope Benedict XV. Fif-
teen apsidal altars will com-
memorate the Mysteries of
Mary's Rosary. On the facade
is featured a series of sculp-
tures of women of the Old and
New Testaments. In the crypt
church, all 15 side altars are
dedicated to feminine saints,
except for two dedicated to St.
Joseph and St. John.
THE SHRINE IS controlled
by the Bishops of the United
States—among the trustees is
Archbishop Boland who with
Bishops McNulty, Stanton and
Curtis will attend its dedica-
tion. Director is Msgr. Thomas
Grady. It has been in the
building since 1020 when the
cornerstone was laid In its
crypt church, completed in
1831, 2,000 priests have been
ordained.
Now the superstructure, be-
gun in 1055, is complete enough
•to make the shrine ready as a
place of pilgrimage. A cafe-
teria to seat 294 pilgrims will
be open 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m..
dally, and a religious goods
store will have on hand arti-
cles which will become keep-
sakes of America’s shrine.
Catholics all over the U.S.
have been building the shrine
from many years, through a
war and a depression, and have
been eager for the day when
its magnificence will be re-
vealed.
Millions will want to see for
themselves.
A GRACIOUS MONUMENTto the love of Americans for Mary is the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, nearing completion in Washington, where
it will be dedicated Nov. 20.
THE LARGEST-KNOWN mosaic representation of Christ covers
3,610 square feet of the interior of the shrine’s 237-foot dome,
commanding the awed attention of the viewer. The shrine is colorful:
inside because of the mosaic which employs tiles in 4,000 different
shades, and outside because of its dome and campanile, both roofed
in blue, yellow and red tile.
MARIAN ART in theclean, sleek contemporary man-
ner by Ivan Mestrovic adorns the exterior apse (top
photo) and the facade (lower photo). Lower photo
also shows rose window and sculpture of Scriptural
women around the shrine's main door.
HUGE DIMENSIONS of the shrine, 459 feet by 240 feet, ere demonstrated in this
side view. It is considered the largest church in theU. S. and theseventh largest
in the world.
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Blue Chip Industries
in located in New Jersey?
Industrial success la enjoyed by many of America** leading
manufacturers because their operations are located in New*
Jersey, the Crossroads of the East.
Among these industries is .a large percentage of the so-
called “Blue Chip** companies of the nation. In fact, 50
of the first 70 companies in the United States, ranked ac-
cording to current sale* figures, are active in the state.
One of the main reasons for profitable operations in New
Jersey is the fact that the state is located at the Gateway to
World Markets. Transportation facilities rail, highway,
air, water and bus are unexcelled in any other part of
the nation.
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Seton Hall Sponsors
Thompson Seminar
SOUTH ORANGE A Thompson centenary confer-
ence sponsored by the English department of Seton HaH
University will be held Oct 31 in the lecture hall of the
main library here. It is open to the public.
The conference is being held in observance of the
100th anniversary of the birth of
Francis Thompson, EagUah Cath-
olic poet who is best remembered
for his "Hound at Heaven."
The sessions will begin at
10 a.m., with a welcoming ad-
dress by Rev. William N. Field a t
Seton Hall. Introducing the speak-
er* will be Prof. Paul M. Oeho>-
aU, chairman of the centenary
committee.
Speaker* at the morning aee-
aion and their topics are: Sister
M. Rita Joseph, 0.P., Nativity
School, Midland Park, “Thomp-
son and the Liturgy”; Mrs.
Charles Ralph Nichols, Atlanta,
Ga., "Oh Haights Grown Desper-
ate"; and Dr. Joan Thellusson
Nourse, Seton Han University.
''Thompson and tbs Flight from
Love."
Far the afternoon session speak-
arg art; Rev. Daniel Conway.
0.F.M.. Cap., SC Fidelia CoOaga,
“Capuchin an fhomp-
een”; Jack Undeman, editor of
Whetstone. Thompson’s “Ode to
the Setting Sun,” and Dr. Myr-
tle PUaua Pops, Stephen Austin
Stats College, Ter, "Thompson:
the Whole Man."
Chatham Sponsoring
Family Book Sale
CHATHAM A Catholic fami-
ly book aak will bo bald oa Nor.
I •nd I from 2 to 5 p.m., ««h 7
to 9 p.m., in tbo auditorium
of St Patrick’s Church hen.
Tha sale is apoosored by the
Mothers’ Guild of St. Patrick’s
Church, (to display will be mote
then 1,000 Catholic books of all
types, featuring more than 100
titlee graded to age levels.
Unionite Made
Deacon Abroad
LOUVAIN, Belgium Fra ter
John Doherty. OBJf, was or-
dained a deacon Oct S at the
American CeOefo a* Louvain Unl-
versity by Bishop Honors tn* Van
Wneyaabargh. rector. Frater Do-
herty, am of Mr. and Mrs. Jo-
seph Doherty of Scotch Plains, is
a former parishioner of St Bar-
tholomew's.
Fpiter Doherty to expected to
bn ordained Dec. IS at Louvain
and to celebrate Us first solemn
Mass on Christmas Eve. He wfll
have completed four years of. the-
ological studies at Louvain and
two years of philosophy in Ire-
land.
A graduate of Sacred Heart
School, VaOsburg, and Seton Hall
Prep. Prater Doherty attended
Vmaaora University. In Septem-
ber, ISS2, he entered Mater Dolor-
osa Seminary of the Order of the
Servants of Mary, Hillside, HL
SERVICE TO PARISH: Members of the Guard of Honor-of Our Lady of Sorrows Church,South Orange, are shown
here as theygathered for theirannual dinnes at Mayfair Farms, Oct 22. Immediately at left and right of Rev.
Joseph Hearns. Msgr. John H. Byrne,pastor, and Rev. Lester McGuinness, are Edward Dolan, new president, and
Norman Anderson, past president.
Raise $234,000
For Ramsey School
RAMSEY Volunteer workers in the building fund
campaign at
N
St Paul’s parish here have exceeded their
goal, it was announced this week by Rev. Lester A Quinn,
pastor.
At the final report meeting the men reported $234,294
In cash and pledges. Continuing
returns are expected to swell the
total, Father Quinn pointed out.
Tbs figure exceeded the mini-
mum goal of $200,003 by 15%.
The funds will bo used to help
defray the construction costs ol
anew eight-classroom elemen-
tary school addition, work on
which is expected to be com-
pleted by the Fall of 1960.
The campaign, first in the
history of St. Paul’s parish, was
inaugurated tiro weeks ago with
a dinner at which Father Quinn
was host to AuxiliaryBishop Stan-
ton and the 200 volunteer solici-
tors.
Is commenting oa the over-
subscription, Father Qnina
praised the work of the volun-
teers and the generous support
of the parishioners.
“Asa result of this excellent
response,” he said, "St Paul’s is
now in a position to plan for the
future without the burden of a
cumberstone debt.
The success of the drive again
brings home in a most practical
way the completo cooperation of
our good Catholic people to pro-
vide for their own spiritual and
temporal welfare when tha occa-
sion demands.”
To Speak inRidgewood
RIDGEWOOD Rev. Sylves-
ter J. M. Livolsi of St. Francis
Xavier, Newark, will speak, at
Serra Club of Ridgewood, Nov*. 3,
regular meeting. He will discuss
"The Rosary.”
ALL APOSTOLIC Nuncios are
Archbishops and servo as "deans
of the diplomatic corps Jo na-
tions where they are accredited.
Pray for ther
Sister M. Laura, O.P.
CALDWELL—Sister M. Laura,
0.P., who had taught music for
nearly to years in schools con-
ducted by the Sisters of St.
Dominic of Caldwell, died early
Oct 2T at ML St Dominic. Sis-
ter Laura, who had been a mem-
ber of the music faculty of Cald-
well College for Women since
1939, remained active until the
day before her death.
A Requiem Hass will be cele-
brated Friday at 10 a.m. in the
motherhouse chapel.
Sister Laura was born In
Akron, Ohio, Feb. 16, 1864, the
daughter of Louis and Mary Ann
Huber Berrodin. She entered the
Dominican convent in Jersey City
Dec. 8, 1901, received the habit
May 10, 1902, and professed vows
Aug. 4, 1903.
She earned the B. S. M. de-
gree at New York University and
the St. Pius X School of Litur-
gical Music at Manhattanville
College.
Befpre coming to Caldwell Col-
lege when it opened in 1939, Sis-
ter Laura had taught at SL
Dominic Academy, Jersey City;
St. Venantius, Orange; ML SL
Dominic Academy, Caldwell; and
Lecordaire, Upper Montclair.
She is survived by one brother.
Henry Berrodln of Akron, and
several nieces and nephews,
among them Sister M. William,
I.HJL, of Youngstown. Interment
win be In Gethsemane Cemetery
on the motherhouse grounds.
Sister Grace Carmella
CONVENT Sister Grace Car-
mella Keenan died at St. Anne’s
Villa on OcL 22. Daughter of the
late Thomas and Catherine Keen-
an, she entered the Sisters of
Charity of SL Elizabeth at Con-
vent in 1904.
Following her novitiate, she
taught in several schools In north
Jersey. In 1999, she was appointed
superior and principal of . St.
John’s Trenton. In 1942, she held
these office* in Sacred Heart,
New Brunswick; in 1943, at St.
Rose of Una, Short Hills, and in
1945 at St. Anne's, Jersey City.
A Requiem High Mass was of-
fered for the repose of her soul
at St. Anne's Villa Chapel on
Oct. 26.
Sister Agnes Vincentia
CONVENT Sister Agnes Vin-
centia Über died at St. Anne's
Villa on Oct. 20. Daughter of the
late Albert and Mary Über, she
entered the Sisters of Charity of
St. Elisabeth at Convent in 1901.
Following her novitiate she
taught in many schools in North
Jersey and in Massachusetts. In
1939, she was appointed principal
and superior at St. Joseph's, Ora-
dell. In 1941 she was appointed to
the same positions In St. Aloysius,
Newark.
A Requiem High Mass was of-
fered in St. Anne’s Villa chapel
on Oct 22.
Sister MaryAmanda
CONVENT—Sister Mary Aman-
da Egan died at St Anne's Villa
on Oct 22. Daughter of the late
Timothy and Mary Egan, and
aunt of Sister Sheila of the Sis-
ters of Charity, she entered the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza-
beth from Newton in 1898
.
Following her novitiate she was
assigned to several missions in
North Jersey, including St Brid
get’s Jersey City; St. John’s, Pat
erson; Mt St. Andrew's Villa,
Ridgewood, and St Peter’s, Jer-
sey City.
A Requiem Mass was offered
for the repose of her soul at St.
Anne’s Villa Chapel on Oct. 28.
Sister Gertrude Leo
CONVENT Sister Gertrude
Leo of the Sisters of Chanty of St.
Elizabeth died at All Souls Hospi-
tal, Morristown, on Oct 23.
Daughter of the late James and
Mary McKinnon of Canada, and
sister of the late Sister M. Dolo-
rine and Sister M. Ignatius of the
same congregation, she entered
the novitiate at Convent in 1912.
Following her novitiate she
taught in St. Peter’s, New Bruns-
wick, until 1923. In 1923, she was
assigned to St. Patrick’s Jersey
City, where she Uught for 29
years.
A Requiem Mass was offered
for the repose of her soul in St.
Anne’s Villa Chapel ,on Oct. 27.
Emile J. Poletli
UNION CITY Father of two
Passkmist priests, Emile J. Po-
MU, 203 Oak St., Weehawken,
died Oct. 21. A Requiem Mass
was offered OcL 24, in SL Mi-
chael’s Monastery Church, Union
City.
Surviving are two sons. Rev.
Adrian Poletti, C.P., of St. Jo-
seph’s Monastery Church, Balti-
more, and Rev. Harold Poletti,
C.P., of SL Michael's Monastery,
Union City.
Mrs. John Ornowsld
NEWARK A Requiem Mass
for Mrs. John Ornowski, 633 S.
12th St, was held Oct 29 in St.
Stanislaus Church here. She died
Oct. 26.
Surviving are her husband,
John Ornowski, four daughters,
including Sister Mary Delphine,
St. Thomas More Convent, Wash-
ington, two sons and five grand-
children.
Edward L. Larkin
JERSEY CITY - The funeral
of Edward L. Larkin took place
Oct. 26 with a Requiem Mass In
St Aloysius Church here. He
died Oct. 23.
Surviving are four sons, includ-
ing Rev. Edward J. Larkin of
Seton Hall University, and sev-
eral grandchildren.
Father Larkin celebrated the
Mass and the final absolution was
given by Auxiliary Bishop Stant-
on. Also present was Auxiliary
Bishop Curtis.
THE FATHERS of the Church
were theologians of the first
eight centuries after Christ, out-
standing for sanctity and learn-
ing.
Asks More Heed
To Papal Encyclicals
NEW YORK (NC) Too many Catholics only nod to-
ward the Papal social encyclicals and this has tended to
"paralyze the force of the teaching Church in modern
American society.”
Percy H. Steele Jr. executive director, San Diego Ur-
ban League, and a former in-
(tractor at College of St. Eliza-
beth, Convent, made the state-
ment at the annual presentation
of the Catholic Interracial Coun-
cil’» James J. Hoejr Awards for
contributions to interracial Jus-
tice.
He was one of two recipients
of the silver medals. The other
was'John P. Nelson Jr., lawyer
and faculty member at the In-
stitute of Industrial Relations,
Loyola University, New Orleans.
THE ASSERTION by Hr.
Steele, Negro recipient this year,
waa made during his acceptance
speech.
Calling for more use in all cir-
cles of learning of, encyclicals,
the 39-year-old attorney said:
"It is quite true that even with-
in Catholic circles there still
lingers attitudes of, non-accept-
ance or merely nominal affirma-
tion of the basic social teachings
of the Popes, an attitude which
has borne its deadly fruits and
has tended to paralyze the force
of the teaching Church in a mod-
ern American society.”
Mr. Nelson, a 38-year-old na-
tive of Gulfport, Miss., called for
Catholics to provide leadership
in race relations.
IN CHICAGO, Rev. John La-
Fargo, S. J., hit at what be called
the mischievous demand that No-
(toes, and other minorities,
prove themselves before being
given full rights as citizens.
Such a demand “places the
cart before the horse,” “bluntly
ignores the plain facts of human
nature,” and causes “bitter and
Justified resentment (among)
rapidly emerging members of
former colonially governed peo-
ples,” he said.
Father LaFarge, a founder of
New York’s Catholic Interracial
Council, forerunner of the morn
than 30 now existing, spoke at
the 12th annual Communion
Breakfast of the Catholic In-
terracial Council of Chicago.
The 79-year-old priest-author
was among three individuals and
one institution presented with
Thomas J. Crowe Awards for out-
standing interracial service.
In his acceptance speech, Fa-
ther LaFarge, an associate editor
of America, said discussion on
the racial problem has been vast-
ly multiplied and this has
“aroused the public to a sense of
the moral problem Involved.
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InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose cartful and understandingservice is inaccord withthe
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ISSIX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0514
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad A Ray Woznlak,
Director*
ESmx 3-0406
JOHN P. MURPHY
410 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ESmx 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6341
FRANK McOEl
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
COOEVS FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntclair 2-0005
DS CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROR AHR « SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVtNOTON, N. J.
ESeex 3-1020
REZIM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grave Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESeex 24700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PCINECKX
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGIEWOOO, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
USER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNlon 3-1100
EARL P. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Olfleld 9-1455
OLfleld 9-1456
LAWRENCE O. FALLON '
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
’
OLdfield 9-0579
JAMES A. McLAUOHLIN
- 591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
4414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNlon 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
OORNY 4 OORNY
MORTUARY
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY. Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood. Mgr.
112 So. MunnAve.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
OORNY 4 OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MULLIN 4 SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
.
PETER J. QUINN
320 BEUE\mE*AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY 4 OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KMRNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
Relleviue, N. J. .
Plymouth 9-3503
COORV-S FUNERAL SEMI
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
THOMAS J. DIFPIIY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbtter 9-0098
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Street
East Paterson
SW 6-0048
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATlas 8-1362
TRMKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY 4 SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Ol Ibert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNERAL HOME
36 Tuere Ave., Jersey City
(rear St. Aedan's Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
ROMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNlon 7-6767
WKUAM SOftiMM, Inc.
ERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNlon 7-1000
NKOMHARPR
FUNBAI HOME
525 - 45th STREET
ONION CITY, N. J.
UNlon 7-0420
v
UNlon 7-0120
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
GROWNIY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD 4 SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MIUR-4ANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WIRSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN, N. J.
HUntor 6-4119
OORMLRY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRescgtt 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescotf 7-0141
GORNY 4 OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN PUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON. N. J.
PRoscatt 7-3002
| piumk coMnirr)
MArket 441700
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JOURNAL, LADIES HOME JOURNAL,
EXTENSION MAGAZINE, nnd
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ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONtMUNT* • MAWMcaUM
Na AU.HMTOM N.«.
UIU Wlil MONUMtHTI
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
CSTASUSMtD l»l|
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
rot CHuacNU. schools *
*
AND INSTITUTIONS
At Typa
MS NSW POINT tOAO
■UZAMTH. M. i.
S*'« A Nonh JrMf i
FRFE ESTIMATES
ROOFING 4 SIDING
Hcicke'nacic Roofing Cos
•1 ' M A H . ,
CRAFT
DECORATORS
INC
CUSTOM OPAPtfa
MANUT ACTU9I»S
JM| . ' OMMtkf
INSTITUTION
UN 4-6020
JosephH.Browne
Company
1»04 - out S3* YEAR _ I*J*
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
ASH CANS • MATS • SOAP
POLISH • MOO MS « MUSH IS
WAX • SPONOM • PAILS
• Toiurr papi*
• MOPPINO IQUIPMKT
PAPR • PAPR TOWfU • CUPS
271 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
Hfco.n»« J-OS7S
ALUMMUM SDKG
TODAYS!
ALUMINUM
TODAYS
S
ALUMINUM AWNINGS
TODAYS■
UN
SAVE
GENERAL ELECTRIC!
•RAND NEW lfst
K
i CLEANER
FULL SIZI CANISTIR
V
lASY terms
ARRANGED
LIBERAL TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCES, TOOI
CO-FEATURE SPECIALS
ALL HAND NEW
IN FACTORY CARTONS—FACTORY OUARANTUD
WdHiflwiH Carousel
Hhvit Coostellatioo (#l4).
Lowyt, IfST MNil
Rooioa Hoar Polisher
-S2T.TT
.
42.50
.
2f.ff
. 33.11
21.50
tqi
W Floor Polisher (ITS 9 Model).
White Sewlao Mocklae, Oriq. SIf.TS 37.50
"Wilhi" Kiaqstoe #4423 14T.T5
Heavy Doty "Cycle" Floor Machiae__22f.fs
HURRY! HURRY!
CALL NOW • CALL COLLECT
24 HOURS A DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
Ml 2-7960
ntEE HOME DEMONSTRATION iLmui brine a>7 mac bin. |
••ROOT km In m* nnd try. N. co.l, no obligation. Fro#
delivery. Anywhere within 00 mile.
VACUUM 226 Spriogfiold Ayr.
STORK, lac .GEM
PetrO
FUEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
PfTßOirilM Ml A T AND POW[« COMPANY Of N J
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The Most Reverend JAMES A. McNULTY, D.D., Bishop of Pate
announces a PILGRIMAGE to the 37th INTERNATIONAL
' *
MUNICH, GERMANY, 1960
"
under the
Spiritual Direction
REVEREND
©
rso n
m
JOHN E.
MORRIS
Spiritual Director of Pope Pius High School, Passaic;
assistant supervisor of Secondary Schools of the Paterson
Diocese; Assistant Curate at Holy Trinity Parish in Passaic.
SAILING FROM NEW YORK-JULY 12
ON THE S.S. INDEPENDENCE-AND
ARRIVING AT NAPLES JULY 21
A whole new fascinating world awaits you
In the capitals and fabled cities of the continent... the treasures of the present and past in the great
museums and art galleries-the monumental and awe-inspiring cathedrals-the sacred shrines. You
hear Mats at the Miraculous GroHo at Lourdes-at St. Peter’s in Rome—Notre Dame in Paris. You will
tee places and do things that will be stamped indelibly in your mind, for here, truly, on your Pilgrimage
to the Eucharistic Congress is the substance for memories that will last a lifetime. Your accommodations,
transportation and itinerary have been planned to the last detail—these details can be the most
exciting news of your lifetime . I . Write today
2 wonderful tour plans to choose from:
TOUR "A* TOUR "B 1
43-day tour visiting Roma, Florence,
Vanica, Lucarna, Haldalbarg, Rhine
Rivar, Waisbaden, Cologna and
Pari « $1425
Tour "B" offars tha soma basic toi
with tha omission of Haidalbar
Rhina Rivar, Waisbadan, Cologn
and tha substitution of a visit
lourdas
Visiting—Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, France, England (with optional side trip to Ireland)
The "PASSION PLAY” at Oberammergau
Applications are being registered now. Be certain to obtain
♦he accommodations you wish by calling or writing today.
Specializing in Pilgrimages to the Shrines ofEurope and North America’’
•JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL SERVICE
BROAD STREET • NEWARK 2, N.J. • MArkat 3-1740
The story of the Passion enacted—from the
triumphal entry into Jerusalem until the Resur-
rection. A spectacle you will remember always
—will not be seen again until 1970.
AU TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY
Qjatfyaltr I league
Young Advocate Club American Contest Brings Rainbow of 450 Senior Party FavorsBy June Dwyer
They’re taking beta at Young Advocate headquarters
that theAmerica contest is the very beat that theClub has
ever run. The only trouble is that there isn’t anyone to take
the bet! We all agree.
The office has beenfilled with favors—4so to be exact
It'* like Christmas, New Year’s
sad the Fourth of July all rolled
Into one. Asa matter of fact,
the favors are for every holiday
you can imagine.
A doubting soul might thinir
that the Young Advocate Club
members copied the designs or
that a class worked on one holi-
day. But you should see the of-
fice! We have so many different
kinds of favors that we could
open a store. Let the doubting
Tbomsses come down and see the
wonderful work of our Club mem-
bers. They will doubt no more.
THE FAVORS are so good
that we are taking pictures of
thfir, writing down the directions
on bow to make them, and filing
them. That way, we will be able
to use them the whole year 'round
as the holidays come up. To show
how proud we are of our mem-
bers we will publish the names,
grades and school of each entry
that we use.
That means. Young Advocates,
that each of you may be a win-
ner. Maybe your work will be
photographed and used in the pa-
pert
What a Job it was to pick a
winner! We used 12 judges to
be sure everyone had a fair
chance. The results represent
Georg# Waihlngton'a birthday,
Halloween and Colombo# Say.
How'a that for a read American
combination!
FIRST prize of $S la being
sent to VIRGINIA WERNEKE of
St Peter the Apostle, River Edge.
Virginia la in the sixth grade
which is taught by Sister Valerie
and lives at 4 Irene Court, River
Edge.
VIRGINIA made a favor for
Washington’s birthday. She start-
ed with a plain piece of wood 4
inches square. On this wood
she placed a tiny tree with red
berries, an axe, three tiny ber-
ries which were eut down and a
log. _
AD Young Advocates wiD re-
member that George Washington
cut down a cherry tree when he
was a boy and that when his
father asked who had done this
he said: "I cannot teD a lie. I
chopped down the cherry tree."
Second prize of $3 goes to ’a
witch or sbaU we say to a
young lady who made a witch.
The girl is KATHERINE ANTO-
NIE who is in the seventh grade
at our Lady of Mt Carmel, Bay-
onne. Katherine, who Uves at 46
E. 44th St., Bayonne, is taught
by Sister Mary Adonia.
The witch is pictured on this
page. It is made of a circular
base covered with orange and
black crepe paper. The arms are
made of pipe cleaners and they
are holding a basket of candy.
The basket and the witches’ hat
are made of orange and black
construction paper. It is a beauti-
ful Job. The witch is now stand-
ing in The Advocate office wait-
ing for Halloween.
THIRD prize of $2 is being
sent to PATRICIA SCHAFER, an
eighth grader at St. Bartholo-
mew’s. Scotch Plains. Patricia
made her favor on a circle of
cardboard. She covered it with
blue paper for the water, a strip
of brown for the land and tiny
green stones for the grass. There
is a cross on the land made of
two toothpicks.
On the blue water is a ship
representing Columbus’ ship sail-
ing to the new world. Patricia
who lives at 325 Westfield Road,
Scotch Plains, is taught by Sis-
ter Johanna.
The winners deserve congratu-
lations. So do all of you who
really proved that the youngsters
of this area are original. God
bless you for your effort.
HONORABLE MENTION cer-
tificates are awarded to the fol-
lowing Senior Young Advocates
(names are listed in alphabetical
order):
JO ANN ANDREANO, grade •
Our Lady of ML Virgin, Garlield.
ELAINE BAUZARZ, grade 7.
St. Theresa’s, Linden. Sister Mary
Roberta.
THOMAS BARREL, grade 7,
Mt. Carmel, Bayonne. Sister M.
Adonia.
JOAN MARIE BLACK, grade
7, St. Michael’s, Jersey City. Sis-
ter Margaret John.
LINDA BONANNO, grade 6,
Mt. Virgin, Garfield. Sister Claire
Ouimet.
DOROTHY BRUNO, grade 8,
St. Bartholomew's, Scotch Plains!
Sister Joan.
JO ANN BURCZ, St. Bartholo-
mew's, Scotch Plains. Sister
Clarice.
RICHARD BURAKIEWICZ,
'Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, Bay-
onne. Sister M. Adonia.
GAIL CAMPAC.NA. grade 8, St.
Peter the Apostle, River Edge.
Sister Valerie.
JOAN CAMPAGNA. grade 5, St.
Peter's, River Edge. Mrs. A.
Reilly.
MARYANN CASALE, grade 7,
Mt. Virgin, Garfield. Sister Gilds
Adamucci.
ANNETTE CASTRO. St. Pe-
ter’s, River Edge. Slater FeUeita.
LAWRICE CHECCUO, grade
•. St. Bartholomew*!, Scotch
Plains. Sister Joan.
ROY CLAPS, grade I, Bt. Pe-
ter’s, River Edge. Sister Valerie
GAIL COCCHIEEE, grad* I,
St Peter’s, River Edge. Sister
Helene. %
BRIAN CONNAUGHTON, grade
5, St. Peter’a, River Edge. Mrs.
Haldenwang.
PAULETTE DE PILLIS, grade
8. Mt. Virgin, Garfield. Sister
Mary De Angelis.
CARMEN DE QUOLLO, grade
7, St. Bartholomew’s, Scotch
Plains. Sitter Clarice.
MARY ANN DEBBIE, grade 8,
St. Bartholomew's, Scotch Plains.
Sister Johanna.
SUZANNE DEVOTI, grade 6,
Sacred Heart, Bloomfield. Sister
Cortilla.
SUSAN DIGIACINTO, grade 6,
St. Peter’s, River Edge. Sister
Valerie.
CAROL DOMBROWSKI grade
7, St. Peter’s, New B.unswlck.
Sister Catherine.
LORETT DONATO, grade 7,
St. Bartholomew's, Scotch Plains.
Sister Carmela.
CREIGHTON DRURY, grade 8,
St. Peter’s, River Edge. Sister
llelene.
CAROL ETTER, grade 8, St.
Peter’s, River Edge. Sister Val-
erie.
KATHLEEN FERGUSON,
grade, 8, St. Peter's, River Edge.
Sister Valerie.
GARY FIELD, grade 7, St Pe-
ter’a. River Edge. Sister Vllma.
KATHLEEN FINES, grade 5,
St. Peter’s, River Edge. Mrs. A.
Reilly.
MARGARET FLYNN, grade 7.
St Peter’a, River Edge. Sister
Vilma.
DIANE FOYLE, grade 4, St.
Peter’s, River Edge. Mrs. Thor-
sen.
KATHLEEN FOYLE, grade 6,
St. Peter's, River Edge. Sister
Valerie.
JAMES FREI, grade 8, St Pe-
ter's, River Edge. Sister Valerie.
WILLIAM FRYCZYNSKI,
grade 7 ,St Peter's, River Edge
Sister Vilma.
ANN GLEASON, grade 8, St.
Peter’s, New Brunswick. Slater
Mary Jean.
GEORGE GOODWIN, grade 4.
St. Peter’s. River Edge. Mrs.
Thorsen.
KATHLEEN HART, grade 4,
St Peter’a, River Edge. Mrs.
Thorsen.
JAMES HEFFERNAN, grade 7,
8t Peter's, Hirer Edge. Siater
VUma.
LAWRENCE HUUHEB, grade
7, St. Peter'a, River Edge. Siater
VUma.
PATRICIA HUGHES, grade S,
St. Peter’s, River Edge. Mrs.
Reilly.
EDWARD HYNES, grade 8.
Queen of Peace, Maywood. Slater
Angelina Pepe.
CONCETTA . IMBRUGUA,
grade «, Mt. Virgin, Garfield. Sis-
ter Mary Theresa Harvey.
PATRICIA IFPOLITO. grade 8,
Mt. Virgin, Garfield. Sister Mary
De Angelia.
KATHLEEN JOYCE, grade 4,
St. Peter’s, River Edge. Mrs.
Thorsen.
LORRAINE KARPOWICK,
grade 8, St. Peter’s, River Edge.
Sister Helene.
SHERIDAN KEKBER, grade 5,
Queen of Peace, Maywood. Sister
Dorothy Banashak.
CATHERINE KELLETT, grade
7. St. Bartholomew's, Scotch
Plains. Sister Clarice.
CAROL KOWAL, grade 8, St.
Joseph’*, Passaic.
JUUANA MARTINO, grade 8,
St. Vincent’s Academy, Newark.
Sister Helen.
JOSEPHINE MILLER, grade 6,
Mt. Virgin, Garfield. Sister Claire
Ouimct.
RAYMOND MOKRZYCKI,
grade 7, Mt. Carmel, Bayonne.
Sister M. Adonia.
RITA MOORE, grade 7, St. Pe-
ter’s, New Brunswick. Sister
Catherine.
WILLIAM O’CONNOR, grade 5.
St. Peter’s. River Edge. Mrs.
Reilly.
VANDA OSMAN, grad* 8, St
Joseph's, Passaic.
THOMAS OSTRANDER, grad*
5. Queen of Peace, Maywood. Sis*
ter Dorothy Banashak.
PETER PAN ASK, grade 8, St
Peter’s, New Brunswick. Sister
Mary Jean.
JOAN PAULSEN, grade 8, St
Peter's, River Edge. Sister
Helene.
NANCY PENPALL, grade 7, St
Bartholomew's, Scotch Plains.
Mrs. Rossi.
JEAN POBLUZNY, grade 8,
Mt. Virgin, Garfield. Sister Gul*
tins Campisl.
SHARON ROGERS, grade 6, St
Peter's, River Edge. Sister Va-
lerie.
ANDREW ROVEGNO, grade 8,
St. Peter’s, River Edge. Sister
Helene.
RICHARD RYAN, grade 8. St
Paul's, Jersey City. Sister Helen
Joseph.
VIRGINIA SALVITA, grade 5,
St. Peter's, River Edge. Mrs.
Reilly.
THOMAS SCANCARELLA,
grade 6. Mt. Virgin, Garfield. Sis-
ter Claire Ouimet.
8. SCHEIBELHUT, grade 7, St
Peter's. River Edge. Sister Vilma.
DENNIS SCRO, grade 6, Mt
Virgin, Garfield. Sister Clair*
Ouimet.
KATIIERYN BTAVISH, grade
7, St. Bartholomew's, Scotch
Plains. Sister Clarice.
CATHERINE SUES, grade 8,
St Michael’s, Jersey City. Sister
Marian Eucharia.
LINDA THOMAS, grade 8. St
Bartholomew’s, Scotch Plains.
Sister Patricia.
VICTORIA VASALLO, grade 8,
Mt. Virgin, Garfield. Sister Mary
De Angclii
LAWRENCE WIETSMA, grad*
5, Queen of Peace, Maywood. Sis-
ter Dorothy Banashak.
CHARLES ZYUNSKI, grade 8,
St. Michael's, Lyndhurst. Sister
Mary Pontia.
FLYING FAVORS: Young Advocate entries have been
flying all over the office this week. They also made an
appearance at the subscription campaign opener (top
left) at St. Patrick’s, Newark, where nuns from arch-
diocesan schools gathered to start the school campaign.
The most trying job of keeping the "flying entries” in
hand went to Rita Russell (above), Young Advocate
Club secretary, who had to find room for the hundreds
of colorful items. Addie was lost someplace during
the judging.
PATERSON FIRST: The first class of Spanish-speaking childern in the Diocese of
Paterson was confirmed recently by Bishop McNulty. The 44 children and three
women were from Our Lady of Providence Mission, Paterson, and Our Lady of
Fatima Mission, Passaic. Shown with Bishop McNulty are Sister Jane and Rev.
Stanislaus B. Chang two of the teachers. The students who are visiting their Bishop
are left to right: Raymond Cruz, Figueroa, Eda Feliciano and Miguel Sanchez.
A Friend's Book
HOBOKEN Noruh Smar-
•dge, a longtime friend of
Young Advocate* through her
"A Column for Growing Ups,”
which recenUy appeared on
this page, has made book
news. Miss Smaridge has re-
cenUy written a book for
youngsters UUed, “Sunday
Best,” published by the Bruce
Publishing Company.
Another local friend. Robb
Reebe of Ridgewood, has done
the art work for the book.
The story is about a boy
named Tim and his activities
on Sunday, from rising to say-
ing his evening prayers.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY: The Ladies Auxiliary of
St. Rom of Lima, Short Hills, had help from Rev. John
F. Ryan, pastor, in celebrating their 20th anniversary.
A dinner was held at Mayfair Farms, West Orange.
Cutting the cake are: Mrs. William F. Mullins, presi-
dentand Mrs. Herbert U. Braun, party chairman.
St. Anne’s
Sets Party
JERSEY CITY—The Moth-
era’ Guild of St Anne’* Is
working as hard as the farm-
ers to harvest a crop. But
this is a financial crop to be
reaped at the card party Nov.
IS at Scbeutzen Park, North Ber-
gen.
Mri. William Groman la chair-
man of the affair which will bene-
fit the school Improvement fund.
Mrs. Paaquale Gallo la assistant.
Oratory School, Snmmlt— Mra.
John Manna of Linden waa chair-
man of the recent open houae
aponsored by the Mothers’ Club.
She waa aaalated by Mra. Ann
Carroll of Elizabeth.
St. Patrtck’a, Chathana—Over
100 mothers heard a lecture on
literature for children siven by
Slater Anne Lucille of the Bayley-
EUard High School faculty, Madi-
■on. The women were present for
the October Mothera' Guild meet-
inf. The froup la planning a book
fair the flrat week of November.
Morris Catholic High School,
Denvllie Rev. Louis J. Gallo,
school director, addressed the
ParenU' Aaaoclation at the re-
cent meeting.
St Francis Xavier, Newark
The PTA will kick-off its
fund raising drive for the new
school building with a lecture and
film on rockets and missiles on
Nov. 1 Captain Levitt of Camp
Kilmer, battalion missile officer,
will speak. Displayed outside the
school auditorium will boa nike
Lives of the Saints
Nana Is a Saint
Nana was wonderfully hu-
man. She was happiest when
she had her grandchildren
around her and was tailing stor-
ies of her beloved Ireland.
From her native land she
brought the Irish wit and, much
to the horror of her U children,
the Irish temper.
Nana made sure that each of
her children knew about God,
that they received the sacra-
ments and that they were on
hand for the Family Rosary.
She taught her grandchildren
their religion and then listened
with interest as she. was
brought up to data on the new-
est advances in science or the
latest books.
BUT NANA did more than
that. She was kind to everyone.
Her house was always open to
visitors—to even the stranger
who was sure that the white-
haired old lady loved his com-
pany.
She was also a good listener
when anyone had troubles.
Then she would go to her room
after a busy dsy and give the
troubles to God and the Blessed
Mother.
NANA died many years ago.
Everyone who knew her Is sure
that she Is in heaven with God
—for she believed in Him so
strongly and spent her life try-
ing to follow His will. Folks
can’t be sure, of course, be-
cause the Church hasn't Investi-
gated, but they all think that
Nana la a saint.
There are hundreds of Nanas
—white ones, brown ones, red
ones. Hundreds of wonderful
people who have lived beautiful
and Inspiring lives. Hundreds
who will never be named saints
by the Church—but if they are
in heaven they are saints.
You probably have known
someone Uke that someone
who has made you a better per-
son for having known them.
Maybe It Is a someone you
loved very much. If so, you
will have a special reason for
celebrating on Nov. 1. That is
the day the Church sets aside
to honor all of those who are
in heaven all of the Saints
who are not named on other
days.
WHEN YOU go to Mass,
thank God for having sent the
Church so many wonderful peo-
ple through the years to guide
us. Ask Him to give your
friends and loved ones the
grace to be saints someday
too.
And remember, this is a spe*
cial day for you. Someday it
may also be your feast day.
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OIORGIAH COURT
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—4 M. DIORIII
lnta|rat»M program in Uhiral
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Academy of St. Elizabeth
Cmvint Station. Haw Jaraav
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coltago pnyaratlM. Vocational
«">"••• Mu,lt. Art, Doncin*. Droa'atian
Wt. and Activity prafrM.
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CALDWfII, NEW JKSIY
CAlDtmi COLUGt FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OP ST. DOMINIC
Pwlly Awdlfd - Offering A.B. ond B.S. D«gr**t
Found'd In 1899 by tho SUtor, of Charily
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, Now Jersey
PERSONS - TO - PERSONS
TIU KINGDOM or GOD IS WITHIN lOU. Thto to the
•ora*(rath and yet the FULL BODY-SOUL HUMAN rural
far • church ac chapel where ha may
Intimately aah Gad to TAKE UP
RESIDENCE within him. The Fran-
clacan Fathers and the 250 Cath-
aUca In KAFR EL DAWAR la Egypt
afe convinced that many of the 5.0 M
non-Catholle Christiana and 45, OM
non-Christiana la the area wUI MORE
READILY RECOGNIZE THE CATH-
OLIC CHURCH AS THE KINGDOM
OP GOD If there la a Biting chapel
where they can ho larlted to talh
with Christ. The coat to SS.M«. A lit
GIFT from 250 of our readers could
mahe H a FEKSONS-TO-PERSONS gift. WE WILL BE DE-
LIGHTED If yen mahe It PERSON-TO-PERSON 8 by your gift
e< 15.000.
7Jr HJy Ruin) Mham AJ
fr lit Omrnltl dumb
NO, WE CANT SAY IT TOO OFTEN. Masses for your poor
souls are good for them and KEEP ALIVE your appreciation
Of the COMMUNION OF SAINTS. Your offerlnga NOW mean
NOVEMBER MASSES for your deceased.
While a satisfied SISTER OWNS NO THING she to adept la
AND APPRECIATIVE OF the aaa ef
whether It he a needle, a paint-brush,
_
ehalce at color. THE HIDDEN MUSIC IN
THE BROKEN KEYS OF AN OLD PIANO.
er the beauty la a growing seed. Even
Important than HER POWER TO MOLD
THINGS to the SISTER’S DELICACY la
helping children TO GROW INTO persons
ef responsible dignity. SISTER CONST AN-
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Choir Sings
Of America
At Caldwell
CALDWELL More than 300
voice* will be featured in the
Fall music festival to be pre-
sented by Caldwell College Nov.
in the college auditorium at
4 p.m. This is the first time in
the history of the college’s Fail
concert that almost t e entire
atudent body will participate.
The concert takes its theme,
“1 Hear America Singing,” from
the poem of Walt Whitman. The
production will be staged in four
paVts: "America Prays,” Amer-
ica Works,” "America Plays,
Dances and Goes to the Opera,”
and "America Sings.”
THE PARTICIPANTS will in-
-dude the
'
Caldwell College
choir and its schola cantorum
In addition, general chorus will
be composed of 247 girls who
comprise the freshman and
sophomore classes.
» The choir members will wear
White gowns with capclcts of
autimn shades. Sister Alicia,
O. P., music department chair-
man, will direct.
CDA to Organize
Unity Conference
BALTIMORE (NC)—The Cath-
olic Daughters of America will
Initiate a “Religious Unity Con-
ference" to be channeled through
their more than 2,000 courts in
46 states, Puerto Rico and the
Canal Zone.
Rev. A. J. Burggraff, C.S.P.,
national consultant to the CDA
Share the Faith department, an-
nounced the program in the or-
ganization's official publication,
“News and Views.”
The Paulist, director of the
Catholic Information Center here,
explained that the purpose is to
prepare members to contribute
their part toward the success of
the ecumenical council which
Pope John XXIII has announced
for the world.
A series of documents explain-
ing the differences between Pro-
testants and Catholics will be
prepared so that members of the
Catholic Daughters might be "in-
telligently articulate” in discuss-
ing the dissimilarities.
Riverdale Bound
. RIVERDALE. NY. Fifteen
?<ew Jersey girls are among the
178 freshmen at Mt. St. Vincent
College, here.
Priest-Editor Challenges Paterson Women to Accept Civic Responsibility
WEST PATERSON "Catholics often
have a split personality. They understand
what it means to light a candle in church,”
Rev. Thurston N. Davis, S.J., said, "but they
fail to see the need to light candles in the
neighborhood market place."
Father Davis, editor of America, ad-
dressed over 800 at the evening session of the
15th anniversary convention of the Paterson
Diocesan Council of Catholic Women at the
Westmount Country Club Oct. 21. The record-
breaking crowd had spent the day visiting ex-
hibits and listening to a panel themed on "The
Martins—Models for Catholic Parents." ■
FATHER Davis defined the Catholic split
personality as a division between the political
and the religious life. "They give to the for-
eign missions but fail to see the need for help-
ing the local aged; they open their hearts to
the orphans of the Catholic Charities, but
harden their hearts to revision of archaic im-
migration laws.”
"Some are scandalized in or feel betrayed
by the whole business of Catholic self-criti-
cism.” the editor said. "Actually the whole
business is a sign of health, vigor and grow-
ing maturity.” Father Davis declared that
we must ponder ”. . . our failure to shoulder
full responsibility of civic, social and politi-
cal responsibility.”
Father Davis pointed out that there are
more who hate the Catholic Church than some
believe. "But Catholics, when measuring po-
litical responsibility,” he said, "must not let
this factor determine their participation in
civic life.” This does not only refer to being
elected to public office but also to the every-
day trying local projects.
THE HEART of Father Davis' message
was aimed at the neighborhood and the tasks
that could be pursued by the average women-
listener. "Don’t begin first with the U.N., the
World Bank or economic aid,” he said, “but
on local questions like making the PTA work
in school, aiding the immigrant family to set-
tle, helping to clear out the neighborhood
slum or safe driving on the highway.”
If it is to be a good community, the
priest-editor said, it must be made of good
neighborhoods.
“Too often we stand up and play our full
roles as citizens only when we as a group are
threatened—as we should organize if we were
threatened with a tax on our schools—but we
don't do anything about going to the polls for
other issues.”
ANOTHER view of the split-personality
was presented in the racial question. "We
never draw racial lines at the Communion
rail,” Father Davis said, “but what happens
when a Negro or Puerto Rican moves into
a neighborhood . .
.
There is a failure to rec-
oncile the God-given faith we have with our
daily life in a democracy.”
"Ask yourself, ' he challenged, “what
your neighbors see when they see you. Do they
see a soul narrow in itself or a great interna-
tional charity; a single religious soul or one
alive with the fires of Pentecost."
“You stand for something,” Father Davis
told the assembled women. "You can make a
tremendous dent in this problem . . . you go
as commuters into the world that Bishops
and priests cannot enter. Your city is twofold
. you have an obligation to the city of God
but you also have ogligatlons to the city of
man."
“Go,” he concluded, In the name of the
God who loves you."
MRS. PAUL Cannlno of the Passalc-
Clifton district, outgoing recording secretary,
was named council president by Mrs. Richard
Gormley, parliamentarian. Mrs. Joseph Fitx-
gibbons of the Sussex district was elected re-
cording secretary and Mrs. Hugh Brown of the
Butler district is the new treasurer.
A check was presented to Bishop McNulty
for his favorite charity and to Mrs. Mustic in
appreciation of her leadership.
Bishop McNulty referred to Paterson as
“a comer of Paradise for Bishops.” He said
this was again proven by the record-breaking
crowd.
Bishop McNulty, who Is promoter of the
causes of Ixiuis and Zelic Martin, thanked the
women for choosing the Martins to follow in
their program.
"It is a privilege," the Paterson Bishop
said, “for women to learn more about Louis
and Zelic Martin, that they may study: indiv-
idual holiness, dedicated parents of a truly
Catholic home and these inspired promoters
of religious vocations.”
Thanking all of the women and especially
Msgr. John J. Shanley, moderator, for 15
years of service, Bishop McNulty said that he
had offered his Mass for the intention of the
women and their work as "the best expression
of my sincercst appreciation of what you an
and what you do."
ENTERTAINMENT for the evening ses-
sion was supplied by Norma Doggett of New
York, accompanied by Mrs. Walter Nanfeldt.
Mrs. Arthur Moore of Paterson was dinner
chairman, assisted by Mrs. William Flynn,
both of Paterson.
In reporting the afternoon session, Msgr.
Shanley congratulated the panelists: Mrs. Ed-
ward Feeney, Rev. Ronald F. C.ray, O. Carm.,
Mrs. Edward Fraelose and Mrs. Peter Knapp.
The panel was titled: “Following the Tittle
Way' in our Modern Home."
MSGR. SHANLEY said that the afternoon
session pointed up the importance of submission
to the will of God and the dignity of mother-
hood He also commended the eight past presi-
dents of the Paterson Council of Women for
their success.
Exhibits representing the work of tba
council committees and of the parish groups
were set up in the country club foyer on tha
second floor. The committee reports were
distributed with the convenUon program.
HAPPY BEGINNING: Bishop McNulty greeted Mrs. Ernest P. Tibbitts of Mont-
clair, director of the National Council of Catholic Women, before the evening ses-
sion. Other key figures are, left to right: Mrs. Daniel T. Mustic, retiring president;
Mrs. Arthur Moore, convention chairman; Mrs. Paul Cannizzo, new president; and
Msgr. John J. Shanley, moderator.
HELPING THE CAUSE: Bishop McNulty and Mrs.
Mustic visited the exhibit on the Martins, parents of
St. Theresa, during their tour of the booths. Mrs.
Thomas Kennedy of Our Lady of the Lake, Sparta,
booth chairman, pointed out highlights.
CHALLENGER: Bishop McNulty greeted the speaker,
Rev. Thurston N. Davis, S.J., editor of America. Fa-
ther Davis challenged the women to accept their civic,
social and political responsibilities, as well as their
religious.
Housekeeper Heads Nuns
ROME Mother Pasqualina, housekeeper for Pope Pius
XII for 40 years, is now superior of the nuns’ community that
staffs the North American College in Rome.
The 65-year-old Bavarian nun, a member of the teaching
Sisters of Holy Cross, figured prominently in the pontificate
of Pius XII, for whom she long served as a housekeeper.
AFTER PIUS XII’B death she settled several small details
of his private household, then went to the North American
College to rest and to await Instructions from her superiors.
She visited for a short time at the community's mother
house in Menzingen, Switzerland, then returned to the college
in Rome to become superior of the nun’s community.
Cardinal Pledges Support
To Medical Missionaries
DUBLIN (RNS) - Cardinal
Cushing has pledged $500,000 to
the Medical Missionaries of Mary
whose headquarters are in Dro-
gheda, County Louth.
The money is to be used to
build a residence for nuns who
come to be trained in medicine
and nursing by the Sisterhood.
Cardinal Cushing's gift was an-
nounced after he had stopped off
in Drogheda on his return from
Rome. The Cardinal said his
chief reason in visiting the town
was to have a physical check-up.
Cardinal Cushing said he had
invited Mother Mary Martin,
foundress and Superior General
of the Medical Missionaries, to
visit Boston.
ALL'S WELL: Principals of the recent teachers’ conference had reason to smile
following the successful program which was attended by 400. Left to right are: Sis-
ter Angelina Pepe, M.P.F., principal of Our Lady Queen of Peace, Maywood; Rev.
Thomas F. Burke, pastor of the Maywood parish; and Mother Provincial, Sister
Carolina Jonata, M.P.F.
With North Jersey Women
November Kick-Off
By June Dwyer
Kicking off the 30 days of
November are plans and par-
ties, retreats and aocials all
aimed at keeping the North
Jersey women close to the
Church.
For Sale
Tickets are out for days of
recollection and card parties.
The Bayley Sc ton League has
announced final plans for its
day of recollection Nov. 11. The
program will open at 9 a.m.
with Mass in Immaculate Con-
ception chapel on Seton Hall
University campus, South
Orange, and will clos« at 2
p.m. with a Holy Hour. Msgr.
Thomas J. Gillhooly, league
moderator, will offer both. Mrs.
Joseph G. Prunera of South
Orange will direct the chorist-
ers. Mrs. Norman W. Foran of
East Orange is chairman. . .
More than 900 are expected
at the bridge being sponsored
by St. Aloysios Rosary, Jersey
City, Nov. 6 in the auditorium.
Mrs. Mark Evans is chairman
of the affair which will bene-
fit the church fund. . . Members
of St. Mary’s Hospital League,
Orange, are circulating tickets
for the fashion show Oct. 31 at
Hotel Suburban, East Orange.
Mrs. Phillip J. Marty is chair-
man. . .
Francis J. Washington Auxil-
iary of Catholic War Veterans
will hold a reception and so-
cial Nov. 8 at 5 p.m. at tha
Clipper Ship, Newark. Jo-
sephine Pace is chairman as-
sisted by Mary Pomponio. , .
Spiritually
Rev. Arthur McGratty, S. J.,
director of Loyola Retreat, will
conduct a day of recollection
Nov. 17 at Good Shepherd
School, Morris Plains. The day
Is being sponsored by the Mor-
ristown Council of Catholic
Women
. . . Rosarians of Holy
Trinity, Westfield, will hold a
recollection day at the Cenacle,
New Brunswick, Nov. 3. Mrs.
James Vellrc of Westfield is
chairman. The women will also
hold their monthly meeting
Nov. 2 at 8:30 p.m. in the high
school. Slides on the Shrines
of Mexico will be shown by
Peter Lang. . .
The Rooary of Immaculate
Conception, Montclair, will hold
a Communion breakfast Nov. 1.
Msgr. Thomas H. Powers will
celebrate the 7:30 a.m. Mass
in the church. The breakfast
will follow in Madonna Hall.
Rev. Arthur A. Little, chaplain
of the tfUla of the Sacred
Heart, Caldwell, will speak.
Mrs. Raymond Connell U chair-
Ml. . .
Agendas
The Essex County Council of
Catholic Nurses will hear Dr.
John J. Torptey, president of
the Essex County Medical So-
ciety, at the Nov. 11 meeting.
The woman and their guests
will gather at 8:15 p.m. in St.
Michael's Hospital auditorium,
Newark. Dr. Torptey will speak
on dieting, its dangers and
glandular disturbances. . .
Mrs. Paul H. Reiser, Fort
Neck Garden Qub president,
will demonstrate flower ar-
rangements at the St. Ve-
nanUus Altar Society meeting
Orange, Nov. 4. Also on the
November program is a lunch-
eon Nov. 12 at 12:30 p m. in
the auditorium and a baked
goods sale Nov. 22. . . St. Leo's
Rosarians, Irvington, will hold
a Halloween party Nov. 2 in the
school. . .
Court Aloysios, CDA, will
meet Nov. 5 at 8 p.m. in the
basement of St. Aloysius
School, Caldwell. The women
are planning a luncheon in the
same place Nov. 7 at noon.
Mary Wrecenak is chairman
assisted by Mrs. Francis De
Coster . . .Holy Cross Rosar-
ians. Harrison, will meet Nov.
3 at 8:15 p.m. In the audi-
torium. Rev. George C. Belger
of St. Nicholas, Jersey City,
will present an illustrated lec-
ture on the Shroud of Turin.
. ,
Here 'n There
Mrs. Elmer Clamlllo, state
governor of the International
Federation of Catholic Alum-
nae, announced two new com-
mittee chairmen at the recent
meeting. Appointed were:
Charlotte Kunst of Nutley, im-
mediate past governor, as
chairman of the circles and
Mrs. Ernest P. Tibbitts of
Montclair, immediate past na-
tional president, as chairman
of intertional relations. .
. John
Daly, president of the Holy
Angel's Holy Name, Little
Falls, addressed the women
of St Paul’s Rosary, Clifton,
at their Communion break-
fast.
East Orange Nurse
In Washington
WASHINGTON Maria The-
resa Del Guercio of East Orange
has been appointed to the faculty
of Catholic University in the
School of Nursing. Miss Del
Guercio is a graduate of Presby-
terian Hospital School of Nurs-
ing, Scton Hall University and
Catholic University.
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Bayley-lmmaculate Game Tops
Important Weekend Grid Card
By Ed Grant
MONTCLAIR The most important set of games in
the 1959 football season comes up this weekend with four
contests due to have vital bearing on the championship
hopes of half a dozen schools.
Top ranking must be given the head-on meeting of
Bayley-EUard and Immaculate
Conception at the Utter’a field
on Nov. 1. Thl* one carries the
North Jersey Catholic ‘'B” title
with it and the Bishops, 25-7
conquerora of Franklin last week,
will be favored.
Next in line la the St. Bene-
dict'a-8.M.1. tilt at the Bees’ field
on Oct. 31. Still undefeated fol-
lowing the 14-12 upset of Mt. St.
Michael'a, St. Benedict's could
lay claim to a ihare of the New
Jeriey prep ichool title with »
defeat of the Cadets. But it does
not appear to he in the cards as
the visitori are loaded with P.G.
students.
AFTER THIS comes the Seton
Hall-Pope Piui affair at Passaic
on Nov. 1, with tha loser due to
Just about bow out of the now
tightly-packed North Jersey Cath-
olic "A” race. The Pony Pirates
warmed up for this one by past-
ing Bayonne, 34-0, and seem to
have too many guns for the
Eagles.
Finally, thera la the St Peter's-
Lincoln game, also on Nov. 1,
with the Petreana hoping to
bounce back from their 19-4 loss
to Hackensack which ended a
three-season 15-game winning
streak. Lincoln dumped Newark
East Side, 13-0 in the rain last
week and will make it a rough
afternoon for the Petreans.
While Ed Toye was scoring two
touchdowns to lead Bayley's de-
feat of Franklin, Immaculate be-
came the fifth North Jersey Cath-
olic high school team to bow to
Harrison, 7-4. It's possible that a
victory for Bayley would not be
decisive in the race, as Philillips-
burg Parochial whipped Netcong,
28-18, and still has only one de-
feat on its record.
BOBBY WATSON returned to
the St. Benedict's lineup to spark
the Bees against Mt. St. Mi-
chael's. The senior fullback
scored on a 15-yard run in the
second period and on a 80-yard
pass pliy from Vin Liddy in the
third period. John Conforti bulled
over for the extra point (two
points under New York rules
which governed the game) follow
Ing Watson's first touchdown.
Seton Hall’s victory over a
crippled Bayonne team waa rou-
tine, except for a pair of 90-yard
nma by John Sheridan on the
second half kickoff and by Ken
Kluxen on an Intercepted pass on
the game's final play.
It waa simply too much Bill
Harris as Hackensack wore down
St. Peter’i in an Oct. 24 game
at the Bergen County field. A
fumble gave the Comets the op-
ening for their Brat score and
Harris went over from the five.
Tony Mendolla tied it on a three-
yard end run in the second period,
but Harris passed to Felix Stevens
for the winning touchdown min-
utes later and scored the icer
himself on a three-yard plunge
in the third session.
BOBBY HACKETT did all the
scoring as St. Luke>, which
meets Ridgefield this week, sur-
prised Queen of Pesee, 18-14.
Hackett’s touchdowns came on
runs of 61 and 14 yardi and on
■ 27-yard pass from soph quarter-
back Bob Conaty, all in the sec-
ond period.
St. Mary's scored its first win
of the season, 20-7, over Oratory,
with Jim Kelly scoring on a two-
yard plunge and passing to Tom
Parry for another touchdown
Richie Higgins scored the third
on a 65-yard run and remains
tied with Ron Zazzara of Oratory
and Sal Garcia of Don Bosco for
the North Jersey scoring lead at
42 points apiece.
A resurgent Memorial team
proved too much for St. Michael's
in a 27-7 game which saw the
Irish even at the end of three
periods, 7-7. The one-touchdown-
a-game offense of St. Michael’s—-
this one scored on a 34-yard pass
from Len Zdanowicz to Danny
Kane just isn't enough.
DePaul. still seeking its first
victory, will try again this week
against Our Lady of the Villey.
following a 44-6 pasting at the
hands of East Paterson. Valley
itself took a 24-13 setback from
Red Bank Catholic, with John
Colaicova scoring on a 75-yard
pass from Vito Conforti and Car-
mine Melillo on a seven-yard run.
The two winning Red Bank touch-
downs came with only three min-
utes play.
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NJSIAA Sets
Tourney Dates
TRENTON The Indoor track
and field championship* will re-
turn to th# New Jersey State
Interscholastic Athletic Associa-
tion’! calendar for the first time
in almost a decade this winter,
to be held Jan. 30 at the Jersey
City Armory.
A full list of championship
dates was released this week by
the NJSIAA and it will be led
off with the cross-country meet
at Warinanco Park, Elizabeth,
Nov. 21. The basketball tourna-
ment is set for Feb. 29-Mar 19
and the annual track and field
meet for Rutger* University on
June 4.
Nov at. CnjM-Countrr at Waftaaac*
E.*.rkl ~ an - *°- ,D<l® or Track at JtnajCUT Armory: F»b. 29 Mar. 18. Baakat-
ball tournament; Mar. 4. Swtmmlni
Apr. »• Bactlaeal Bow Lina tourna-
manti I*- Bow Una tournament final:
Mar *3. Golf tournament; Mar S7lB.
Tennla touraamanU Mar M-*e. Baaaball
touraaaat. prrllminartra: Mar XKlun. 4.
Baaaball touraamant final.: Jua 4. Out-
Soor Track at Butaara Unlrarattr
Ivy League
Pirate Varsity Club
Elects Two Wherrys
SOUTH ORANGE Bob and
Mike Wherry were elected pres-
ident and secretary of the Seton
Hall University Varsity Club, it
was announced this week by Rev.
Francis Nead, moderator.
Both Wherry* are members of
the track team. Bob being a
cross-country runner and half-
miler, while Mike is a hurdler.
Also chosen for office were Ed
Balzarotti, vice-president, an out-
fielder on the baseball team, and
Art Rennings, treasurer, co-cap-
tain of the soccer team.
Guessing Grid Games
WINNER
Delbarton
8.M.1.
Rt. Lake’s
Dickinson
BaylerEHard
Bergen Catholic
VaUey
Den Boeco
Reton Hall
St Joseph’s
Xavier
RL Peter’s
LOSER
Oratory
St. Benedict’s
Ridgefield
St. Michael’s
Immaculate
St Cecilia’s
DePaul
Queen of Peace
Pope Plua
Ferris
St. Mary's
Lincoln
COMMENT
Too Many flans
Cadets Loaded
Hackett on Prowl
Rama Rebounding
Bishop* Champa
Sleight-of-hand
Tossup Tilt
Dons Are Coming
Pirates Too Fast
Jay* Beard Balldsg*
Cadets Have Class
Bouncing Back
(40 right, 18 wrong, 3 tie*, .(S3)
JOE BISCAHA
Eagle-Titan Tilt
Heads Schedule
DETROIT Boston College
meets Detroit here in s night
game on Oct. 30 which will have
great bearing on the unofficial
National Catholic College Confer-
ence football title this season.
The Eagles, who pasted Mar-
quette, 16-0, on Oct. 23 fur their
second win against Catholic rivals
in as many starts, will be fa
vored over the Titans, who also
boast a 2-0 mark. Holy Cross,
the third club with a 2b record,
is at home with Colgate this week
As things now stand, Detroit
must win this one or see the title
go to the victor in the Holy Cross-
Boston College game on Nov. 2*.
Tho Titans still have games with
Dayton and Villanova, while Holy
Cross has a contest left with Mar-
quette.
In games played last week,
three North Jersey boys stood out
for their teams. Bob Scarpitto of
Rahway and Richie Skinner of
Jersey City scored two touch-
downs apiece as Nolr« Dame
bowed to Northwestern, 30-24.
and Holy Cross bounced Colum-
bia, 34-0.
Johnny Amabile pitched a 60-
yard touchdown pais to Dick
Gill to highlight Boston College's
victory over Marquette, a game
postponed one day by inclement
weather.
Other games this week show
Dayton at Villanova. Oklahoma
State at Marquette, Navy at No-
tre Dame and Xavier at Cin-
cinnati
Delbarton on Rampage
In Prep for Oratory
MORRISTOWN Having scored 116 points in the
last two games, Delbarton School Is more than ready for
its joust with the other Catholic member of the North Jer-
sey Ivy League, Oratory, on Oct. 31.
The Green Wave celebrated the dedication of their
brand new $900,000 classroom
building with a 64-6 rout of Mont-
clair Academy on Oct. 23. Thi*
disposed of the Mountiea as a
title threat, but also so crushed
the visitors that they may not
be ahia to provide Delbarton
with a clear claim to the Ivy
crown hy upsetting Newark
Academy a couple of weeks
hence.
As things now stand, Delharton
and Newark are deadlocked at
five points apiece, each with
2-0-1 records and two games left
to play. The Green Wave has
still to meet Morristown School,
which bowed to Newark, 20-7,
last weekend.
SO IT WOULD appear that Del-
barton, which la now undefeated
in its lsst 30 games, may have
to be satisfied with a tie for the
leaguo tide, its second w;lhin
three seasons. Newark also
turned the trick In 1937, breaking
an uninterrupted string of .ala
solo crowns for Bill Reagan's
boys.
About the only hope Oratory
has of tripping Delbarton this
weekend is for its pass-nabbing
end, Ron Zazzara, to have a
.phenomenal day for himself Zax-
! xara xcored his seventh touch-
down of the season (jnd Ora-
tory's 10th) during the 70-7 loss
to St. Mary's on Oct 25.
Leading the Delbarton splurge
! against Montclair were Boh Ben-
jamin, Frank Soriano and Tom
' Reilly with tw o touchdowns
apiece. Denny Russell was ready
to plsy, but Delbarton hardly
needed its star hlafback as it
jrolled for one touchdown after
I another against the previously
undefeated rivals.
Dalbtrtnw
Nwwark
Montclair
MorrUtown
Oratory
Cirlmt
W L T Ptv
3 0 1 3
3 0 13
3 10 4
l 1 0 3
13 0 3
0 10 0
StPeter's Sets
Cage Tourney
JF.RSKY CITY The first
aaaeal BL Peter’s Christmas
InvitsUon basketball looms
meat will be held at the cam-
p«s gymnasium, Dee. MJu.
2. Jointly sponsored by SC
Peter’s College and Bt. Peter’s
Prep.
Dew Kenedy, college athletic
director, asaoaced that the
tournament would replace the
old metropolitan Jesuit tonrney,
which bad been so completely
Cemlaated la the last decade by
the Prep, which Is the first en-
try la the new affair.
All public and parochial high
schools la the state are eligible
for the new tourney and efforts
will bo made to Include Iba
strongest loams In Now Jersey
each year. Pint round (oases
will be played Dec. B, the
semi-finals on Dec. B and the
finals on Jan. X.
St. Cecilia's
Defeats Lakers
KEARNY St. Cecilia's of
Kearny won the North Jersey
Catholic soccer title here on Oct.
21 with a 3-1 defeat of Our Lady
of the Lake, as Tommy Mara
booted home a pair of goals.
The victory lifted the Saints’
record to 2-5-2 and they promptly
added a third win over Edison
Vocational, 2-0, on Oct 23. Jack
Bullock and Andy Vanderham
scored in this one, Ray Bainpki
had added the third goal against
the lakers, with John Deßergh
scoring for the losers
Both St. Cecilia's and Our Lady
of the Lake face vital gamea this
week. The Saints make their last
bid for state honors as they play
Trenton Catholic at home on Nov.
2, and they also meet Weekawken
and Bloomfield. The lakers, who
plxyed Blair Academy J.C. on
Oct 23, finish up their Northwest
Jersey Conference schedule
against Sussex on Oct. 30 and
Blairstown on Nov. 2.
Bundies Reappointed
JERSEY CITY - Al Bundies,
chairman of the Hudson County
Holy Name rederation track
meet, has been reappointed A
county A.A.U. commissioner for
the fifth year by Charles H.
SUrke, president of the Metro
polltan A.A.U.
Tri-County Loop
Pass Interception Gives
Eagles Win OverBergen
PASSAIC Bergen Catholic tried one too many trick
plays against Pope Pius here on Oct. 25, with the result
that the Eagles are now one game closer to clinching the
first Tri-County Catholic “A” Conference football title
A lateral pass intended to cover the width of the field
from Dan Connelly to Jim Lucie
was intercepted by Mike Murphy
of Pope Pius who proceeded to
run 35 yards for the touchdown
which gave the Eagles a 13-12
victory in a bitterly fought game.
In the other loop contest play-
ed that day, Don Bosco walloped
St. Cecilia s, 26 0, to indicate that
it will be a major threat to Pope
Pius when the pair meet on Nov.
8 The Dons have lost one game
to St. Joseph's and must win all
the rest to have a chance for
the crown.
THIS WEEK’S big game
matches Don Bosco with Queen
of Peace <2-0) at the latter's
field and it's just about a tossup
affair. In another contest, Ber-
gen Catholic hopes to rebound at
the expense of winless St. Ce-
cilia’s. Pope Pius has an impor-
tant independent tilt with Seton
Hall and St. Joseph's figures to
pick up a victory over Ferris.
The Pope Pius-Bergen affair
featured hard line play with the
lighter Crusaders holding their
own against the big Eagles. Ber-
gen made the game's first seri-
ous advance in the second period,
but an intercepted pass turned
the tide and, 12 plays later. John
Cussick passed to Joe Augusciak
for the touchdown.
Following Murphy's run, to
which Steve Racx added the all-
important point, which also came
in the second period, there were
no major threats until Bergen
advanced 44 yards in nine plays
to score early in the fourth ses-
sion, Dan Hopkins carrying over.
Connelly passed to Bill Keegan
for the second score, but Lucie
was thrown hack on the extra
point which might have Ued the
game.
DON BOSCO rolled for 19
points in the first half with Tony
Rardazzo, John Yorke and Sal
Garcia scoring the touchdowns.
Randaizo added another on a 32-
yard run in the fourth period.
Dor Bosco held the Saints to a
net gain of 38 yards.
St. Joseph's went down to an
18-2 defeat at the hands of Dem
•rest, being unable to move the
ball against the aggressive Red
Wirgs. Queen of Peace was sur-
prised by an injury-riddled St.
Luke's team. 18-14, with Lee
Loguhridge and Tom Hart scor-
ing the Irish touchdowns.
Pop* piuj
Qum of Poor*
Bwn Catholic
Don Booro
fit. JoMtlt'a
St. CorllU’B
w L T o*t.
J 0 0 1 000
a o o iooo
110 300
1 1 0 .300
1 3 0 *3O
o a o 000
Underdogs Win
In CYO Loop
JERSEY CITY It was under
dog's day in the Hudson County
CYO Grammar School Football
League on Oct. 25 with both St.
Michael's, Union City, and St.
Andrew's, Bayonne, scoring their
first victories of the season.
The 6-0 defeat St. Andrew's
pinned on St. Paul's was the more
important one, as it dropped the
Pioneers from a first place tie
with Holy Rosary and opened the
way for the Rosanans to take a
two-point lead when they face
Mt. Carmel on Nov. 1.
Mt. Carmel also suffered a se-
vere setback to its title hopes
when Tom O'Connor and Tommy
McEnroe scored the decisive
points for St. Michael's in a 7-6
victory. There were only two min-
utes left in the contest when
O Connor took a pass from Billy
El'binghausen for the touchdown,
with McEnroe circling end for
the point.
Carl Borys scored St. Andrew's
first touchdown of the season on
the last play of the third period
v.ith a plunge from the two-yard
line. The Bayonne team, which
meets St. Michael's this week, is
only two points away from the
kcd.
Holy Itosery
At. Paul'*
Mt. Carmel
St. Andrew's
St Michael's
W L T Ptt
3 1 O •
33 0 •
ISIS
i a 3 4
13 13
Officers Named
By Conference
ORADELL Anthony Pas-
sanante of Queen of Peace was
elected president of the Tri-
County Catholic "A" Conference
at a meeting held at Bergrn
Catholic on Oct. 18.
Also chosen for office were
Brother Tracey. r.S.C.H., of Ber-
gen Catholic as vice president
and Tom Gorman of Dumont as
secretary-treasurer.
The conference discussed the
holding of a junior varsity bas-
ketball tournament in either late
February or early March.
Hollis to Act
As Eagle Coach
PASSAIC - John Hollis has
been appointed acting head
coach of the Pope Pius football
team for the remainder of the
1959 season, following a heart at-
tack suffered by heW coach Bob
Nork on Oct. 17.
Hollis had joined the Eagle
coaching staff at the start of the
present season, following several
years as assistant at Garfield
High School, where he is a teach
er. His son Stu is the star line-
man of the Pope Pius club.
Several times in recent years
Nork had indicated that he might
retire from the Pope Pius job,
but there was no immediate
word last week as to his plans
for next season.
Set Harrier Race
For Passaic Schools
PATERSON Don Bosco Tech
will sponsor the second annual
Passaic County Catholic Gram
mar School cross country cham
pionships on Nov. 7 at Wratside
Park.
St. Mary's of Paterson won the
title last year to take first leg
on the Don Bosco Trophv. James
Richard of Our Lady of'Lourdes.
Paterson, was the individual
champion.
Set Tourney Field
WINOOSKI PARK - Assump
lion. Norwich, and St. Anselm's
will take part in the third annual
Christmas invitation basketball
tournament sponsored by St.
Michael'* College, Dec. 18-18.
School, College
Sports
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Hyland,Pirates Picked
For Top Harrier Honors
JERSEY CITY With rain having wiped out the last
tuneup for the New Jersey Catholic Track Conference
across-country championships at Lincoln Park on Oct. 31,
it is more a mystery than ever who will succeed St., Aloy-
sius as owners of the St. Peter’s College trophy.
The Fordham University east-
ern interscbolasUc champion-
ships, which might have provid-
ed a last-minute clue in the tight
team battle, was washed out
Oct. 24 at Van Cortlandt Park
and will be run Nov. 14, a date
when all New Jersey teams will
be busy with the Seton Hall in-
vitation meet at Warinanco Park
Holy Trinity, Seton Hall. St.
Michael's (JC), Bergen Catholic.
Don Bosco, St. Benedicts and
Don Bosco Tech are among the
teams which must be rated a
chance to win the NJCTC Utle.
Trinity is the pre-meet favorite,
but this corner has a hunch that
a well-balanced Seton Hall team
will carry the day.
INDIVIDUALLY, there are at
least seven boys who could take
the honors won last year by Ed
Wyrsch of Seton Hall. The favor-
ite is Dave Hyland of St. Peter's
(NB), but he may not be up to
his best, as he will run the day
before in the Central Jersey
chamiponships at Warinanco
Park.
Challenging Hyland will be A1
Adams of St. Michael’*, the only
harrier to top the St. Peter * star
all arason, Bobby O'Rourke of St.
Aloysius, Bill Marzloff of Don
Bosco Tech, Ed Schmitt of Don
Bosco Prep, Tommy Zimmerman
and Bill Weikel of Holy Trinity.
Outside hope* are nursed by Er-
nie Tolentino of St. Michael’*
and Ray Wyrsch of Seton Hall,
Ed'* kid brother.
Seton Hall hope* to put all
five of its boy* aero** the finish
line before the third man on Holy
Trinity, Dennis Carleton, or St.
Michael's Dick Harvey, can get
there.
Bergen could alao pack its
boy* together, but each of the
Seton Hall runner* figure* to top
hi* Crusader counterpart.
THIS WILL BE the first of
two race* which will determine
Catholic cross-country suprema-
cy in New Jersey thi* Fall. It
wa* learned this week that the
NJSIAA will again sponsor a sep-
arate division for Catholic
schools, following several sea-
sons in which they have run
against public school teams.
Also on top this coming week
are the Hudson County and Pas-
saic County meets on Nov. 3
(Election Day) at Lincoln Park,
Jersey City, and Garrett Moun
tain Reservation, Paterson, re-
spectively. St. Michael's will be
the top Catholic entry in the for-
mer meet, while Don Bosco Tech
will appear in the latter.
Last Saturday’s rain also
washed out the Marist invitation-
al freshman meet at Bayonno
County Park. The affair has
been rescheduled for Nov. 7 and
will now include a varsity divi*
sinn, as that is an open date on
the schedule for most schools An
exception are the Bergen County
teams. Don Bosco and Bergen
Catholic, who will compete in
tl.eir county championship that
morning.
Pirate Harriers
In Met Meet
NEW YORK
- Seton HiU'i
ctoaa-country team, boasting a
four-meet winning atreak, will in-
vade Van Cortlandt Park twice
within four day* next week for
a dual meet with N.Y.U. and
the Metropolitan Intercollegiate
championahipa.
The N.Y.U. meet ia aet for Oct.
31 and will match the Piratea
againat one of the top teama in
the Eaat. Seton Hall doea not fig-
ure to do much in the varaity
team race at the Met meet, but
Bob Wherry ahould give a good
account of himaelf and Ed
Wyrach will be favored for the
fieahman title.
Seton Hall acored a pair of vie-
toriea over Montclair State on
Oct. 21-22. Wherry waa the indiv-
idual winner on each occaaion aa
the Piratea acored 27-29 and 24-32
tnumpha. A diapute over the or-
der of finish in the first race re-
aulted in the return match.
Carol Tokos Contest
MT. FREEDOM Carol Haa
tic of St. Anthony'a, Paasalc, won
the women'a diviaion at a 56-
target field archery context apon-
aored by the Comanche Bowmen
on Oct 25 with a acore of 824.
Her father, Ted Haatic, waa third
in the men's diviaion at 910.
Olympic Post
To DiFilippo?
SOUTH ORANGE - Vic Dl
Filippo, head of the physical edu-
cation department at Seton Hall
University, has been nominated
for the post as coach of the Unit-
ed States Olympic boxing team
for the 1960 games at Rome
This is not the first time Di-
Fillippo has been mentioned for
this post. He served as a referee
in the 1948 games at London. If
he Is named to the post, Vic
will be the sixth Setonian to rep-
resent the United States In th«
Olympic Games
DiFilippo, whose daughtet
Mona Is an Olympic swimming
hopeful, has been head coach
of the New York Golden Gloves
team for the past 15 years. Ha
has conducted clinics for the
Army and Air Force in England,
Germany, Korea and Japan.
NJSIAA Accepts
DePaul, Lakers
TRENTON—DePauI and Onr
Lady of the Lake were accept*
ed at members of the NJSIAA
last week, with the former be-
ing assigned to Catholic “R"
and the latter to Catholic "C”.
Another Item Involving Oath
ollc schools found St. Joseph's
of West New York moving up
to the “A" division for the first
time.
VOTE NO on the college bond
referendum.
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Vocation Notes
Because of His Mother
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
■Mother, I am not going back to the seminary.” Mr*. Sarto
waa (tunned at the announcement. It wa* the last thing the
•*P**ted to hear from her 17-year-old son, Joseph, who was home
for the funeral of his father.
To her very quietly and calmly put question, "Don’t you
want to be a priest?", his answer was. "More than anything in
I all the world, but I am the oldest; I must
stay home and work.” He was the oldest of
eight; the youngest was four. Mrs. Sarto’s an-
swer was very definite, “Joseph, you go back
to the seminary; I’ll take care of things here.”
Joseph went back and became a priest, a
Bishop, a Cardinal, a Patriarch, a Pope—Pope
Pius X. And in 1954 he was canonized a saint!
How different it all would have been if Mrs.
Sarto had been selfish and had said, “Yes,
Joseph, stay home.” Or if she said, “You’re
only 17, you're too young anyway.”• ¥ j «« aw j uuu§ eaujr w my.
I wonder how many would be priests and Sisters and Brothers
—and perhaps even saints—today, if their mothers and fathers
had not interfered? I should not like to be those mothers and
fathers when they stand in judgment before Almighty God.
As God Soos
Appearing to St. Veronica Juliani, Our Lord pointed to Fa-
ther Cappellctti and said to her, "I ‘give this priest to you as
your director, and I establish him in My place.” Immediately
■he beheld the priest not as an ordinary man, but as it were
transformed into God, and Jesus said to her, "I show him to
you as you ought to regard him
...
in My own person.”
As Christ Himself—that is the way God secs every priest.
How extremely privileged are they who have been invited by
God to become priests!
A Saint's Advice
-St. Thomas of Aquinas, one of the great Doctors of the
Church, said, “It is better to enter religion; to give it a trial,
than not to enter at all, because by so doing, one disposes
oneself to remain for good.”
So, if you are wondering whether you should become a nun,
or a priest or Brother, St. Thomas says, "Stop wondering try
it out!” Take his advice.
Tour Answer?
Do you know that for every 100,000 Catholics in Japan there
are 93 young men studying for the priesthood? In the United
States there are only 26 for every 100,000! Do the Japanese
appreciate vocations more than our American boys and girls
do?
St- Gabriel, Passionist, Said:
I assure you . . . that I would not exchange one-quarter of
an hour spent in the presence of . . . Most Holy Mary, for
all the sights and diversions of the world.”
Apostolate for Vocations
Newark Archdiocese; Msgr. William F. Furlong, Seton Hall
University, South Orange, N. J. Telephone: SOuth Orange 2-9000.
Paterson Diocese: Msgr. Edward J. Scully, 24 De Grasse SL,
Paterson, Telephone: Mountain View 8-1065.
Give Eogle Award To Nutley Scout
NUTLEY Kenneth Lost of
Troop 152, received his Eagle
Scout Award on Oct. 22 at cere-
monies held in the Holy Family
CYO Center.
Holder of 27 merit badges, Losi
is the first member of the Holy
Family troop to achieve Eagle
rating. *
** He received the Ad Al-
tare Dei Award two years ago
and Was elected to the Order of
the Arrow at Camp Tamarack
thil summer.
VOTE NO on College Bond
CRUSADE BANNER: Bishop Curtis presents the Communion Crusade banner for
the Essex County CYO to Michael Smith, left, ff Good Counsel, Newark and Bill
Bayliss of Our Lady of Sorrows, South Orange. Presentation took place at Holy
Hour opening Catholic Youth Week on Oct. 25 at Sacred Heart Cathedral.
Stouter Named
Papal Knight
NEW BRUNSWICK A. A.
Kiri: of Metuchen. national direc
tor of Catholic Relationships for
the Boy Scouts of America, has
been named a Knight of St.
Gregory by Pope John XXIII.
The citation accompanying the
order praised Kirk for his “out-
standing work with the youth of
the Churgh.” Ke has been a pro-
fessional Scout leader since 1926
and has served in his present
position for the past eight years.
As national director ot Catholic
Relationships, Kirk serves as
secretary and adviser to the Na-
tional Catholic Committee on
Scouting, promotes the develop-
ment of Catholic laymen’s com-
mittees in Uie dioceses and in
local councils and assists in con-
ferences of chaplains. Scooters of
Catholic faith and the Iccal coun-
cil's Catholic lay committee.
In 1950, Kirk led the national
jubilee pilgrimage ot the Boy
Scouts of America to Rome,
where they were received in spe-
cial audience by Pope Pius XII.
He is editor of the “Chaplains
Bulletin,” a booklet of aids to
Cstholic chaplains in Scouting
and serves oi. the faculty of the
National Training School for pro-
fessional leaders.
Photo Contest
Includes Color
ROCHESTER Anew color
division has been added to the
Eastman Kodak High School Pho-
to Contest, bringing the total
number of prizes to 338 worth
$11,750.
There will be no subject classi-
fication in the color section, nor
any division into junior and sen-
ior groups. Transparencies will
be eligible, with a first prize of
$350.
Black and white photos will be
divided into four classifications:
school activities, people, pictori-
als and animals, with a first prize
in each of $4OO for seniors (U-12th
grade) and $3OO for juniors (0-
10th grade).
Entires may be submitted any
time between Jan. 1 and Mar. 31,
1960, and the pictures must have
been taken since last Apr. 1. They
may be processed by the contes-
tant or commercially and each
entrant may submit as many pic-
tures as he wishes in all cate-
gories.
The prize-winning prints will be
displayed in salon exhibits at
schools in the United States and
abroad. The contest has been ap-
proved by Msgr. F. C. Hoehwalt,
director. Department of Educa-
tion. National Catholic Welfare
Conference.
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Series of Teen Institutes
Will Open at Elizabeth
ELIZABETH The first of a series of three Young
Catholic Leaders’ Institutes will be held Nov. 8 at St.
Mary’s High School, it was announced this week by Rev.
Stanley M. Grabowski,founder and director of the program.
The institutes will present a capsule version of the
month-long summer programs
held the past two years under
auspices of the Teenage Sodali-
ties of the Archdiocese of New-
ark at St. Paul's, Jersey City.
A poll of the youngsters attend-
ing last summer’s workshop re-
sulted in the decision to carry
it to various areas.
Future institutes arc scheduled
for St. Luke’s High School, H>
hokus, on Feb. 7, and for Bayley*
EUard High School, Madison, oo
Apr. 24. All will consist of semi-
nars, lectures, workshops, panels
and discussions led by priests.
Sisters, Brothers, laymen and
teenagers.
FATHE* GRABOWSKI ex-
pressed the hope that the ex-
panded program will give more
youngsters an opportunity to
avail themselves of these spe-
cialized training courses. Their
aim la to provide the "what,”
"how’’ and "why” of the lay
apostolate in terms of young men
end young women of high school
•I*
All Catholic teenagers are gllg-
ibk to participate. The parishes
of Union County as well as the
Catholic high schools have re-
ceived invitations. Advance reg-
istration is not necessary and the
sessions will run from 2 to 5:30
p.m., closing with a plenary ses-
sion.
Some of the topics include:
Sanctity and Action: Qualities of
a Good Leader: Liturgy and
life: Mary; Spirituality for the
Laity; Being an Apostle; Catho-
lic View on Race Relations; So-
dality; ar.d Prayer In Practice.
Serving on the staff of con-
ductors will be Sister Lucille Ma-
rie. O.P. of Mt. St. Dominic
Academy; Brothers Francis
Luke, F.M.S., and Francis Mar-
tin, F.M.S.. of Marist; Rev. Den-
is R. McKenna of St. Mary’s;
Rev. James A. Burae of St.
Paul’s, Jersey City; Rev. Eugene
J. Hazcwski of St. Stanislaus,
Newark; Rev. Frank J. McNulty
oi St. Aloysius, Jersey City; Ei-
leen Prendcrgast and Margaret
Hnenig oi Jersey City: and Walt
Puciul and Stanley Kosakowski
of Bayonne.
School Notes
Essay Contest
To lrish Senior
UNION CITY - Gerald Pflugh,
a senior at SC Michael’s, took
top honors in the boya division ol
an essay contest sponsored by
the North Hudson service clubs.
Topic (or the contest was
"Youth in the Community” and
Pflugh’s prize was an inscribed
plaque. Seven Catholic and pub-
lic high schools participated in
the contest.
The Sacre Coeur, yearbook at
Sacred Heart Academy (Hobok-
en), received a first place rating
from the Columbia Scholastic
Press Association, scoring 838 of
a possible 1,000 points. Kathleen
McCandless was editor-in-chief
and Sisters Mary Julius and Jo-
seph Dolores were moderators.
The annual retreat at Mt. SC
Dominic (Caldwell) wiU be held
Nov. 2-3 for Juniors and seniors
and Nov. 4-S for sophomores and
freshmen, with Rev. George Flat-
tery, S. J., as retreat master.
RecollectionDay
For Gregorians
ORANGE The annual day
of recollection on Nov. T at St.
Thomai the Apostle, Bloomfield,
will highlight the November date-
book of the Gregory Club of New
Jersey.
Rev. Colin Cooke, M.S.SS.T,,
of St. Joseph's Shrine, Stirling,
will be speaker and Barbara Mc-
Gee and Carlos Larkin are eerv
lag aa co-chairmen.
Also on tap for November ,are
a bingo party on Noy. 9 at Vet-
erans Hospital, East Orange; a
reception on Nov. 19 at Parrillo’s
la Belleville; and the regular
Friday night meetings at Grau-
lich's with Msgr. Joseph A. Doot-
iag and Rev. Laurence Grass-
man, 0.5.8., as guest speakers
OS Nov. 8 and », respectively.
’- - v
VATICAN MMO transmits
broadcasts In nearly 18 lan-
HIM.
YOUTH PROCLAMATION: Bishop McNulty signs
Catholic Youth Week proclamation for Paterson Dio-
cese as officers and moderator of the Paterson-Haw-
thorne District look on. Seated is chairman Lawrence
Sneider of Wayne High School; standing, District
Queen Patricia Smith, Rev. George Dudak, moderator,
and Mary Brennan, treasurer.
College Parley
At Ridgewood
RIDGEWOOD The fifth hi
ennial Catholic College Confer-
ence will be held Nov 8 at Ben-
jamin Franklin High School,
sponsored by Mt. Carmel Church
and its pistor, Msgr. James J.
Kelley.
Open to sophomores and Jun-
iors from all high schools in the
area, the conference will have
representatives from 03 Catholic
colleges and universities on hand
to supply information on scholar-
ships, luiUon and facilities at
their institutions.
Among the outstanding author-
ities who will' participate as
members of a career guidance
pauel are Frank Bray Gibney,
veteran reporter, author and edi-
torial writer, whose moat recent
book, "The Frozen Revolution,"
tells the story of communist Pol-
and, hod Harry W. Burden Jr ,
one of the leading rocket engi-
neers in the United States.
Tbeer wiU also be 29 other ex-
pert a from fields as widely di-
versified as social service and
haberdashery. Esch will provide
attending students with practical
advice and a clear picture of
what a particular career offers,
as well as the college curriculum
most suitable for that career.
ValleyUndefeated
In Bowling Loop
ORANGE After only three
weeks of bowling, ell teams but
one In the Essex County CYO
Senior CYO Mixed Bowling Lea-
gue have loot at least twice.
The only exception is Our Lady
of the Valley, Orange, which ran
Us winning streak to nine oa
Sunday with a sweep of St. Rose
of Lima, Newark. Oddly enough,
Our Lady of the Valley isn’t even
being considered as a possible
winner as the team Is averaging
but 981 in a league where four
toasts are over 7qo.
Archdiocesan Youth to Lay Plans
For Convention at Kansas City
JERSEY CITY The celebration of Catholic Youth
Week in the Archdiocese of Newark will close with the an-
nual Catholic Youth Convention at the Hudson County
CYO Center on Nov. 1.
Following a week of festive events in parishes through-
out the Archdiocese, delegates
from all parish units affiliated
with the Newark Council of Cath-
olic Youth will meet to hear re-
ports, attend panel sessions, elect
officers and prepare for the Na-
tional Council of Catholic Youth
Convention two weeks hence at
Kansas City.
Archbishop Boland will present
awards for youth work to laymen
and CYO members, the top one
being the Pro Deo et Juventute
Award, which was won last year
by Vincent Farrell, international-
ly known sports official.
HIGHLIGHT OF the Holy Hour
attended by 2,000 members at
Sacred Heart Cathedral on Oct.
25 was the blessing of Commun-
ion Crusade banners by Auxiliary
Bishop Curtis. These banners will
trr.vel from parish to parish in
the four counties of Bergen, Es-
sex, Hudson and Union the next
seven months, with each parish
unit taking its turn in receiving
Communion daily for the week.
Msgr. Joseph A. Costello, Vice
Chancellor of the Archdiocese,
gave the sermon at the Holy
Hour, reminding the CYO mem-
bers that their Baptism enrolled
them into- the Church militant.
* rot an apathetic Church, not
an indifferent Church." He asked
them to play active roles in
spreading the kingdom of Christ
"The Church on earth is
called the Church militant," he
said, "because it was founded
by Christ to do batUe with the
forces of evil in the world. A vic-
tory that is handed to us on a sil-
ver platter is not worth very
much, and Our Lord told us that
tht battle would be hard.
"OUR BLESSED Lord calls
upon you to be pure in a world
that laughs at purity; to have re-
spect for authority when the
world mocks at respect and obe-
dience; to be honest and truthful
when many nations have been be-
trayed and enslaved by lies and
deceit.
"By preparing to follow Our
Lord—by taking up your cross
dally—you will be not only help-
ing to gain your own sanctifica-
tion, but you will be helping to
spread His Kingdom on earth."
Autumn Nocturne
SOUTH ORANGE The Jun-
ior class of Scton Hall University
will present the first major dance
of the school year, “Autumn Noc-
turne," on Oct. 31 at the gym-
nasium-auditorium. Frank Micell
is chairman.
Deadline Nears
For Talent Entry
NEWARK Entries close Nov.
2 for the Newark archdiocesan
CYO March of Talent contest,
with the first auditions set in
Bergen County on Nov. 3.
Competition will he in two age
classes: Junior (12-18) and senior
(18-2 b). Past junior winners still
in that age group will compete
in the senior contest.
The Bergen auditions will be at
Madonna, Fort Lee, on the 3rd,
with eliminations to follow on
Nov. 7 at St. Phillip’s, Saddle
Brook, and Nov. 8 at St. Francis,
Ridgefield Park, and the finals
Nov. 10 at St. John's, Leonla.
In Essex County, trials will be
held Nov. 8 at St. Aloysius, New-
ark, and Nov. 10 at Mt. Carmel,
Orange, with the finals on Nov.
11 at St. Rose of Lima, Newark.
The Hudson finals are set for
Nov. 9 at the CYO Center.
The lop four winners in each
|of the county contests wilj meet
in the archdiocesan finals on
Nov. 19 at St. Paul the Apostle,
Irvington.
Unit to Honor
Fr. Pesaniello
NUTLEY The Holy Family
CYO will honor its former moder-
ator, Rev. Mstthew M. Pesaniel-
lo, at the annual Masquerade
Ball on Oct. 30 at the school au-
ditorium. -
Recently appointed assistant
director of the Apoatolate for the
Mentally Retarded in .the Arch-
diocese, Father Pesamello served
tor three years as moderator at
Holy Family, with the unit win-
ning a parish participation ban-
ner from the Essex County CYO
the past two years.
Msgr. Anthony Di Luca, pas-
tor, has appointed Rev. Salvatore
T. Malanga to succeed Father
Pesanleiio as moderator.
Passaic District
Sets Holy Hours
CLIFTON A monthly Holy
Hour for members of the Pas-
saic-Clifton CYO District will be
held starting Nov. 29 at Holy
Trinity, Passaic.
Other plans discussed at an
Oct. 20 meeting of parish moder-
ators and adult advisors included
a roller skating party on Nov. 9,
the opening of the basketball sea-
son on Dec. 6, a talent show on
Feb. 26 and a one-act play com-
petition ending Apr. 24.
The roller skating party will
be for high school age members
and will be held from 7 to 10
p.m. at the Hackensack Skating
Arena.
Officers of the district include
Andrew Slanina, president; Mrs.
Andrew Slanina, secretary; Rob-
ert Fiola, athletic director; and
Rev. Leo P. Ryan, moderator.
RaphaelBreakfast
To Hear Mrs. Byrne
ELIZABETH—Mrs. Philip J.
Byrne will speak on the life of
Sister Miriam Teresa at the an-
nual Communion Breakfast of the
Raphael Club on Nov. l at Win-
field Scott Hotel.
Members of the club, their par-
ents and friends, will receive
Communion at the a a.m. Mass
at Blessed Sacrament Church.
Chairman for the affair is Jeanne
Pine.
Oratory Honors
To Szalkiewicz
JERSEY CITY Sandra Szal-
kiewicz of St. Michael's, Jersey
City, took first place in the
Northern New Jersey Catholic
Forensic League's oratorical dec-
lamation contest. Oct. 20 at St.
Dominic's Academy.
The first four orators from the
IS schools entered in the contest
qualified for the national finals
to be held in New York during
Ascension Thursday weekend.
Placing behind Miss Szalkicwicz
were Edward Reid of St. Peter’s
Prep, Edward Udut of St. Mary’s,
Elizabeth, and Gerald Dqnher of
St. Benedict’s Prep.
Membership in the league is
still open to schools in both the
Newark Archdiocese and Pater-
son Diocese. The next competi-
tion is in original oratory at St.
Benedict's on Dec. 7.
Set November Dates
For Statue, Crusade
MONTCLAIR The Esses
County CYO Pilgrim Statue of
Our Lady of Fatima is scheduled
for three stops during November
in Newark. Orange and Kearny.
Two parishes in Orange and
Livingston will take part in the
Communion Crusade during this
month.
STATUI: Nov S. St. Patrick',. Na*.
arks 19. f»t. John**, Orange. 29. Bt.
Ocllia’a. Kearny; CRUSADI: Nov. 19.
Si John’s. Orange; 29. 81. Philomciu’g,
Livingston.
Young Set Dances
JERSEY CITY - The Hudson
County CYO Center is sponsor-
ing Saturday morning Folk
Dance sessions for grammar
school members, starting at IS
a.m.
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A Wedding Reception
PLAZA HOTEL
JOWMI.I*. Jmmt o*l. N. J.
• tapnotao CoMno
• Mnde« p>k.«
• CaraM mmKm jto.Ho
Oldfield 3-0100
A—pie Parting lew
Air Conditioned
Cellmate* cheerfully given
A CALL TO MERCY
Haro you hoard It? Chrtrt la calkM
you to lho apoatolale of mercy. as
a BROTHIR OR MIRCV. to nuns
Um tick la hot alula. Inflrmtiita tad
arloato bomot. or. aractlco a »rode
or tthar do moat It work ot ratal rr
*£■ •oU-bata# of a Community
Tk* Brother, aro tntttod to works
•* ■»•'«» tn lha UJIA- Germany.
Holland tad Iks mlaaloo fit Ida of
Africa. Blaaaad art Iks merciful.
Ifor they than obtain marry.' Sava
1your aoul the marry tray, far I afar-
,motion, wrltai
RRV. BROTHIR PROVINCIAL
BROTHIR* OP MIMCV
I ransom road, clarinci. n. r.
Saving* Insured to $lO 000 Earn 3VS%
home mortgage loans
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
and LOAN ASS N
SH 1-4*151 colt train PATItSON. N. J.
CAN YOU CARRY THIS CROSS?
The Uf* of (he croa n the iign of
heronm. (he tign of Chnx.
Thu croaa k the tipi of the
EDMUNDITES.
If w>u tie a gencioua young nun
*OUm to etinr it, God can pto*nJa
“"•oW «length and courage.
Kachm
PRIESTS: miaaionariea
pariah praata
(cache rt
BROTHERS: miaaionariea
•killed crafttmaa
foe information. wTtta-Vocatlon Diroctor
SOCIETY OF ST. EDMUND, Mystic, Connectkat
Visit
St Joseph’s
Shrine
Stirling,
New Jersey
I
Never Enough Missionaries!
MISSIONARY SERVANTS
OF THE MOST HOLY TRINITY
WELCOME
PRIESTHOOD CANDIDATES
BROTHERHOOD CANDIDATES
Writ* Father Matthew, M.S.SS.T.
Trinity Mission*, Silver Spring, Md.
w
i
1
Th« Fraioiteai Fathers
THIRD ORDER REGULAR
INVITE YOUNA MEN TO ITUDY
FOR THE SACRED PRIESTHOOD.
tACK OP FUNDS NO OSSTACUE.
WRITS, DIRECTOR or VOCATIONS
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
i
HOiUDAYSIURO 6, PA.
THE
TRIMITAIIAM FATHEIS
®««f an opportunity to young mon and boyi of Grammar
School and High School to bocoma a priori or a Brother
In tho Trinitarian Order, lock of fundi no Impediment.
Write to.
VOCATION DIMCTOR. O.S.S.T.
If IbMum I. Maryland
LAKE MOHAWK
JOSEPH F. MURPHY
real estate insurance
N J
SCHOOL BUSES
Instead of owning your own bus or using
private contractors
SAVE MONEY
■r baling, w. supply n*w bui.i, all moinl.nont., and complain |n .
wronca cooroga. Wa olio laoia con and trocki on Individual orfinal boili. for particular! tall MU 3-4415.
Presently Jarring Mo ny Parishes through owl Iha Stole
_
NATION WIDE LEASING SYSTEMS
4.H HerHsse Av«. i . itorttonTN.T
FINEST NAME BRAND QUALITY
MENS LADIES CHILDRENS
CAPS HATS , BRIDAL HEADWEAR
Diftt From Factory At Lowest Prices '
Gorgeous Ladies
t
Sample Hats in
Beautiful
Feathers
Beavers
Valours
French
Felt Velvets
Finest Quality
Newest
Styles and
Colors
Mens genuine
Fur Felts
$4
Vslim 7 to 10
from
MODERN HATTERS
ABC HAT CENTER
SSANCM FACTOtY OUTUT - 4*o COMMUNIPAW AVI
FACOtrv OUTUT - HI 3,4 IT, JUMY CITY
1 Ol 9-9300 -
You can be THE ANSWER ..
to a prayer
In her little dispensary on Guadal>
canal Slater Joan praya .. . (or
a imall bottle o( ailver
nirate
... to prevent
blindneta In the new
born babiea.
In Kerala, India, Slater
Mary praya. . .(or baby
(ood (or the in(anta
who are brought into
the hospital starving.
Will yen be the anawer
te thousands e( prayers
like these?
Your gilt to us today, large or
snail, will speed desperately
needed medicines to missions all over the world. The
missionaries will then pray ... for you ... in th«nh«
for helping their poor people to know the mercy of Christ
Bond any offering yon can, to
Key. Edward F. Garcache, BJ., Prea.
THE CATHOUC MEDKAI MISSION BOARD
* S Wml 17 IS Street, New Y«rfc 11, N. V.
ENTHUSIASTIC SUPPORT: The auditorium of St. Joseph the Carpenter, Roselle,
is jammedas more than 600 men listen to the details of the forthcoming fund drive
for the expansion of parish facilities. They’ll canvass the parishioners in an all out
one-day campaign on Nov. 1.
To Hold Fund Drive
In Roselle Parish
ROSELLE More than 600 men, composing one of
the largest parish committees known to have been organ-ized within the Archdiocese of Newark for this pupose,
will canvass parishioners of St. Joseph the Carpenter
Church here in a fund drive for subscriptions to offset the
proposed $1 million expansion of
parish facilities.
Announcement of the program
was made this week by Msgr.
James J. Carberry, pastor of St.
Joseph’s. Preceding the opera-
tion of the committee on Nov. 1,
the men will be blessed by Aux-
iliary Bishop Curtis in special
•ervices in the church.
PRIMARY AMONG the pro-
posed new facilities is the con-
strucUon of a high school, gym-
nasium ind auditorium for the
new parish high school, admin-
istered by the Marist Brothers.
Freshman classes are now being
conducted in an older parish
building which was formerly the
convent.
Next in line U the need for
enlarging the present elemen-
tary school, which now has an
enrollment of 1,028. In addi-
tion. plans have been made for
expansion of rectory facilities
to provide more office space.
Msgr. Carberry explained that
it was the hope of the expansion
fund committee to raise subscrip-
tions totaling or exceeding $400,•
000 of the overall anticipated
cost of the entire program. Plans
have been made for the men to
make their calls the afternooon
of Nov. 1.
“In this way.” said Msgr. Car-
berry, “the entire program will
be started, carried, out and re-
ported on in one afternoon, elimi-
nating the necessity for repeated
calls. I have extreme confidence
in the parishonert and am sure
that their cooperation and sup-
port will leave nothing to be de-
sired.”
Co-chairmen of the committee
are Nicholas Colangelo of Roselle
and John Hutchinson of Roselle
Park.
FatherLongo to Teach
At St. Bonaventure
ST. BONAVENTURE, N.Y.
Rev. Vianney D. Longo, O.F.M.
son of Anthony Longo of 15
Franklin Place, Haskell, is
among the 14 faculty additions
recently announced at St. Bona-
venture University.
Father Longo, an instructor in
the theology department, entered
the Franciscan Order in 1952 and
was ordained on April 25, 1959.
He received his A.B. in philoso-
phy from St. Bonaventure Uni-
versity.
Cana Barn Dance
JERSEY CITY _ The Cana
group of St. Paul’s, Greenville,
will hold its Fall barn dance Oct.
30 at MacKenzie Post Hall, Ba-
yonne.
Graymoor Inn
Marks Jubilee
GARRISON, N. Y. (RNS) -
Solemn Mass was celebrated tn
St. Christopher’s Inn hen to com
memorate the golden Jubilee of
its establishment by Rev. Paul
James Francis, S.A., a convert
who founded the Franciscan
Friars of the Atonement (Gray-
moor Friars).
Inspiration for the inn came
when Father Paul, while on a
visit to Washington, saw a pic-
ture of the log cabin in which
Abraham Lincoln was born. He
immediately decided that a re-
cently built chicken bouse might
be used to shelter homeless men.
Thus, St. Christopher’s Inn be-
gan.
During the course of the years
it has given clothes, food and
shelter to more than 100.000 men.
whose only requirement for ad-
mission has been need. The pres-
ent inn was enlarged in 1953 and
is the fourth structure to serve
the needs of the homeless.
Give Novena Schedule
At St. Michael’s
UNION ClTY—Monday novena
devotions at St. Michael’s Monas-
tery will have special sermons on
the Poor Souls in Purgatory dur-
ing November, it was announced
this week by Rev. Bcnnet Kelley.
C.P., newly appointed novena di-
rector.
A novena Mass will be offered
Monday at 9:30 a.m. for inten-
tions of those making the novena
service. Services will be held
each Monday at 10 and 11 a.m.;
12:10, 2. 3:30, 5, 5:45. 7:15 and
8:15 p.m. They last from 15 to
25 minutes.
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Old
Tappan Hills
84 FOOT-7 ROOM
COLONIAL RANCH
estate fixed plots 175 x 144 or larger If desirod
also Split Levels from |24,500 custom built houses also available,
all homes on minimum plots 175 x 144
*28,500
• •.«
Enter into the bright, cheery
center foyer entrance and on
Into luxury roominess not
usually found In ranches la
this price class. The large
living room has a huge pic-
ture window overlooking the
rear yard offering complete
privacy with a built-in view.
Full dining room, extra large
kitchen with branch area. >
generous rise bedrooms, 8
fan baths, (Matter Bedroom
is IS* x IS* and has a private
fan bath —of coarse), fin-
ished , recreatioa and enter-
tainment room with rear exit
to garden, 2-CadiUae garage,
gat fire heat.
Furnished by: "RONALD'S OF TEANECK" '
*
Vbh *e hnOM mM el OU Taoooa NUh ..
•W* »«w W«.far fwm,
% Mil* from Sf. Plot X Church phono NOrth 6-074
Feresl 5 Westwood Avne. “• 4 *• tmmo, m« «. T MM «k
Old Toppon (Serpen Cos.)
wfcJcfc boctmtg Wiihiibitii Avt. ind Itfirulgnburili u, |e
te««r>W» M* HarrlnetM Perk. CeMlnwe m Lefaretts OS. H
U *»•. MMIb meOel Mae
Building Homes
Is My Business!
JOSEPH ROSENBLATT, PRESIDENT
RUOUC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Building homes is my business and as a businessman I build homes for
profit. That’s how I cam my living. But when I sell a home to a family
there’s a lot more at stake for me than simply making a profit. My
reputation as a builder is part of every house I build. And after building
about 600 homes in the northern New Jersey area in the past 12 years
1 think my reputation is on a pretty high level. I intend to keep it
that way.
That’s why I’m particularly proud of the new Bi-Level Ranch model
I’ve introduced at Preakncss VaNcy Estates. It’s a good home for the
money, it’s spacious insido and out and the construction is sound and
sturdy. I invite your inspection of the Bi-Level Ranch because I believe
there is no better buy on the market today than these homes.
Valley
JwImvmT-
RANCH
full prlco $22,500
MODELS OW 7 DAYS A WEEK fheiw OX 4-M74
i .7. .
"
- '
DIRECTIONS! Royto 44 to Frouhnno Avonuo, turn right unto RlvarvlswOrivw to Vallay Rood, than right 1 mllo on Vallay Road to furnlshod models.
ONLY 6 CHOICELOTS LEFT
Brookfield
ORHAM PA
OTHIR MOOIU
mcio FROM
*20,690
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
SVI%
MORTGAGES
UNTIL NOV. Ist
BUY NOW A SAVE!
MODEL HOME
OPEN DAILY AND
WEEKENDS
TEL: FR 7-9733
Modd IHutlratod, i 10.490
7 ROOMS/1 Vi BATHS/2-CAR GARAGE
• Reception Foyer • Spacious living Room • SeparateFull Six* Dining Room • 3 Family-Stxe Bedrooms
• Manor Bod room hat Two Soparato Closets and Prl-
vato Entrance to Bathroom • Double Entry Coramlc
Tile Bath • Big Sdonce Kitchen with l-Shaped Work
Area PIUS Dinette Space • Finished Recreation Room
with adjoining Utility Room and lavatory • Full Base-
ment • Colonial-Type Shake Shingles • 15,000 Sq. Ft.
lot (min.).
BROOKFIELD IN FLORHAM PARK is ideally located for
perfect suburban living. Nearby are public and paro-chial scl ools, all houses of worship, shopping and
convenient transportation.
DIRECTIONS' W.il on Morn, Turnplk. I. Omnwood Aw. In Modl-
wnihrm right on Or..nwood Aw. to Rldgwlol. A»j continu. onRidgodol. Aw. I block pait Columbia Turnplk. H Morhom Aw. and
turn kft. th.n t block and Ml again to Module. OR, W.,t on South
Orong. Aw. Ibrami Columbia Turnplk.) la RidgactaU Aw. attlorhom fork Cm,t.„ turn right t block t. tlorhom Aw. (at Slu.
Elm Golf Court.); th.n Uft I block and l*ft again to M0d.1,.
ROYAI ACRES, CHestmit 5-9365
you CAN afford a
FLORIDA HOME!
Thinking ef retiring? Looking for
e piece to build that dream home free
from frigid blasts? Wondering bow you can
assure yourself of congenial neighbors? Looking
.
f »T help In financing that project?
Well, we’ve get the answer for you. And right In the
Beech Area, Florida’s most gracious place to lire.
.. . *• *• »*«■ readleg that Delray b fast becoming the best
address In Florida. New here’s your chance to become a part of all this.
FLORIDA HAS SO MUCH TO OFFER!
Imagine the joy of having a brand new, all year home, with plenty of ground
”£2 *u.and, *.“r T 7 #W" *«■•*. grapefruit trees, aed gorgeous
tropical flowers blooming the year ’round. And all at a price you can afford to pay.
A NEW IDEA! “Windward Palma- Is
anew concept In property development
There mrn new seme developments with
well-eelected property, reasonable Uxes
end n club plan to screen applicants.
Bnt that’s just where we start Members
of our group have net only all these ad-
vantages hut many mere; innumerable
Plata to select from, quarter acres or full
acres; eur own architect will custom-plan
a beautiful tropical heme individually to
yenr taste, at a special lew fee; eur own
builders will erect it in jest a few months,
»t actual coat plus only a very modest prof-
it Local financial institutions are generous
snd understanding In their
Wn*vn asade arrangements for feral tare to
he parehaaod at great savings, —• -*•
*r*hs, trees and flowers at serial
priced. There’s a beautiful amaldpal
club only five mluutoe eway, a flue lake
nearby, and the Incomparable ocean beach
less than ton minutes from year front door.
LIFETIME PROTECTION I Your lovely
hem# Is protected by building restrictions
and covenants In nil deeds an the neigh-
borhood characteristics will he maintained.
Property values should always he assured.
There’s ee much mere to toll things
»e’d like yea to knew. Be If gracious
Plerida living on a part nr fall time heals
l« •• yw mind, why don’t yea writ# to
“Windward Palma,- P. O. Bex 1515. Delray
Beech. Plerida. If yen preffr to talk about
M, call New Jersey Diamond UM3. There
b M obHfdtloa, beenoas, please remember,
yetPve got In like as and we’ve fat to like
Be get fas tench with ns.
F. O. BOX 1535, DCUAY MACH, FLORIDA
NEW FOR 1940!
3 bedroom Cope Cod
MIDOUWOOD in Old
St. Themes' Catholic School and School
mediately adjacent to property.
w •*
models at
T.*"."** 1***** 1 1 N *»Hn M Am by. Mb
highlights or no niw cats coo *-
bpsnuon am witti finithad badraam In Onw attic PLUS ream tar
22'Zf.ZZr.z'-'tiSS. *“"*
1
* VA,,m or OTHW DttMMII
* l,s »* ■*>**• **** ""MHen U~Mnt.
sum
Cap * udud ** '“'P o '* ••>«»*. m
o"** •»pe*« ,en o-.o far 2 mara badraam..
$U.*»O
. JT"* «* ■■<■»■»<"■ a-Kty •• aa a.tra tactlknlt-in wall a«an ami rang, and kardwaad cob.naf, In bttW. r- f’ l * Wl* »W Waad d. M thing and H" c£u.
waatbartlrlppad wood wlndaw. •;*.
chlmnar. Macadam dri»awa r . Ma^ n
LOW GOWN PAYMENT - IXCIIUNT TUMS POP ALU
Exhibit Homo Open Ivory Dey
OirtCTIONS: N. J. Turnpike ta l.it P. baar left t. Pout. It (taatbaundl’• *<+■ * - —HT-’iSrStl!
CLASSIFIED
Deadline for Classified Ads - Monday 12 Noon
HELP WANTED
or rompdnion. r>»i>.n<1.hl..m»lur». D.y or nUht. Clljr or Suburb.
Ml 3-IS47
SSL I** 4®!? *uburt>. pr*f.rr*d.»rtW Box 234. The AdrocaU. 31 Ctntbn
»r. Newark 2. N. J.
f-.R~t.ry Inlarm County. 1 Cook-1 ( hamb.rm.lrt walirvaa Hr. In excel-
I" 1 Bo* Ir.n*port.lion. Box 23S. Th.
Advocat*. 31 CUatoa St.. Newark.
INSTRUCTION
PrtraU tnlorlaf mathamatlra and artonr.
r«nyY
° r,,ri tear him norrinn
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
PLUMBING-HEATING
MICHAEL T BA UDERMANN, INC.
n-UMBlNO AND HEATING
1(1 WILLIAM ST.. NEWARK S
MA 3 7*07
SAFES
NEW AND USED SAFES
ALL TYPE
nMLSrsrusasa.
AH kind. .1 rir.proof lllk. ml f»r
laaU'uttona. Indu.trr. RaMdene.
MAfTEY*a KEY SHOT OR 1SU»
Un E. Grand Bk_ BtfS. H. 1.
kl kisas
REUQIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
THE MIRACLE SHOP
SU Rids. Road. Lyndhunt
<•»* RIU Th.atr.)
Dalis lltl-llai
WEbatar JOO
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
U« Rmadwaj, Pataraan. N. J.
MUIWttt Mill
• Ornauaa Card.
• Mart. Cleary ■
REALTORS
UNION COUNTY
Our aiMttaar. u your protection Lei oa
■**P rou aa we bar. ao many other bap-
la Union County and th.
*• > •
T. Buy or Sell Call an
JOHN P. McMAHON
Morrlo An.. Union MU >304
UP** Dm A Weekend.
BUY NOW
SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR
TRADE-IN PLAN
w# will list POUT hOUM for MU, •
conAider buying it. If you purctiAee am
other houM through our office. Le
ua know
pour requirement a. Evening
•nd lloUdArt caU Mr*. Kelly WE #3*23
Mr. CaIIaaher NU 2 3879
STANLEY JOHNSON
» ItlSh SUM*
Raaltar
NUUay 2 hods
>11*1 Spaclallata
McCANN • WEBBE
rlfl Man
. Rtdcew
OLiver 2-0883
OPEN WEEKENDS
Raal Estate for Salo
BLOOMFIELD
a horn* for your
BERNARD WERBEL
ST. THOMAS PARISH
Motor* rcnUrr lull colonial* nrelUnt rtm-
Pint floor po«tkr room. 4 bed-
HOWELL S. COGAN, REALTOR
*» Uro* St . nioonilM'ld PI * STM
Ev.tUn*. rail Mr*. MrDoo.ld ED SCUD
ST THOMAS PARISH - Atirartl.. 1
bad room kora* aa Da ad End M adlaraal
Broa4dala Park Coovratanl to rhurrk.
■ot aad all IranaportaUoo All alartnr
kite ban oltk adlaraal lauodrr room rail
■ro«al aad Tear garage ED. SHK
CRANFORD
BE THE FIRST TO SEE THIS
tod room conlor boll colonial Uuti
oUll *allin* for 1U flrot birthday CHI
hoot. Powder room, aparioua lot. beauti-
ful ground*. Norlhaldo deadend at root.
IXSJOO
G. E. HOWLAND BR 6-5900
13 KASTMAN STREET CRANPORD
RIDGEWOOD
■nSfei Bftf “TiTS.
win.a*luioSrfvte IMS'
SUMMIT
A FAMILY HOME
-
9" * liinniliili —Ah Uraa tuM
SSS5-TJ 52
t»JOO Offer* toritojf AAta4
S** 4* nocwood nor*. ItoThrler HfeffcU
JOAN O. CHRYSTAl
Realtor
• OtFuaM An . SaBuart rm 3.4234U no man mu mu r s
cm M«
WESTFIELD
Barrett & Crain
F*K BOOKLET
* Nfe fiiiMn M.
AO AIMao moo
BUTLER
BRAND NEW
* txdroBM !>**.'•« »C 21. » —
r -o
"not riot. IMm DWw m•• •
b uMoi, uS:
A,
«tjS. **”**■ *• Aatv *ar '*
AAA RG A RET MERNER
Ol bo- 7 1401
NORWOOD
rri»* S*lu L-rol
to 421.400 3 tom
IM « 1
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS
■SAT TKX HIGH
cost or uvmc!
BUY A BRAND NEW
2-FAMILY HOME AT
SKYLINE
HEIGHTS
Terrace & Kipp Avenue*
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
luxury living rm rot-* own
IX’* INCOMEFAMILY FLU*
lno omn AFT
FIRST FLOOR APT.
DtoottoTr.VkiitoM* f, "iu
SECOND FLOOR APT.
* J*e»M« . . . Livtoo Room
Dtootto . . . Kitrfem . . Bm
WT COOT TO YOU
$55. MO.
nrui at
S29.900
25% DOWN
»i havk VAima
UST OT TENANT*
■fecial rnoraumi
mi YCbo flaw
For 1 Tm
FIRST FLOOR FAMILY
SECOND FLOOR FAMILY
a
SROOO DOWN
« H Zt K THUS IXATTRES
Tmr tmrun ran c—i cm
Burk Kioto* Ciktopto witk r* rmlf“ *—
"i MM w»u On* m
Mliwto blMWi •
ka* garages
• crrr uwas
STREET*
PAID roR
• Cm4mr
MK-M
* umm . . .
AND CVIM ARE IN AND
•rt»
ONLY 19 IHMTU FROM NEW YORK
DIRECTIONS DON Rwem CpnMt —
Tsk* T«t!Kt A** . IWtnurt la Tm>
rirt An. WiAwik MwlMRM
Tpitkp Ait la Rif* At*
iPiUftr Air—k
DIRECTIONS)
on Alt Ends* uni ruM mm PiltniR
At* . thru WilUMtaa to Hobokra
l.rl.tpdl < otttottM tto llxlnutrk
• huh liriRii Ttrrsrf Ait.
brout k lltubU
Am . Ihca tuna lUM to M«tol
DIRECTIONS) PrfRR Mill C—Ef —
Rl. Nt ] to Rt. K*. IT. Tura ruM mm
Sm IT u4 inllN) Iknt Q> Mm to
Trm/tUi LUM s« PlNlIN R. ElRwilk
lUiEhtt. ton Ml RE tot I ARM to Tee» I
rtrp Ait Turn rukt Iwt ijt
Kipp Ai. M
OOl PA
MODEL HONE l
mt ISrRrE iMtojnM.
PANTY IN > WEEKS
I* OPEN FOR DtSPDCnaN
AIVIN DEVELOPERS
Vixnl Dr Em. S top Ms
GEORGE
H AMEER
APARTMENT TO LIT APARTMENT TO LIT
KART ORANGE. N. J.
NOW LEASING FOB
JANUARY OCCUPANCY
44 SOUTH MUNN AVE.
5
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■
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Construction Under Way at Knollcroft
;MADISON TOWNSHIP (PrS>-
Construction of homes la under
Wy In the first section of Knoll-
cioft, 200-house community being
developed off Route as socth of
liurenc* Parkway here,
lnc., of East Or-
«M», is developing the tract as
another Hand-Sum Homos Com-
munity. The builder Is working
<m 90 homes, with initial deliv-
eries 'slated for the lata winter.
Construction of a sewerage
plant to service the tract is also
under construction for comple-
tion this winter.
Parochial schools are avail-
aUe in Madison Township, Key.
psft and Sooth Amboy.
OFFERED AT KnoUcfuft are
contemporary ranch and split-
level homes priced from U4JM
which can be purchased with no-
down payment V.A. terms or with
low down payment FJLA. or
5-1/2% conventional financing.
Jacobson, Goldfarb and Tanxman
Cos of Perth Amboy serve as
sales'agents. Sales are now un-
der way hi the second section.
On display at Knollcroft is the
Woodmere ranch model and the
Madison split-level, available on
folly-landscaped plots 65 by 100
feet and large*.
The furnished contemporary
ranch Woodmere model has a
foyer entry with guest closet, a
picture-windowed living room,
family room, step-saving science
kitchen with dining area, 9 bed-
rooms, including a bathroom off
the master bedroom, a colored
ceramic tile bathroom with col-
ot ed fixtures, vanitory and tub
with shower, basement, laundry
room with gas dryer, and a car-
port with storage area. The kitch-
en, featuring a pass-thru to the
family room, has birch cabinets,
built-in wall oven and counter-
top range, and a door leading
out to the carport .
Suggests Joint
Bible Translation
NEW YORK (RNS) A com-
mon English translation of the
Bible for Protestants and Catho-
lics was endorsed here in the
Oct 24 issue of America, nation-
al Jesuit weekly.
Rev. Walter M. Abbott S.J.,
associate editor, uid that some
Biblical scholars think agree-
ment in linguistic studies has
reached the point where a uni-
form translation acceptable to
both religions is a real possibil-
ity.
"Since Catholics and Protes-
tants use the same critical edi-
tions of the Biblical manuscripts
as the basis for their work,” he
said, "it would seem an easy step
to a Joint translation of the Bible
for the Christian people."
SKYLINE HEIGHTS: Two-family model house at Skyline
Haights, 21-homo colony being developed as another
Harmer Project on Terrace and Kipp Avenues in Has-
brouck Heights. Harold Kramor and Vincent DeMarzo of
Alvin Developments, lnc., Clifton, are builders and George
Zimmerman of Carlstadt is broker. The two-story house
with a 4½ room apartment on the first floor and a 5½
room apartment on the second floor is priced from $29,900.
New Section at
Glacier Hills
PARSIPPANY - TROY WTT.T.S
(PFS)—The new Fairfield Section
of Glacier Hills is moving ahead
by opening a second section of
20 homes. The tract is located
on Route 10 here, north of Route
202. Henry B. Westcott is in
charge of sales.
The community is featuring a
65-foot front split-level home with
three or four bedrooms, 1-1/2 and
2-1/2 baths, a recreation room,
big basement, two-car garage,
and 100x150 grounds. The dwell-
ings are priced from 221,990 with
90% 25-year mortgages available.
Additional details include large
living and dining rooms, a G.E.
equipped kitchen with its own
dining area; oil warm air heat,
full insulation, oak floors, 100
amp electrical service, a utility
room, G.E. 82 gal. hot water
heater and cedar shingle exter-
ior.
The sales program is accenting
the uniquely desirable location in
a wooded area with its own park.
Trees have been preserved
throughout the tract in keeping
with the natural setting that sur-
rounds it.
Bout Slips
For Baywood
BRICK TOWNSHIP (PFS)
Additional slips for use next eea-
son at the Baywood-on-Barnegat
Bay marina hero will soon bo in-
stalled by Baywood Marina, Inc.,
operators of the 2,600-foot twin
marina.
The marina is one of a number
of facilities offered at the 1,200-
home lagoon-seashore resort
community being developed by
American Land Investment Corp.,
North Plainfield. N
More than 30 slips are now
available at the marina. Bulk-
heading and installation of about
79 additional slips is contemplat-
ed by the operators who are
readying winter storage facilities
for boats.
The resort community features
navigable lagoons which provide
doorstep boat-docking facilities
for home owners.
Soles on Way.
At Middlewood
OLD BRIDGE (PFS) Mm
are now under way in the sec-
ond section of Middlewood-at-Old
Bridge, where homes will be
delivered next summer, reports
Value Realty Cos. of Clifton.
The 194-house community on
Bentley Ave. Just off Route U
is being developed by Hedy
Heights Construction Cos. of Clif-
ton, which is showing Cape Cod
and split-level models priced
from >14.990 to >18,990. The
homes are available on fully-
landscaped plots 65 by 100 feet
and larger in an area which baa
city sewers and all improve-
ments.
Sewers are in and other utili-
ties are being installed in the
tract’s second section. First-sec-
tion improvements are all in and
homes here are nearing comple-
tion for delivery dates starting
in December.
Offered is a Cape Cod model
with a partially finished third
bedroom in the expansion attic,
anew Cape Cod with a finished
third bedroom, and a split-level
model.
Cedar View Heights Opens in November
SPABTA (PIS)—-Coder View
Heights, • colony at 00 hones
ortginoßy scheduled to open hi
October, still have a premiere
sheering to mid-November.
The postponement ot the open-
tag was dee to a change in plans
by the tmfldsr to include an addi-
tional model home Original plans
railed tor preasntstion of a nine-
room split level, hat a second
model, a six-room ranch, will
alao be ahosra.
Building at Cedar View Heights
will be carried on through the
winter, and homes ordered hi No-
vember will be delivered in the
Spring.
In addition to the ranch and
split level models, Cape Cod and
colonial hornet will alto be •▼all-
able. All hornet will be priced be-
tween 116,000 and $22,000.
Book Chib Selection
NEW YORK - The October
•election of the Catholic Book
Club it "The Devil'a Advocate.”
by lforrit L. Weet
October ft, lWt THE ADVOCATE 19
Luxurious Country living In An
Established ResidentialLocation
I KINGSLAND
ESTATES
BOONTON, N. J.
Adjoining Knoll Golf Club
7-1/2 Room, 2-1/2 Bath Split Levels
Entrance foyer . . . finished recreation room with slid-
[ it® ®la*s doors to rear patio .. . big picture-windowed
t- living room . . . ultra-modern kitchen with full birch
p cabinets, built-in oven and counter-top range ... 3
beautiful bedrooms (rpaster bedroom hos private bath
with stall shower) . . . full basement . . . utility room
with lavatory and laundry area with FREE gas clothes
dryer . . . gas-fired hot water heat . . . built-in garage
. landscaped, shrubbed, seeded plots 100 x 125'
minimum City water, streets and curbs ore In and
ip"paid for. ’
'
CHOICE OF THREE MODELS
< $21,750
LIBERAL FINANCING - LOW TAXES
..Near Schools, Houses of Worship and Shopping, P. 5.
Newark Bus at Comer; Lakeland Bus and D. L. & W.
R. R. to New York.
MODEL HOME OPEN DAILY, 10 A. M. To 5 P. M.
WEEKENDS, 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.
DIRECTIONS: Bloomfield Ave. to Rt. 46, to Rt. 202 (at
Jersey City Reservoir), turn right on 202 to Lathrop
Ave.; right on Lathrop Ave. to Vreeland Ave. and right
on Vreeland Ave. to Model Home..
Exclusive Sales Agent. HOWARD RASMUSSEN
Builders. NEDELLE CONSTRUCTION CO.
II Crown Rd., Boonton, N. J. DEerf laid 4-5611
*
R
3 or 4 BEDROOM SPUT LEVELS
Uovm lions To ChooM Prom
la Ifca laait af Nw
• J«it U al.Ha fia
• jMt • m*m hmm
i Wwit • lad SO aila dn Ina Maw Ya»fc
Ovmb |f4||| 9 Yuli hrwit1W «o» —*• .1
Wdl (trail*
«*
» I 8
"SWaBS
• COUNTS* TOO KANOS WITH
SUUT-4N WAU OVSN
• ms MOSOS AUTOMATIC
CIOTIMI MVSt
• WHITS AIN KITCHIN
CASINSTS
MINIMUM IfeACSS lOT*
COMMITS BSD CIDAK I
WINDOWS
ruu SAtSMINT
fUUY INSULATSD
wuv wsATMsasatrrsDTim***,
coMronj^H
..oM SAW**01
• MAR SNTSAMCI
pWfCTJONS:
117,SHERWOOD FOREST rad, U
kmmu OMN DAILY AMO MUNOAV
AaaMar Haa C.aaawUty fcr Day. Sliana
• M
■OUAUTY CONTtOUJD CONSTRUCTION”
*BOO IS ALL
YOU KB) DOWN!
«• *». WmiiHrt Ckart*. Me*
IllfH Law MftMaa Hnaa i ifl
aMa. Call aflar t PJL PianWai.
PArkway 1-3945
May Wt Present .
Radeliffe Estates
• NEW PROVIDENCE, N. J,
**• charming m coieny of hixury-tlyled hornet I* widiia walking dl.tooc* of tchool, and hut*e . . .
and only minute* from (happing anttn, golf court*#, 4h* teonlc Wotchung Rctervation, oiutu.tr*
Spacious Split Level and Ranch Homes
<ii Uk A a Rathi a « 4
OAWIUD MOT WATM HUT . . . RoRMa Oar.
ago . . . FuHy laadwapcd Mali of MOO Sg.
Pi. aad larger. CITY lIWUI aad Ml UTIIITIM
MU IN ANO PAID FOR.
DIRECTIONS. FROM NEWARK - Rt. M w*itj
right an Pork Am. In Scotch Flolm end follow
FROM SUMMIT. Wort on Springfield Are. JH
etilot to Central Are, Now Prouldonce and follow
I
Priced from
$21,990
USCRM FINANCING
MODEL HOME OPEN
DAILY NOON TILL DARK
T«l. CR 3-1246
Exclusive Sales Agents*
BROUNEU l KRAMER
1479 MORRIS AVI., UNION
MU 6-1100
Priced
from *14,990
NO DOWN PAYMENT &
F.H.A. *555 DOWN
5Vt% CONVtMTIONAI
MORTOAQES SHU
AVAIIABU
W • - .v*l
9
WHICHEVER YOU CHOOSE will be RIGHT! Both
homes have been designed and built (or 3 genera-
tions of your family. NEAR TO EVERYTHING—AII
schools
. . . high and elementary, public and paro-
chial
...
are within abort walking distance, as are
churches of all faiths. Spanking new shopping cen-
ters and country clubs are only minutes away. So
are wonderful beech and park facilities. Only 40
minutes to Manhattan, 25 to Newark or Asury Park,
5 to Perth Amboy. 2 modern turnpikes, 2 railroads
and 7 us lines nearby. City sewers, water, utilities,
» roads, sidewalks and drives ...
ALL IN AND PAID FOR.
V
/ if
model wen
NOON TIL 7 PJL DAILY
lIAJL TUT ML SAT. & SUL
Furnished by
JACK SHAW
long blond, N. Y.
OIBICTIONS. Garden __
n lawk >rtw Sait Na. :
iLSTTAHISKCsS4
ROOMINESS PLUS—large living room, dining area,
family room. Twin-slxe bedrooms. Colored ceramic
tile luxury baths. Closets, closets, Moeetst Plenty
storage room too. SCIENCE KITCHEN Perfect
sie for leg-saving efficiency without crowding. Built-
in oven counter-top range, wood cabinets, Formica
work counters. And a separate Laundry Room.
Automatic Clothes Dryer Included.
ELBOW-ROOM PROPERTY Each house is hand-
somely set on a <5300 sq. ft 10t...fully landscaped,
seeded and shrubbed. Knoll croft is a neighborly
community, made to order for bringing up your
children happily.
IN «T. BENEDICT'S PARISH
New School to be Erected
5 Minutes from Perth Amboy
25 Minutes from Ntwurfc
25 Minutes from Asbury Pork
40 Minutus from New York
MNRSDM HOMES Community
JACOBSON, GOLDFARB & TANZMAN CO. ■££'!X!su.
HI
“
Indian Forest Park Inc in Westfield .,.
CONVENIENT:
* *•« ' •* k 'v.i \ •* i
Located in Holy Trinity Parish in Westfield with
its modem Grade and High Parochial School
farilitt#., •
DESIRABLE:
_
'
.
Inviting residential background with rural atmos-
phere, excellent shopping, easy
WELL PLANNED:
’
.
’**_ . ' * 1‘ 1 ;
Beautifully styled 3 and 4 bedroom homes in Au-
thentic Colonial design—Several available or im-
mediate occupancy. Prices start at $30,000.
MMa boat* *p*m 10:30 dark Directions:
Sd*t Agaut
a i
Emtrama to fr*p*rty at 1090 Laurtnca Avt.,
PAUL S. TICHENOR Adam, 2-6005
WmtfMd,
20 Tni AS?GCAT 5 Gttater *O. 195*
■ rrr
Packard - Bamberger
QUALITY GROCERIES
® rop WAunr Murs
Choice
T°P Bo«om
Friend'*
16-oz.
breaded oysters
, 6-OX.
Kirkpatrick pkQ.
gSSKttCHOPS
CORNED^beep
*°"*H Pride
sliced bacon
11 HSATfranks
ROUNDER F.UETS
SII.VER SMars
fb.
fb.
3WJH
P
fb.
fb.
»k
V:--!*" -gse?*
giiMH*******JS^o»
NVciNTOSH
apples
• •
3^29c
FACtPUMPKINS VOURCHO.CE
ARRIVED!
M MIX CAW
~ ~
,iM«me Erom: Vanilla
or chocolate k»«M.
1
-
J2JXL ~ pri~ *"
Saturday, October 31«t.
JUST •trinflfmttltuttifruit*mixed drymixed nut*fancyroll moremanyandnutdate frulrtett*fi«*dote*, tcxpl***^Crop cherryNew apricotchestnut*,freshdriedbreadJohn
POIAPKIN
P«
63*
99".w ■ . ncjc
•
..oWEEH CAVER CAKE
-ft
1 o“hocwf- **X
K f'« DAIRY PRODUCTSSup** W,,,.
,
05
SmToSWBS CHEESE
99*
_
(bY the p|~.»
SHfij-L. . 7,e ,
or oicciorni#a . I B3 Mlcat*sen
Si*ss*cm, .£'/CET-‘l»
frw* « - r w*taouu a go.Ce* 39c / SS&Ka ;9c»
* I'WEHTO LOAF *• 70*
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f v'L* v * >
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